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ABSTRACT

A Hawaii Linear Programming Model was used to evalu

ate the impact of energy shortages and high energy prices

on crop commodity costs, farm income, agricultural resource

use and rural environmental quality. The model used is

a modified version of the CARD-NSF Energy Model used by

Dvoskin (1976) to study energy use in national agricultural

production.

The results of this study indicate that generally

crop commodity costs and gross farm income will increase

during an energy crisis. Statewide energy rationing would

cause a very small reduction in overall energy use in the

sector but significantly affect commodity costs. High

level of exports would result in high incomes that would

compensate partially for expensive oil imports into the

state.

Resources substitution within the agricultural sector

would help sustain productivity while conserving scarce

energy resources. Energy shortages as well as high energy

prices would lead to severe curtailment of irrigated acres

in the State.

Energy conservation practices in agriculture arrest

the rate of entropy increase and provide for a better

quality of rural environment in Hawaii.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Background

The State of Hawaii has for over a century been

dominated by plantation agriculture, with vast acreages

of land devoted to the cultivation of pineapple and sugar

cane. In the early years, plantation agriculture thrived

due to the availability of cheap and abundant immigrant

labor which kept operating costs very low. During the

nineteen fifties and sixties, as production became more

capital-intensive and mechanized, major and irreversible

changes occurred in the mode of agricultural production.

The adoption of new agricultural methods and the spectacular

achievements of the food system in promoting revolutionary

processing and preservation technologies have led to the

food and agriculture sector being a significant consumer

of energy, both in direct and indirect forms.

Presently, the three energy related inputs that

substantially affect agricultural productivity are nitroge

nous fertilizers, pesticides and fuel inputs [1]. The

fuel inputs in agricultural production in Hawaii are

gasoline, diesel, fuel oil, liquefied petroleum gas and

electricity.
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Gasoline and diesel fuel used in production, is for

motive power due to the mechanization of certain agri

cultural operations such as harvesting, tilling and plowing.

Fuel oil is used in processing and marketing and elec

tricity is used for motor power for irrigation and for

heating and cooling applications.

The basic reasons for increasing energy application

to agriculture are to (1) replace human and animal labor,

(2) increase production, (3) lessen risk and (4) enhance

or change product form or quality [26]. These incentives

have not been altogether lost on Hawaii producers.

In Hawaii, under the State's cropping system, pe

troleum-derived energy has become an important production

input. Agriculture, including processing, accounted for

4.3 percent of all energy used in Hawaii in 1976. Table

1 provides the value of petroleum products used on the

4100 farms in Hawaii in 1978.

Also, in 1976, agriculture in Hawaii used 30.3

million KWH of electrical energy, not including consumption

by sugar factories of power generated from bagasse for

internal use. This accounted for 0.5 percent of total

electricity consumption in the State [57].

A study published by the Hawaii Agricultural Experi

ment Station entitled "Capital in Hawaiian Sugar: Its

Formation and Relation to Labor and Output, 1870-1957"

prOVides a clear picture of the progress of mechanization



TABLE 1

VALUE OF PETROLEUM PRODUCTS USED ON FARMS, 1978 ('OOOS)

Type of Product State of
Hawaii

Hawaii
County

Maui
County

Kauai
County

Honolulu
County

Petroleum products,
Electricity, Coal, 19,822 4,486 6,666 2,075 6,595
Wood, Coke, etc.

Gasoline & other
Petroleum products 11,588 3,977 3,151 1,693 2,766

Gasoline 4,555 1,750 1,108 504 1,191

Diesel 5,222 1,575 1,639 994 1,013

Source: 1978 U.S. Census of Agriculture preliminary report.
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and energy intensiveness in the plantation agriculture

of Hawaii. Table 2 indicates that more equipment and power

per worker, better quality equipment resulting in capital

saving, together with higher yielding crops of sugar, gave

rise to a phenomenal increase in the tons of sugar handled

per worker.

It is thus obvious from the above statistics, that

over the last century, Hawaii agriculture has evolved from

a labor intensive industry to one heavily dependent on

energy, in both direct and indirect forms. Table 3 provides

a synoptic view of the investment in machinery and equipment

in Hawaii's agricultural sector prior to, during and after

the oil crisis of 1974. The average investment in machinery

and equipment per farm registered a slight decline during

the 10 year period, 1969 to 1978.

Regardless, the investment in farm machinery and

equipment has been considerable. It is evident from Table

2 and Table 3 that modern farming technology based on

extensive use of fossil fuel energy, is the major factor

behind the high productivity of Hawaii agriculture. Thus

the changing energy situation in the U.S. is likely to

influence both the economics of agricultural production

as well as modes of operation.

Energy demand in the U.S. has been growing steadily

and is projected to rise by 27 percent during the period

1975-1990. In the last three decades, the U.S. has declined

4



TABLE 2

EQUIPMENT AND POWER PER FIELD WORKER* IN 1910-14 DOLLARS RELATED TO
TONS OF SUGAR HANDLED, HAWAIIAN SUGAR PLANTATIONS,

1870-1957, 1969, & 1978

Equipment and Power Tons of Sugar Percent Change by Decades**
Year Per Field Worker Handled Per Worker Equipment &Power Sugar Handled

1870 41.2 2.2
1880 51.5 2.9 25.0 31.8
1890 55.7 5.3 8.2 82.8
1900 54.5 6.3 -2.2 18.9
1910 77.3 10.4 41.8 65.1
1920 89.8 10.6 16.2 1.9
1930 77.8 18.8 -13.4 77.4
1940 96.8 29.3 24.4 55.8
1950 314.8 67.6 225.2 130.7
1957 466.0 129.0 48.0 90.8
1969*** 2927.5 128.3 528.2 -0.5
1978*** 3010.8 142.9 2.8 11.4

Sources: Table 11, Mollet, J. A., "Capital in Hawaiian Sugar--Its Formation and
Relation to Labor and Output, 1870-1957,"; U.S. Census of Agriculture, 1969 & 1978;
HSPA, Sugar Manual, 1979; U.S. Department of Commerce, Historical Statistics of the
United States: Colonial Times to 1970. Part I.

* Assuming a constant work year of 2000 hours.
** Except between 1950-57, an 8 year period & between 1957-69, a thirteen year

period.
*** Data for 1969 & 1978 secured from U.S. Census of Agriculture Reports, thus

data not strictly comparable to previous decades due to methodological
differences.
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TABLE 3

INVESTMENT IN MACHINERY AND EQUIPMENT IN HAWAIIIS
AGRICULTURAL SECTOR (1967 $)

Machinery and Equipment

Estimated Market Value of
All Machinery and Equipment

Average per Farm

1969

87,259,907

22,397

1974

68,554,615

27,565

1978

93,844,649

22,296

Source: U.S. Census of Agriculture 1969, 1974, and 1978.
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from a position of self-sufficiency to a state of semi

dependency on outside sources to meet its overall energy

requirements. Imported oil in 1979 was approximately 43.8

percent of U.S. oil consumption. More recent figures for

1982 show that this dependency may have been cut to about

28.1 percent [176]. The U.S. consumption of energy during

1979 consisted of 45.5 percent petroleum, 28.3 percent

natural gas, and 19.1 percent coal. The other 7.1 percent

was supplied by nuclear and hydro-electric power [183].

The countries in the Middle East account for 60

percent of the World's known oil reserves and 70 percent

of the world's oil exports. On the other hand at 1979

consumption rates, information in Table 4 reveals that domestic

supply of oil could run dry in approximately 20 years and

natural gas supplies could be exhausted in approximately

45 years. Proven reserves of coal could last for over

2,600 years, but coal liquifaction has not been proven

technically and economically feasible and is thus of

limited importance in substituting for oil and gas--forms

of hydrocarbons possessing superior physical attributes

such as convenience, cleanliness, and transportability.

The contrived scarcity of the world oil producing

nations (OPEC), i.e., scaling down production levels and

the rising affluence of many other industrialized nations

have precipitated highly competitive bidding for the

available supplies resulting in rapidly rising world crude

7



TABLE 4

u.s. RECOVERABLE RESERVES AND RESOURCES OF
CONVENTIONAL MINERAL FUELS

Identified Inferred Undiscovered Quads of BtuHypothetical TotalFuel (Unit) Reserves Reserves Equivalent
Resources

Coal 260 648 895 1,803 37,863
(Bn Sht Tons)

Oil
34 23 82 139 806(Bn Barrels)

Natural Gas
28 115Liquids 6 6 16

(Bn Barrels)

Gas (Trillion
209 202 484 895 917Cubic Feet)

Uranium (' 000 890 1,395 1,515 3,800) 1,140(LWR)Short Tons) ) 68,400(FBR)

Total (Quad- 6,163 14,391 20,287 ) 40,841(LWR)rillion Btu) 108,101(FBR)

Source: Schurr, Sam et al., Energy in America's Future: The Choices Before Us.
Published for Resources for the Future by The John Hopkins University Press, Baltimore,
Maryland, 1979.
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oil prices [145]. Domestic mineral fuel resources are

clearly adequate over a very long period to avoid actual

physical shortages. The problem in the U.S. energy sector

is however one of producing useful energy from abundant

resources at economic costs and at exceedingly low risk

levels.

Another important factor besides the aggregate

quantities of recoverable resources is their geographical

distribution. Alaskan oil accounts for 33 percent of

undiscovered resources and offshore oil (including Alaskan)

for 32 percent. The lead time required to bring these

newer sources on line and the scarcity of revenues to

increase investment in oil and gas exploration, development

and production does pose serious productivity problems

for oil and gas, in the short run.

Since early 1981, world crude oil prices have been

declining [176]. This is in part due to recessionary

forces at work in the industrial countries of the West

resulting in a fall in demand and due to the fact that

these oil consuming countries have, on balance, used

inventories to replace some exports by oil producing

countries. Many oil exporting countries have drifted away

from a pricing policy based on Saudi Arabian Light Crude

Oil and the ability of OPEC to control production through

quotas appears to have weakened. Additional production

in the North Sea and Mexico is also exerting competitive

9



pressures on the pricing of oil.

It can be surmised from the above reading that a

high degree of uncertainty characterizes energy supplies

as well as energy pricing in the world market. Short term

forecasts suggest slight increases in overall energy con

sumption as well as in energy imports for 1983 in the U.S.

over 1982 levels [176]. The quota system of allocation

by States worked out previously by the Carter Administration

has been allowed to lapse reflecting easing of conditions

in ensuring energy availabilities.

The Problem Defined

Nationally, agricultural production accounts for

3 percent of total energy consumption. However, when

allowance is made for activities such as processing,

marketing, consumption level preservation and preparation,

and transportation, the direct and indirect energy use

in the food system rises to a sizeable 16.5 percent of

the total energy use [26]. Though there appears to be

no immediate concern regarding energy shortages, it is

possible that the agricultural sector, like other sectors

of the economy, may be called upon to share in energy

conservation efforts should an energy crisis situation

develop.

The instability in the supply and prices of nitroge

nous fertilizers due to the current natural gas shortage

and the escalating prices for other fuel inputs which had

10



for two decades been fairly stable or showing diminishing

real prices, is likely to have an important and long

ranging impact on agricultural production. Furthermore,

shortages of gasoline, diesel fuel and electricity could

critically affect phases of agricultural production such

as plowing, tilling and irrigation operations. It is

therefore important to determine the best ways to utilize

energy in Hawaii agriculture. Optimal use could contribute

toward both energy conservation and cost savings.

Objectives of the Study

The overall objective of this study is to evaluate

alternatives in energy use in Hawaii agriculture and

to indicate the interaction between energy sources with

other inputs and its possible effect on the quality of

the environment.

The specific objectives of the study are:

1. To determine the effect of energy rationing on

agricultural production.

2. To study the effects of energy constraints on

production methods.

3. To assess the impact of a limited energy supply

on current levels of growth in Hawaii's plantation and

diversified agriculture.

4. To ascertain the response of Hawaii's agriculture

to high energy prices and to determine the implications

of production adjustments for food costs in Hawaii.

II



This study, by concerning itself with restraints

imposed by several categories of resources and the environ

ment, hopes to provide policy makers with valuable infor

mation regarding energy/food conversion efficiencies of

alternative crop systems in Hawaii. The use of linear

programming model helps to define optimality conditions

for Hawaii's agriculture under separate criteria of cost

and energy minimizations. The two criteria or objective

functions are subjected to the same set of restraints

limiting the availability of land, water and energy

resources in Hawaii, as well as requiring agricultural

production, to meet a minimum of the prespecified domestic

and export demands for the various agricultural commodities

grown in the State. An analysis of the results therefore

permits us to study comparatively the conditions derived

from an energy shortage with conditions resulting from

restricting capital outlay in Hawaii's agricultural pro

duction.

An important consideration in this study has been

to develop a model that would take into account the extra

ordinary spatial and temporal aspects of growing crops

on the islands while allowing simultaneously for a critical

examination of the energy and agriculture relationship

in the State.

Hawaii's Food Situation and Outlook

The agricultural sector of Hawaii is dominated by

12



two plantation crops viz. sugarcane and pineapple, but

in recent times diversified agriculture has come to the

forefront. Gross on-farm revenues in 1981 for all crops

totalled $401.2 million. When compared with the $552.9

million gross on-farm revenues in 1980, this represents

a 27.5 percent decrease over the previous year. However,

while measured in constant $ (1967=100), this is 33 percent

less than the previous year. Table 5 lists 56 field crops,

fruit crops and vegetable crops cultivated in Hawaii on

approximately 289,998 acres.

The above acreage excludes feedlots, pasture lands

and lands occupied by farm constructions. Crops selected

for the study are included in a separate table (Table 6).

These cover various speciality and field crops, fruit crops

and vegetable crops ranked in order of importance. They

accounted for 98 percent of the acreage under production

and approximately 95 percent of the revenues received on

farms in 1981.

There is considerable uncertainty over the future

economic health of Hawaii's sugar industry [61]. The cause

of this uncertainty is growing competition from sugar

substitutes having a major effect on sugar prices and

possibly Federal sugar legislation as well. In addition,

other factors influencing the future of Hawaii's sugar

industry are price instability, urbanization of sugarcane

land, productivity increases and possibly increased use

13



TABLE 5

CROPS AND ASS'X:IATID ACREAGES:
srATEWIDE AND BY ISLANDS 1981

Crop Statewide1 Hawaii2 Kauai3 Maui4 0ahu5
M::>lokai

Field &Specialty
Crops

Sugarcane 216,100 9O,5CX) 45,800 47,100 32,700

Pineapple 41,000

Coffee 1,800

Feed &Forage 6,495

Flov.ers &Ebliage 1,605 27 278 400

Ginger Root 64

Seed Corn 650

F.nrits and Nuts

Avocadoes 370

Bananas 760 140 75 55 490

Guavas 935 450 4853,4,5

Macadamia Nuts 13,700 12,5CX) 1,2203,4,5

Oranges 48

Papayas 2,110 1,785 245 10 70

Passion Fruit 70

Tangerines 28

Vegetable and
Melons

Beans 13) 202,3 80

Broccoli 45

Burdock 35

Cabbage, Chinese 310 280 303,4,5
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TABLE 5-Continued

CROPS AND ASOCCIATED ACREAGE'S:
srATEWIDE AND BY ISLANDS 1981

Crop Statewice1 Hawaii2 Kauai3 Maui4 Oahu5M::>lokai.

Cabbage, Head 510 1202,3,5
390

Cabbage, Mustard 125

Carrots 15

Cauliflower 30

celery 65 50 15

Corn 200 402,3 15 235

Cuctmbers 250 00 35 35 00

Dai.lIDn 200 110 004,5

Dasheen 7

Egg Plant 60 15 15 30

Lettuce 680 roo 260 120

Lotus Root 35

Omons , Dry 120 102,3,5 110

Onions, Green 75 a2,3 7 60

Peppers, Green 55 15 17 14 9

Potatoes Neg.

Punpkins 25

RoImine 130 75 55

Squash, Italian 45 16 33,5 26

Sweet, Ibtatoes 00 102,3 50 30

Taro 340 45 210 85

Tanatoes 280 125 8 135 12

Watercress 30

Watennelon 150 7 43 70
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TABLE 5-Continued

COOPS AND ASSX:IATED ACREAGES:
STATEWIDE AND BY ISLANDS 1!:61

16

Crop Kauai3

Minor Crops

Bitter ~lon 25

Parsley 20

Peas, Chinese 16

Radish 20

Squash, Oriental 55

Source: Conpiled from Statistics of Hawaiian Agriculture: 1!:61,
State of Hawaii, Department of Agriculture, Hawaiian Agricultural
Reporting service, June, 1982.

Note: Consolidated acreages for several crops to avoid
disclosure of individual operations.



TABLE 6

LIST OF ENDOGENOUS CROPS AND RANKING BY ACREAGE
AND BY OUTPUT VALUES 1981

Crop Activities Acreages Percent Value of Output Percent Outshipment
($) /Inshipment

1. Sugarcane 216,100 74.52 207,400,000 51.69 (0)

2. Pineapple 41,000 14.14 89,745,000 22.37 (0)

3. Macadamia Nuts 13,700 4.72 26,454,000 6.59 (0)

4. Feed and Forage 6,495 2.24 2,117,000 0.52 (I)

5. Papayas 2,110 0.73 12,267,000 3.06 (0 )

6. Coffee 1,800 0.62 4,480,000 1.12 (0)

7. Flowers & Foliage 1,605 0.55 29,599,000 7.38 (0)

8. Guavas 935 0.32 717,000 0.18 (0)

9. Bananas 760 0.26 1,542,000 0.38 (I)

10.Lettuce 680 0.23 2,315,000 0.58 (I)

11.Seed, Corn 650 0.22 2,900,000 0.72 (0 )

12.Taro 340 0.12 2,305,000 0.33

Total 286,175 98.68 380,841,000 94.91

Source: Compiled from Statistics of Hawaiian Agriculture: 1981, State of Hawaii
Department of Agriculture, Hawaiian Agricultural Reporting Service, June, 1982.

o represents outshipment, I represents inshipment.
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of bagasse for energy. Interested parties in the industry

are currently studying the economic feasibility of manu

facturing anhydrous ethanol from Hawaiian molasses. If

proved operationally feasible, ethanol for manufacturing

gasohol (a combination of 90% gasoline and 10% ethanol)

could provide an additional market for Hawaii's sugar

industry.

There are also many signs that indicate that the

pineapple industry has, until recently, not been economi

cally healthy. This has been due to high wages, foreign

tariffs anG trade restrictions unfavorable to Hawaii,

excessive requirements of the Jones Act, high taxes and

disruptive strikes. However, a current assessment suggests

that there are several reasons for a more favorable outlook

for the pineapple industry viz. (1) technological inno

vations, (2) strong growth potential for sales, (3) reduced

competition from foreign sources, (4) higher prices for

canned fruits, and (5) increased demand for natural, un

sweetened juices [61].

The growth of many diversified agricultural activities

in Hawaii is limited by a number of problems, which are

either difficult or impossible to eliminate. Major problems

restricting growth are [61]:

1. The small Hawaii market cannot support agricultural

activities that require large scale, mechanized operations

for profitability.



2. Competition from overseas producers who often

absorb transportation costs and undersell Hawaii producers

because of economies of scale and cheaper labor, land and

material costs.

3. High labor, land and material costs in Hawaii

plus high overseas shipping costs place Hawaii producers

at a disadvantage when competing in overseas markets. 1

And because of high production and shipping costs, tropical

agricultural technology developed in Hawaii is used more

effectively in overseas areas having lower costs.

4. Hawaii's subtropical climate is not suitable for

growing certain crops.

The primary locational characteristic of the suc-

cessful export crops in Hawaii is competitive advantage

due to high yields (sugar), high quality (fresh pineapple,

papaya) or uniqueness (macadamia nuts, anthuriums). And

those for non-export agricultural activities include

profitability when supplying a small market (lack of scale

economies) and high shipping cost relative to market price

and/or rapid spoilage--either one protects local producers

from overseas competition [61].

It is thus obvious from the above discussion that

Hawaii agriculture, despite its importance in the State

1The Jones Act (1920) requires the use of American
ships when transporting goods between United States ports.
The cost of shipping pineapple from Hawaii to the United
States East coast exceeds the cost of shipping pineapple
from Asia by about 25 percent.
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economy (third in contribution to the State revenue,

following tourism and defense), is in a state of flux and

uncertainty regarding its principal crops due to several

exogenous factors beyond its control and faces some severe

restrictions and limitations as well, in pursuing a di-

versified agriculture program.

Additional elements of uncertainty can be attributed

to future energy availability and prices causing further

concern over both the cropping mix and the general economic

welfare of the on-farm agricultural sector touching the

lives of 16,500 people. Energy related shortages could

affect the farmer's cropping mix, given differential fuel

and fertilizer inputs among crops. The increased demand

for field crops and world food assessments by the U.S.

Department of Agriculture as well as the Club of Rome point

to an increase in shipments of grains from North America

to Asia1 [101, 168]. This makes grain growing a possible

alternative in Hawaii, though the profitability of large

scale grain operations in Hawaii remains very questionable.

Within this context of Hawaii contributing to an increased

national export of grains, Agriculture International, Inc.

1The Global 2000 Report also confirms projections
of increased food imports for countries of South and East
Asia. While noting that LDC grain exporting countries
such as Thailand and Argentina could capture more than
20 percent of the world market in grains by 2000, it is
expected that the U.S. would continues its role as the
world's principal food exporter and become even more of
a residual world supplier than it currently is [173].
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has estimated an average annual per acre yield of over

twice that on the mainland because of year-round growing

conditions [4]. The energy shortage could very well be

catalytic in instituting a change from the current cropping

pattern of sugar producers. If sugar prices are adminis

tered by the Federal Government so that they stay around

17.0¢ per pound of raw sugar (1982 prices), roughly nine

of the 13 sugar plantations that have production costs

exceeding 17.0¢ per pound will need to productively use

land that may be forced out of sugar production [152].

Changes such as described above are likely to have

pronounced effects on the state and to a lesser extent

on the national agricultural commodity markets. However,

in the short run, drastic changes in crop potentials for

Hawaii are not foreseen. But, certainly, the impact of

changing cropping patterns and revenues associated with

changing levels of demand and energy input availability

and price will affect the welfare of groups associated

with the agricultural sector. These groups may be identi

fied as farmers, consumers, farm laborers, water agencies,

land owners, input suppliers and other associated organi

zations. Components of the agricultural sector utilizing

agricultural commodities as intermediate inputs such as

food processing and livestock production may also be

affected. Thus, the economic ramifications of changing

demand levels, energy availability, and rising input prices

21



have widespread consequences.

This study is directed toward a measurement of these

economic impacts in order to provide information for policy

prescriptions. There is considerable dearth in literature

that specifically examines the supply and demand of energy

in the agricultural sector. There are however a number

of studies that provide the energy requirements of growing

a variety of agricultural crops [126]. A great degree

of methodological sophistication has been achieved in energy

accounting or energy audit of various agricultural enter

prises [6, 48]. These have often been supplemented with

process analysis to reduce energy consumption as well as

advance other conservation goals [16]. Recent studies

in Hawaii provide some preliminary estimates of the energy

requirements in the sugar and pineapple sectors [45, 46].

There is, yet, no information on the relationship between

energy and Hawaii's agricultural production or the current

status of agricultural energy use in Hawaii. A general

discussion of energy use in Hawaii's agricultural production

is given in the following section.

Hawaii's Energy Situation and Outlook

Hawaii is almost totally dependent on imported energy

feedstock. It derives 92 percent of its energy from im

ported oil. Indigenous energy resources comprising bagasse

(waste from sugarcane processing) and hydroelectricity

supply the remaining 8 percent. Petroleum imports to the
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State of Hawaii are obtained in a variety of forms divided

between foreign and domaatLc as well as by products and crudes [93].

(Figure 1.) Crude oil shipments to Hawaii originate from

a number of countries in the Middle East, Africa, Indonesia,

South America, and from Alaska (Kenai/Cook Inlet region).

Additional petroleum products are also received from third

party refinery centers in Singapore and Okinawa. Hawaii

currently has two refineries, both located in Campbell

Industrial Park on the Island of Oahu. Recent and planned

expansions put their combined capacity in excess of 100,000

bpd. The on-again, off-again joint venture of a Hawaii

based energy company with Kuwait's national oil company

reported in the Press, holds the possibility of assuring

the long term prospects of continued oil supply to the

State [150, 151].

Based on a current survey of the energy situation

in the State, (1) it may be assumed that in the short and

mid-term, some addition to refinery capacity is likely,

(2) that legislative actions initiated by the Reagan

Administration would encourage the use of domestic re

fineries and oil resources from Alaskan North Slopes, (3)

conservation programs and alternate energy research in

itiated and supported by the State would reduce dependence

on foreign sources of fuel and (4) that Hawaii is likely

to maintain a high need for liquid fuels. This last

assumption results from the fact that liquid fuels
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currently represent about 60 percent of all the energy

use in Hawaii. The crucial role of jet and barge modes

of transportation in effecting movement of men, materials

and cargo in the economic lives of the island communities

cannot be less emphasized.

A recently concluded study indicates that the de

velopment of four alternate energy technologies viz.

geothermal, OTEC, solar and wind power in the State could,

by the year 2005, supply over 92 percent of the electricity

requirements in the State [58]. The State Agricultural

Plan highlights various biomass energy projects that are

related to agricultural development in Hawaii [54]. These

include research underway to consider ways to increase

the sale of bagasse, pineapple trash, pasture hay, and

other crop residue-generated power to utility companies;

to determine the economic feasibility of producing ethanol

from molasses and securing protein residue recovery; and

to investigate possibilities for large-scale, competitive

commercial biomass production that would provide methanol

or ethanol to blend with conventional fuels to manufacture

gasohol. Other applied research in the agri-energy field

in Hawaii that could contribute to conservation within

the agricultural sector and significantly affect the supply

demand relationship for energy inputs in production has

resulted from the following [56, 60]:

(1) Development of a solar Beeswax Melter to replace



high intensity lamps, steam or other heat sources demanding

fuel or electricity to melt the wax.

(2) Construction of a solar coffee-bean drying

platform that quadruples the amount of coffee that can

be dried in a given area.

(3) Design and construction of a flat-plate solar

collector seed treatment system that displaces the need

for conventional fuels in the treatment of sugarcane seed

cuttings.

(4) Improvement of wind-powered water pumping system

that would match the load to suit the available wind power.

This has immediate application on aquacultural farms in

the State.

(5) Methane or biogas production from pigwastes for

Hawaii's small farms and homesteads that is likely to dis

place large quantities of commercial fuels and fertilizers.

(6) Development of an integrated system using solar

and biomass energy in the reclamation of papayas that need

processing. The unusable portions would be used in anaer

obic digesters to produce methane and the residue from

the digester mixed with volcanic ash to produce a rich

soil.

(7) Utilization of thermal waste water from local

utilities to provide optimal conditions for aquaculture

of finfish and algae species and

(8) Application of direct geothermal heat in the
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processing of sugarcane that would also displace expensive

imported fuels.

Future research and a broader application of the

methods described above could result in moderate to

significant changes in the energy use patterns of various

agricultural subsectors in Hawaii in the ensuing decade.

Energy/Agriculture Interface

Hawaii agriculture is a small energy consumer

relative to other sectors, but utilizes substantial energy

inputs on an absolute scale in an intra-state context.

In 1976, agriculture and agricultural processing in Hawaii

utilized 1,275,733 barrels of petroleum. This is approxi

mately 4.3 percent of total State energy consumption. Of

this, residual oil amounted to 714,190 barrels followed

by diesel 414,095 barrels; motor gasoline 131,298 barrels;

heating oil 9,853 barrels; aviation gas 4,991 barrels and

kerosene 1,306 barrels [57].

A summary of total direct energy consumption, by

energy type, and its share of total State consumption is

presented in Table 7.

The fertilizer-energy interface becomes pronounced

in the area of nitrogen fertilizers. In 1979, Hawaii

farmers bought 57,289 tons of nitrogen fertilizers. This

was almost twice as much as applied in the preceding years.

Fertilizer manufacture depends on the availability of

natural gas after meeting residential heating requirements.
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TABLE 7

PETROLEUM BASED ENERGY CONSUMPTION IN HAWAII 1976

Energy Source
State of Hawaii Hawaii Agricultural

Industry
Percent of
State Total

Liquefied Gas

(BTU x 109 )

6,562.3

Motor Gasoline

Kerosene

Heating Oil 1/2

Diesel & other
Mid-distillages

Aviation Gas

Kerosene Jet Fuel

Jet Fuel Naphta BOD

Residual Oil

36,945.8

126.4

475.3

23,211. 5

493.4

68,649.6

12,194.2

75,195.6

6,891.1

7.4

47.6

2,412.1

26.7

4,490.1

1.87

5.85

10.01

10.39

5.41

5.91

Source: DPED, Energy Use in Hawaii, 1977.
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Thus, when natural gas for ammonia becomes limiting, the

impact would be an increase in prices, which might be

further pushed up due to increased foreign demand as a

result of the continuing trend in world consumption of

fertilizers.

While fertilizer prices have declined slightly from

1973-74 levels as supplies increased, gasoline and diesel

fuel prices have remained high in Hawaii, despite recent

developments in the world oil market [184]. Prospects

for declining or stable fuel prices are not certain. It

is, however, possible that the concerted attempts of the

industrialized nations to reduce oil imports may cause

a glut in the world oil market and slow down the rate of

increase in prices.

In summary, the supply side of fossil energy and

fertilizer input situation for the State of Hawaii is

unpredictable. Research and development of alternate

energy sources could, however, preempt the likelihood of

such an occurrence. Nevertheless, the complex economic,

geographic and institutional interrelationships involved

in energy supply and fertilizer production, while far

removed from Hawaii's individual farmers, are likely to

exert an impact on Hawaii's agricultural production, farm

income and thus on the income and welfare of associated

groups.

Due to uncertainties inherent in the changing fuel
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situation around the world, energy shortages and escalating

fuel prices could greatly limit productivity of and the

potential for agriculture on the islands. This study does

not provide a definitive answer to the issue, but it does,

however, analyze several important changes, some of which

are already underway in crop production.
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CHAPTER II

METHODOLOGY

Research Methods in Energy
Related Problems

Energy modeling for policy purposes has emerged to

the forefront in recent years due to strong changes in

perception regarding energy availability. In the last

ten years, a picture of an infinitely large supply of

energy has receded and the artificially maintained low

real price for it has escalated sharply to reflect more

truly its current market value and its nature as a resource,

subject to depletion and possible exhaustion. Thus,

economics is currently concerned with problem sets that

are related to energy price. Energy prices are likely

to remain high in the future due to growing scarcity

resulting in short fall of supply relative to demand. Also

other institutional measures are now being brought to bear

so as to encourage conservation, production or substitution

through operation of the price mechanism. There are basi-

cally four problem sets associated with changing energy

prices.

Energy price uncertainty is the first problem set.

In a micro sense, it provides the farm or firm difficulty

in evaluating alternate prospects, and in a macro sense,



judging the impact on the sector or subsector as a whole.

Tracing the impact of high energy prices on food

supplies and prices provides the second problem set followed

by a close third due to the inequitable income distributions

that will result from such price changes. The fourth

problem set relates to studying possibilities of substi

tution for high priced conventional petroleum.

The four problem areas identified so far viz. price

uncertainty, higher supply prices for agricultural commodi

ties and food, changes in income and its distribution and

the substitution of energy forms, vary much in their nature

and cannot be addressed by a single overall model specified

to provide a quantitative base for policy decisions.

However, four different types of models could be

uniquely tested in each of the problem areas: These range

from "using econometric models for estimating behavioral

responses with respect to changmg energy prices, simulation

models to trace impacts through a system with synthesized

or statistical estimates of parameters, input-output models

to describe interrelationships between energy and other

subsectors under specified changes in demands and mathe

matical programming that provides a normative approach

in describing potential response, alternative allocations,

resource values, and related quantities" [66].

The advantages and disadvantages of each approach

are summarized below. Statistical models are limited in
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application due to paucity of time series data availability

for periods when energy prices have been high. Input

output models, useful for describing interrelationships

between energy and other inputs and outputs, face a complete

lack of historical data that relate to nonconventional

forms and utilization techniques. Simulation models, though

flexible, provide great difficulty in building onerous

and cumbersome data sets similar to programming models.

On an overall basis, however, utilization of a programming

model seems most feasible due to its ability to incorporate

greater detail and provide optimally solutions for land

and water use, interregional redistributions in production,

farm income and related quantities under changing energy

prices and supply scenarios.

Obviously, there are validation problems for using

estimates of parameters in programming models and for the

models themselves. The results generated in a normative

framework depend much on the careful logic used in speci

fying the model, on the a priori representation of the

system being modeled, and the verification of empirical

results against knowledge of the real world.

Before embarking on the construction of a model

specific to this research objective, a review is made here

of several methodologies that have appeared in recent

technical literature.
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Survey of Literature

Among the earliest published is a research report

by Mulkey and Hite (1974) [106]. The study used a 56

sector input-output Leontief matrix combined with a matrix

of petroleum usage coefficients to estimate employment,

tax revenues, incomes and value-added for each sector in

the economy and the intensity of energy use in crop sectors

relative to the non crop sectors. Location quotient pro

cedure was used for simulating regional matrices. The

Conference Board (1974) also provided a comprehensive

picture of energy consumption in manufacturing for six

groups of industries (including food) that account for

nearly four-fifths of all energy use in manufacturing [146].

While maintaining that a thorough study of industrial fuel

and energy use required a disaggregated general equilibrium

system (Walrasian, Leontief, Von Neuman, etc.), the Confer

ence Board advanced a nonbehavioral model providing a

framework for the collection and processing of both time

series and cross sectional data based on an input-output

scheme. An input-output approach was used also by Wright

[185]. His study, assisted greatly by reports on census

of production for deriving physical units, provides the

direct and indirect requirements of natural resources in

the production of various commodities from the U.K. input/

output tables, particular attention being paid to primary

energy. Manne (1976) constructed the ETA (Energy Technology
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Assessment) model which explores some of the options the

U.S. has to move away from its heavy dependence upon oil

and gas [95]. Through nonlinear programming, the model

incorporates both own and cross price elasticities of

demand and thus allows for price-induced interfuel substi

tution and energy conservation. Several supply options

are studied and the effect upon the entire system evaluated.

The effects of exogenous changes in prices and final demand

for wheat and energy resources on the Washington economy

were studied by Lee, Blakeslee and Butcher [83]. Since

the input-output economic model had become the most widely

used model to estimate the impact of changes in external

economic activities on a regional economy, the authors

attempted to relax the assumption of constant relative

prices in the basic input-output format. The report

contains findings of the study where changing relative

prices have been introduced into a modified input-output

model to analyze their effects on regional production and

income. The implications of rising energy costs for

irrigated farms in the Oklahoma panhandle were studied

by Mapp and Dobbins [97]. They analyzed the impact of

increasing price of natural gas on the pattern of irrigated

crop production, farm net income and the quantity of water

pumped through time for representative farms in the

Oklahoma Panhandle under various sets of assumptions,

crop prices and tillage practices. A recursive linear



programming model was used to determine optimum organi

zations for a series of five year periods based on well

yields and pumping costs.

The impact of energy cost increases and reduced

supplies on the product mix of annual field crops and

vegetables in California were studied by Adams et al. [1,

2]. A quadratic programming model including risk was used

to evaluate the effects of increased energy costs and

reductions in fertilizer and in fuel supplies. The model

included a demand matrix of nine field crops and twenty

eight seasonal vegetables. The study also condidered the

relative impact of energy changes on producer and consumer

welfare. Despite several theoretically attractive charac

teristics of quadratic programming relative to linear

programming, its applications to large scale regional models

has remained limited due to computational difficulties

associated with most available algorithms, resulting in

slow rates of convergence.

A national model of energy use in agricultural

production was developed by Dvoskin [29]. The national

model is a reduced version of the linear programming model

developed at the Center for Agricultural and Rural Develop

ment (CARD) for the 1975 National Water Assessment. Endo

genous crop activities were specified for 12 crops. Under

several alternatives, the model seeks to minimize the

total cost of national crop production and transportation
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and under another achieves total energy minimization for

the same production and transportation activities.

The short term impact of a sudden and large change

in the price of oil on British agriculture was studied

by Parsons et al. (1978) using input/output tables on the

assumption that production functions in the short run would

tend to be inflexible [116]. A major difference between

this study and Wright's study of British agriculture hinges

on the treatment of the agriculture sector in this study

differing from the latter, where it is included as a single

homogeneous sector in the standard input-output table.

This study focuses on differences within agriculture, as

well as between agriculture and other sectors. The agri

culture sector is disaggregated to thirty-four subsectors

for purposes of study and assessment is made of the increase

in the price of oil on the agricultural subsectors and

on all sectors of the economy taken together, after allowing

for indirect cost effects.

The effects of rising energy prices on the level

and composition of employment and income were studied by

Brendt and White (1978) for the manufacturing sector of

the U.S. economy [12]. This study presumably could also

be applied to the agriculture sector with a different

categorization of the labour input. The empirical analysis

uses the theory of costs and production to estimate pa

rameters of five input translog cost functions--capital
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(K), blue collar or production labor (B), white collar

or non-production labor (W), energy (E), and other non

energy intermediate materials.

Louzar (1978) researched the impact of increased

energy cost on agricultural production in New Mexico [91].

A linear programming model was used to accomplish the

purpose of the study. Due to data and other computational

considerations, the analysis was restricted to encompass

only the principal crops produced in each study area.

Prices of inputs such as fertilizers and pesticides were

held constant and only the price of fuel used to power

machinery pumping was allowed to increase.

A static linear programming model was used in the

analytical method employed by Erickson (1979) to investigate

the impact of energy prices on crop production on southwest

Nebraska [30]. A single set of crop yields and prices

reflecting the average 1977 and 1978 conditions was used

throughout the study. Energy prices and pumping levels

were varied to measure changes in net revenue, cropping

mix, labor requirements, energy consumption, and other

related indicators.

The interrelationship between farm size, structure

and energy intensity of production was studied by Buttel

and Larson [18]. The implications of the growing corporate

nature of U.S. agriculture for energy use efficiency were

analysed by obtaining the Product-Moment Correlation
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Coefficients for the relationships between farm size indi

cators and selected dependent measures of energy intensity

as well as between Farm Structure Indicators and selected

dependent measures of energy intensity.

Gopalakrishnan and Patrick (1980) have discussed

some methodological issues for estimating energy re

quirements for agriculture [48]. The study identifies

and discusses some of the problems besetting energy

requirements estimation for agriculture and develops an

alternate approach embodied in an energy flow model for

agriculture. The study identifies six dimensions crucial

to the determination of energy needs and examines their

implications from a methodological perspective. This study

enhances the validity of estimated energy parameters in

economic models analyzing energy use in agriculture.

Gopalakrishnan and Kasturi (1981) developed a variant

of the input-output approach recommended by the Conference

Board to study and analyze energy use in Hawaii's sugar

industry [45]. The sectoral analysis utilizing cross

sectional data evaluates energy use efficiency through

the processes of production, processing, refining, hauling,

shipping, wholesaling and retailing for Hawaii's sugar

and provides recommendations for intraindustry fuel substi

tution and conservation.

Regional Linear Progr~ing Models

Agriculture plays an important economic role on all
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major islands of the Hawaiian chain. It ranks third after

tourism and defense in terms of overall contribution to

the St~te's economy. It encompasses 2.3 million acres

of land including crop land, pasture land, farm houselots,

roads, woodlots, etc. There are over 4100 organized farm

units in the State. These units are highly sensitive to

perturbations in the economic system. Thus tradeoffs

within the sector could occur when the farmers or agri

business units change, shift or alter their production

patterns in response to actual or perceived changes in

the economic system. Such changes could alter considerably

the levels of income and employment potentials both within

an intra.-state as well as an inter-state context, since

Hawaii imports 50-55 percent of its food requirements from

the U.S. mainland [62]. The ability to gauge accurately,

ex ante, all possible responses to a given policy change

prior to its implementation could prove to be of consider

able help to planners. Toward this end, a regional linear

programming model could be built, incorporating the salient

aspects of the complex interactions in Hawaii's agriculture

sector together with the economic response factors, in

sufficient detail. The validation and usefulness of the

model would depend on the researcher's ability to depict

accurately 'reality' in the sector.

The agriculture sector in Hawaii is characterized

by a series of complex interactions that relate to
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interisland production possibilities, alternative compara

tive advantages, competitive inter agri-industry alterna

tives, and a complex produce marketing system. The

importance of the agriculture sector stems from the fact

that it provides significant employment on the islands,

generates regular and overseas income, productively uses

land and reduces the volume of food imports to the State.

In recent years, the State administration has shown

a commitment toward increasing the viability of the sugar

and pineapple industries and providing for continued growth

and development of diversified agriculture throughout the

State [55]. Other policies of the government that would

bear upon the interactions of the agriculture sector when

implemented, cover the follOWing areas: expanding markets

and improving market arrangements for Hawaii's products;

accommodating urban growth on existing urban lands;

improving water systems and developing new and alternative

sources of supply; and increasing the capacity of airport

and harbor transhipment facilities.

The wide range of climatic and topographical vari

ations present in the State wields considerable influence

on the predominant size of the production units, the methods

and modes of production and the choice among crop alterna

tives. The average farm size in Hawaii is 702 acres

favoring capital intensive methods of production [167].

Corporate farms account for over 88 percent of the total
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sales in the agricultural sector. The easy access to

capital, technology and machinery enjoyed by the corporate

owned farms has caused Hawaii's agriculture to rely on

energy intensive modes of production.

Hawaii was first among the states in the Union to

enact comprehensive land zoning regulations [52]. These

regulations together with other institutional factors such

as taxes, interest rates, building codes have served to

shape and continue to mould the evolutionary aspects of

Hawaii agriculture.

Specialization in agriculture has resulted from the

fact that Hawaii is uniquely situated to grow crops, fruits,

vegetables, nuts, flowers and foliage specific to tropical

growing conditions. The competitive wage is gained in

high yields (sugar), high quality (fresh pineapple, papayas,

guavas), uniqueness (macadamia nuts, coffee, anthuriums,

etc.) and year round growing conditions (corn, lettuce

and most truck crops) which permit 2.4 to 5 harvests per

year. Thus Hawaii is likely to continue to be dominated

by plantation type agriculture, fruit orchards, and floral

cultivation in the years to come.

Some of the important factors that guide Hawaii's

farmers in the use of soils for crops and pasture are

temperature, relief drainage, depth of soil, stoniness,

availability of water, amount of solar insolation and

accessibility and suitability for mechanized cultivation.
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The temporal dimensions of crop cultivation are markedly

different for Hawaii from those observed on the mainland.

Sugarcane is harvested every 22-24 months and pineapples

between 30-36 months. Ratooning is a common feature for

both of these crops. Papaya and Taro require 10-14 months

for harvest, while bananas, started from large suckers

taken from old banana stumps, normally require a year.

Macadamia nut trees take about 7 years to come into

commercial production and coffee trees produce berries

after 3 years. The increased growing period required for

most crops included in the model has thus resulted in

largely monocultural designs for the land, and crop ro

tations are considerably less evident than on the mainland.

The longer pay back periods, and risks associated with

increased susceptibility to exotic tropical diseases and

climatic aberrations such as the occurrence of drought

or wind damage, over the life cycle of crop as well as

the probability of unforeseen fluctuations in the relatively

small market for Hawaii's non-exported agricultural products

all bear on the farmer's decision to grow a particular

crop.

The small aawaii market for non-export crops, compe

tition in the domestic market from overseas producers,

the exhorbitant costs incurred in shipping Hawaii's products

overseas, occasional water shortages, poor quality control

and the recent surge in fuel prices have caused Hawaii's



agriculture to be somewhat unstable. Evaluating the impact

of increased energy prices or shortfalls in its supplies

and developing coherent policies to deal with such situ

ations has a large trial and error aspect to it due to

the complexities of interactions and behavioral responses

obtained in the agricultural sector. The characteristics

of Hawaii agriculture as described above make it suitable

for statewide analysis using linear programming techniques.

The agricultural sector in Hawaii can be fairly well

represented according to the following formulation of a

minimizing linear program in matrix notation, i.e.,
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Min' rc'x

subject to

where C

x

A1X > D

A2X < R

is the vector of costs or energy units

is the vector of the activities in the model

is the demands to be met and

is the resources available.

is a matrix of the interaction coefficients

between X and D; and

is a matrix of the interaction coefficients

between X and R.

The vector D represents the state and national demands

to be met by Hawaii's agriculture and R represents a vector

of the quantity of resources, e.g., land, water and energy

that is available for satisfying demands of the agricultural
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sector. The activities in vector X represent the production

and transportation alternatives in the model. The A matri

ces are interaction coefficients that relate the activities

in the model to the resources on hand or the demands to

be met.

The restraints in the model represent the market

in Hawaii's agricultural sector. The resources are obtained

in a producing area. An individual producing area or a

group of producing areas comprise a market region. Thus

production and demands interact in a market, even for

intermediate products such as unrefined raw sugar or corn

grown for seed. Locational restraints are used to control

relative use or to reflect other institutional consider

ations. These take on the form of specifying upper and

lower bounds on the activities to levels that may not be

regulated by the normal resource allocation mechanism or

product market system.

The above framework of the model would allow evalu

ation of alternative energy policies by (1) incorporating

newer restraints made necessary by adoption of the new

policy in question, (2) by changing elements in the Rand

D vectors to reflect changing resource availabilities or

levels of demand (3) making appropriate changes in the

C vector to allow for differences in relative activity

costs consequential to the new policy and (4) by varying

the coefficients in the A matrices to accommodate
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modifications in the interaction level between either

activities and markets or between activities and resources.

The regional features are brought forth by defining

markets and activities for each producing area within which

the demand and resource restrictions are considered to

be of due relevance. The various market regions are

connected through resource interactions and transportation

networks that balance overall state and national demand

and resource restraints. The issues addressed above

highlight the characteristics of regional linear programming

models. The structural aspects in the system are shaped

by the interregional agricultural production possibilities

discussed before.

Structure of the Base Model

The interactions between the various activities and

markets and between the various activities and resources

are delineated by utilizing two sets of operational regions;

i.e., producing regions and market regions. The restraints

in the model apply to the availability of dry and irrigated

crop land by producing regions, availabilities of water,

energy and nitrogen for fertilizer, adjustment limits on

crop activities and the composite demand (sum of domestic,

livestock and export demands) for the final product. In

addition to crop production, additional restraints apply

to commodity transfers and tillage practices.

The model is grouped into the following three sectors
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viz. (1) Resource availability sector, (2) Production and

Transfer of commodities sector and (3) the Demand Generating

sector. The interactions among the three sectors are

illustrated in Figure 2.

The resource availability sector provides a quanti

tative estimate of the arable land in each producing region

available for crop production, including land needed for

establishing nurseries and for feed and forage production.

This land base estimation makes allowances for the land

requirements of 44 other crops grown in Hawaii whose

regional produciton and distribution however is not spe

cifically determined endogenously by the model. This

sector also indicates the nitrogen fertilizer availability

as well as supplies of six other direct energy inputs.

In addition, the sector provides a determination of the

water supply in each of Hawaii's water supply regions.

The crop production and product transfer sector

utilizes the various resources listed in the previous

sector to produce the commodities, endogenous to the model,

for both intermediate and final uses. This section includes

crop production alternatives as they relate to different

fertilizer-tillage practices as well as interregional

transfers of the agricultural commodities.

Base levels for the final demand commodities are

obtained in the demand sector. The commodity demands are

determined by summing the domestic, livestock and export
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demand for specific commodities. The demands are determined

exogenously by utilizing per capita consumption levels

and by requiring levels of exports as may be considered

appropriate for the analysis.

Abbreviated Tableau

The interrelationships in the model are presented

in the form of a linear programming tableau in Figure 2

and Figure 3. In the tableau, the restraints are repre

sented by rows and the crop production and commodity

transportation activities by columns. The blocks on the

diagonal refer to the six producing areas PAl' PA2, ••• ,

PAS defined in the study. These producing areas coalesce

into 6 market regions; MR1 , MR2, ••• , MRS' The basis

for delineation of the producing areas and their respective

market regions is discussed in a later section. The

restraints controlling crop production and transporation

activities in the model apply at various levels, e.g.,

producing area level, water supply region level, market

region level and restraints at the state level. The form

of the row restraint is indicated by the direction of the

inequality sign in Figure 3. In addition to the observed

inequalities, activities in the model are also constrained

by specifying upper and lower bounds. All activities in

the model are restrained to positive levels by specifying

a greater than or equal to zero constraint.
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The Model Description

The interregional model used in this study has been

a modified version of the CARD-NSF Energy Model used by

Dvoskin (1976) to study national energy use in agricultural

production [29]. The analysis of the study is made for

1990. It is expected that by then Hawaii's farmers would

have adjusted to the changing energy situation through

increased adaptation of energy conservation measures. There

are 532 variables and 316 restraints (rows) in the model.

The activities in the model simulate annual crop

production and harvest, irrigation and water use, intra

and inter-island commodity transportation, and nitrogen

and energy supplies. There are 216 activities in the model.

Endogenous crop activities include sugarcane, pineapple,

macadamia nuts, coffee, papayas, guava, bananas, flowers

and foliage, feed and forage, lettuce, taro and seedcorn.

The production levels of the 44 remaining crops and their

resource requirements have been determined and assessed

exogenously.

Regional Delineations in the Model

The Linear Programming model in this study utilizes

four separate sets of regions. These are (1) the data

regions, (2) the producing areas, (3) water supply regions

and (4) the market regions.



The Data Regions

The data regions represent the four counties of the

State of Hawaii for which data is reported by various

agencies of the State and Federal governments. These are

political and geographic units for which census projections

and commodity production data are available. These are

reported by the State Department of Planning and Economic

Development and the State Department of Agriculture [51,

62]. Transportation statistics for inter-island flow of

agricultural commodities at the county level can also be

obtained from the Harbors division of the State Department

of Transportation and the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers

[163].

The data obtained from these regions have been

weighted, when and if necessary, to generate coefficients

to be used in conjunction with other data sets in the model.

The Producing Areas

The six producing areas in the model have been

delineated on the basis of the U.S. Water Resources

Council's aggregated subregions for the State of Hawaii

[177]. Subregions 3 and 8 (Kahoolawe and Niihau) have

been excluded from the analysis since these regions are

exclusively used for military and private purposes. Thus

each producing area is an aggregation of contiguous land

mass on an island which sums to be the total hydrographic

area of the Water Resources Council's aggregated subregion.
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The crop production activities, acreage restraints, water

availabilities and the land base have all been defined

within each of these producing areas on the basis of

detailed land classification studies conducted by the Land

Study Bureau of the University of Hawaii and the Soil

Conservation Service of the U.S. Department of Agriculture

both of which incorporate climate, soil and water consider

ations to define crop production possibilities in these

regions [79, 170].

Water Supply Regions

The major water supply regions have been delineated

on the basis of the Hawaii Water Resources Regional Study

conducted by an intergovernmental team representing nearly

50 agencies [65]. The study provides detailed information

regarding availabilities of ground and surface water in

the 8 subregions constituting the Hawaii Water Resource

Region up to the year 2000 by hydrographic areas. The

availability of water for irrigation sets the limit on

crop production as well as choice of crop activities in

each of the water supply regions.

Market Regions

The producing areas have been aggregated into major

marketing regions within the State of Hawaii resulting

in 6 market regions for the model along producing area

delineations. Thus, for example, the three producing areas

in Maui county viz, Maui, Molokai and Lanai have as their
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market centers Wailuku, Kaunakakai and Lanai cities that

serve as the hub of commodity demands and transport linkages

in the State. The market regions defined in the study

will simulate the marketplace for two important agricultural

inputs in the study, i.e., nitrogen and energy. The U.S.

Department of Commerce 1972 OBERS projections of regional

economic activity lists 4 markets regions in Hawaii viz.

Honolulu, Kailua-Kona, Hilo and Wailuku [174]. In our

study, Kailua-Kona has been replaced by Lihue. Thus Lihue,

Honolulu, Kaunakakai, Wailuku, Lanai, and Hilo would repre

sent established commercial and transportation centers

in each of the market regions.

Mathematical Explanation of the Model

The model will evaluate five different alternatives.

These are: base run (Model A), energy minimization (Model

B), 10% energy cut (Model C), high energy prices (Model

D), and high exports accompanied by high energy prices

(Model E). Models A, C, D and E minimize the total cost

of crop production and transportation. One alternative

Model B minimizes the total amount of fossil fuel energy

in KCAL consumed in crop production and transportation.

This minimization procedure is subject to a set of linear

restraints corresponding to availability of land, water,

fertilizer and direct energy supplied by regions, pro

duction requirements by location, the nature of crop

production and a final set controlling Hawaii's domestic



and export demands through commodity supply-demand equi

librating restraints. Endogenous crop activities to be

specified in the model have been listed in Table 6. The

projected production levels of all other crops and all

other livestock are exogenously determined.

The Objective Function

Two objective functions are utilized in the study.

The first objective function will minimize the total cost

of crop production (labor, machinery, pesticides, ferti

lizers, energy and water), and the cost of transporting

raw agricultural products from location of production to

the consumption centers defined in terms of market regions.

The second objective function will minimize the total

amount of energy consumed in crop production and transpor

tation. The energy minimized includes (a) energy consumed

directly by crops such as diesel fuel for farm machinery

and gasoline for on-farm transportation and (b) energy

used indirectly such as natural gas for fertilizers, energy

for pesticides, electricity for water pumping, diesel fuel

for commodity transportation and LPG for crop drying.

Both objective functions are subject to predetermined

domestic, livestock and export commodity demands in 1990,

availability of land and water resources, and minimum and

maximum regional production requirements. Under one of

the alternatives, the cost minimization objective function

will also be subject to a set of regional and state energy
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restraints.

The cost minimization objective is of the form:
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Min. Obj. 1 =

+

EEERC. 'kX, 'k+ EPN NB +. l:WC WB
ijk 1J 1J m m m n n n

(1)

The energy minimization objective function is of the form:

Min. Obj. 2 = EEEKCC. 'kX, 'k+ KCNml:NBm +. rl:EKCT t T t
ijk 1J 1J mpt mp mp

(2 )

i = 1, 6 for The Production Areas,

j = 1, 2, 3, 4 for the four levels of fertilizer-

tillage practices

k = 1, • , 12 for the crops grown in producing

area i,

m = 1, · , 6 for the six market region,

n = 1, . . · , 6 for the six water supply regions,

p = 1, · , 9 for the nine commodities transferred,

t = 1, . . · 35 for the transporting routes

defined, and

s = 1, .•• , 6 for the six types of energy sources:

electricity, diesel, gasoline, liquid petroleum

gas, fuel oil and aviation fuel.

where RC. i k = the cost, dollars per acre, of crop activity
1J

k with fertilizer tillage practice j in

producing area i.

Xi j k = the level of crop activity k with fertilizer
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tillage practice j in producing area i.

PNm = the price of nitrogen fertilizer, cents per

pound, in market region m.

NBm = the level of the nitrogen buying activity

in market buying activity in market region m.

WCn = the price of water, cents per 1000 gallons,

in water supply region n.

WBn = the level of water buying activity in water

supply region n.

TCmpt = the transportation cost per unit of commodity

p transferred over route t and from market

region m,

Tmpt = the number of units of commodity p transferred

over route t and from market region m.

ENCms = the cost, dollars per unit, of energy source

s in the market region m.

ENms = the ·level of energy source s utilized in

market region m,

KCCi j k= the energy needed, 1000 KCAL, for machinery,

pesticides, nonnitrogen fertilizers, and

irrigation by crop activity k with fertilizer

tillage practice j in producing area i.

KCn = the energy needed, 1000 KCAL, to produce

one pound of nitrogen fertilizer.

KCT = the energy needed, 1000 KCAL, to transfermpt
a unit of commodity p over route t from



market region m.

Equations and Variables of the System

As illustrated in Figure 2, the resource restraints

in the model apply for arable land, irrigation water,

indirect energy (such as nitrogen fertilizers) and other

direct energy fuels that either control or limit agri-

cultural production. Other restraints result from commodity

production having to satisfy predetermined levels of do-

mestic, livestock and export demands. Locational restraints

control regional production of the endogenous crops and

farming practices restraints in the model control the

regional acreage proportion of conservation tillage. These

restraints, mentioned above, apply at the producing area,

market region, water supply region, and state levels.

Restraints at the Producing Area Level

Restraints at the producing area level control the

availability of dryland and irrigated crop land. Resource

availability of arable lands in each producing area is

adjusted for the exogenous cropland requirements in 1990.

The availability of cropland in each producing area is

controlled by restraints of the following form:

. 2:X 0 id < CLDi (3)
d l.J

2:Xn j r < CLRn (4)
r

i = 1, . . . , 6 for the producing areas.

j = 1, 2, 3, 4 for the four levels of fertilizer-
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tillage practices.

d = 1, ••• , 12 for crops defined on dryland

r = 1, ••• , 12 for crops defined on irrigated

land, and

n = 1, ••• , 6 for the six water supply regions.

where Xi j d = the level of dryland activity d with ferti

lizer tillage practice j in producing area i.

Xn j r = the level of irrigated crop activity r with

fertilizer tillage practice j in water supply

region n.

CLDi = the acres of dry cropland available for endo

genous crops in producing areas i.

CLRn = the acres of irrigated cropland available for

endogenous crops in water supply region n.

Restraints at Water Supply Region Level

The restraint at the water supply region level

balances the dependable water supply in the region, natural

flow and runoff, and other water uses in 1990. Water

consumed on site, water used by livestock and other crops,

municipal and industrial uses of water, are predetermined

exogenously. The restraint thus defined requires water

supply to be at least as great as the sum of the above

uses plus the endogenous crop demands for irrigation water.

The restraint hence ensures an adequate water balance.

For a given market region, each water restraint is of the

general form.
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- D:X. 'kW, °k+ WSm ~ WNmik J.J J.J

i = 1 for the producing area in market region m

j = 1, 2, 3, 4 for the four levels of fertilizer-

tillage practices

k = 1, .•. , 12 for the crops grown in producing

area i, and

m = 1, . . . , 6 for the six market region n

where Xi j k is the level of crop activity k with fertilizer

tillage practice j in producing area i within

market region m.

W" k is the irrigation water required annually,
J.J

gallons per acre, by crop activity k with

fertilizer-tillage practice j in producing

area i.

WSm is the annual dependable water supply, in

gallons, in market region m.

WNm is the sum of water needed annually, in gallons,

for municipal, industrial, livestock and other

endogenous crop use in market region m.

Restraints at the Market Region Level

Restraints at the market region level control inter-

regional commodity transfer, regional location of production,

availabilities of fertilizers and other direct fuels and

finally tillage practices.



Commodity transfer restraints.

These refer to the demands in the market place for

each endogenous commodity. Demand is simulated for the

following endogenous commodities viz. pineapple, papayas,

guavas, bananas, flowers and foliage, feed and forage,

lettuce, taro, and seed corn. No regional market demand

is simulated for sugarcane, macadamia nut, coffee commodi-

ties that directly enter the processing stage on site.

Crop production activities in each of the producing areas

interact with commodity transfer restraints to meet

commodity demands in the market region. Commodity transfer

restraints in the six market regions are interlinked by
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commodity transportation activities. The commodity transfer

restraint is of the following form:

EY. °kX o ok ± Tt > CD
K J.J J.J

(5)

i = 1 for the number of producing areas in the

given market region

j = 1, 2, 3, 4 for the four levels of fertilizer-

tillage practices

k = 1, ••• , 12 for the crops grown in producing

area i, and

t = 1, .

defined

, 35 for the transportation routes

where Yo Ok = the per acre yield of the k crop activity
J.J

with fertilizer tillage practice j in
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producing area i.

Xi j k = the level of crop activity k with fertilizer

tillage practice j in producing area i.

Tt - the number of units of the given commodity

transferred in (+) or out (-) of the market

region.

CD = the sum of the domestic, livestock and export

demands for the given commodity in the market

region in 1990.

Regional production restraints.

This individual set of restraints controls the

minimum and maximum levels of commodity production in each

of the regions. It serves to approximate the immobility

of crop production due to economic factors such as risk

aversion uncertain future farm prices, sunk costs, oppor-

tunity costs, fixed costs and payback period. Non economic

factors may involve climate, governmental inducements,

quotas and other restrictions arising out of personal and

family considerations. These restraints are specified

in terms of the 1979 crop acreage. Irrigated as well as

dryland crops are used to satisfy regional production

restraints.

For each of the crops, the restraint has the following

form:

L -c LLLX. Ok s Um (6)
m - ijk l.J -

i = 1 for the producing area in market region m



j = 1, 2, 3, 4 for the four levels of fertilizer-

tillage practices,
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k = 1, ... , 12 for the crops grown in producing

area i, and

m = 1, . . . , 6 for the 6 market regions.

where Lm = 70% of the 1979 crop acreage in market region

m.

Xi j k = the level of crop activity k with fertilizer

tillage practice j in producing area i within

market region m.

Um = 300% of the 1979 crop acreage in market region

m.

Nitrogen fertilizer restraint.

The Nitrogen fertilizer restraints simulate the market

place for the supply and demand of nitrogenous fertilizers.

The restraint does not take into account nitrogen derived

from livestock residue since negligible amounts of nitrogen

from this source were recovered for any of the endogenous

crops studied. Besides providing the nitrogen requirements

for the endogenous crops, a predetermined amount is also

allocated for crops not expressly included in this study.

Thus in each market region, the nitrogen restraint has

the following form:

-l:l:Xo °kF. ik + NB > ENik ~J ~J m = m
(7)

i = 1 for the producing area in market region m
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j = 1, 2, 3, 4 for the four levels of fertilizer-

tillage practice,

k = 1, ••. , 12 for the crops grown in producing

area i, and

m = 1, ..• , 6 for the six market region.

where Xi j k = the level of crop activity k with fertilizer

tillage practice j in producing area i within

market region m.

Fi j k = the net nitrogen required annually, pound per

acre, by crop activity k with fertilizer

tillage practice j in producing area i.

NBm = the amount of commercially produced nitrogen,

in pounds, purchased by endogenous crops in

market region m.

ENm = the amount of nitrogen fertilizers needed

for the exogenous crops in market region m.

Energy transfer restraints.

Seven sets of restraints are defined to simulate

the market place in each region for energy supplies. These

restraints control the availability of direct fuels which

are withdrawn from the state energy market restraint through

energy buying activities for the agricultural sector. The

restraints apply to the following fuels viz. Electricity

(in KWH), Gasoline (in gallons), Diesel (in gallons), Liquid

Petroleum Gas (in gallons), Fuel Oil (in gallons), Aviation

Fuel (in gallons), and total energy market in terms of



1000 KCAL of energy. These fuels are used for crop pro-

duction activities, crop drying activities, on and off

farm transportation activities, and for commercial nitrogen

supply activities. The seven restraints are defined as

under:

Electricity
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(8)

Diesel

(9)

Gasoline

-' ~~~XijkEC3 + EB3 > 0=l.J

Liquid Petroleum Gas

- ~~~XijkEC4 + EB4 > 0-
l.J

(10)

(11)

(13)

Fuel Oil

-' zszx. 'kECS -rrT tETS + EBS ~ 0 (12)
ijk l.J pt mp

Av~I.ation Fuel

- rrT ET + EB6 > 0
pt mpt 6

Total Energy (KCAL)

-' rrrx. "kEC7 - rrTmptET - NBmEN7 + EB7 ~ 0 (14)
ijk l.J pt

i = 1 for the producing area in market region m

j = 1, 2, 3, 4 for the six levels of fertilizer-

tillage practices

k = 1, ..• , 12 for the crops grown in



producing area i
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m

p

= 1,

= 1,

. . . ,

. . . ,
6 for the six market regions,

9 for the nine commodities trans-

ferred, and

t = 1, ••• , 35 for the transporting routes

defined.

where Xi j k = the level of crop activity k with fertilizer

tillage practice j in producing area i.

EC = the per acre energy requirement coefficients

of crop Xi j k•

Tmpt = the number of units of commodity p transferred

over routet from market region m.

ET = the energy requirement coefficient for trans-

porting commodity over route t, from market

region m.

EB = the amount of energy source purchased from

the state energy market.

NBm = the amount of commercially produced nitrogen,

in pounds, purchased by endogenous crops in

market region m.

EN = the amount of energy required to produce a

pound of nitrogen fertilizer.

Tillage practice restraints.

In each market region one restraint is defined to

control the proportion of conservation tillage acreages

to the total cultivated acreages. This restraint reflects
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the time lag involved in changing farming practices on

account of sunk investments in machinery, equipment, farm

vehicles and irrigation sets. Future energy shortages

as well as increased energy prices are expected to induce

greater adoption of the conservation tillage methods

elaborated in Appendix E. Dvoskin (1976) cites estimates

of the proportion of reduced tillage to amount to 24 percent

of existing cultivated land by 1985 on the U.S. mainland

[29]. Based on this estimate, a minimum of 35 percent

of the acreage for each endogenous crop is required to

be under energy conservation practice in 1990. This

restraint interacts with a set of 4 tillage practice

activities to simulate the adoption of conservation tillage

and to indicate the extent of conservation tillage acres

under each of the alternatives.

State Level Restraints

Seven energy restraints (one for each energy source)

are also defined at the state level. These restraints

simulate the state energy markets. Energy in each of the

state energy markets is obtained from the state's energy

buying activities.

Activities

The activities in the model reflect the range of

alternatives in crop production, commodity distribution

and statewide transportation of agricultural products.

The activities in the model may be grouped into the
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following three categories:

(1) Crop production activities

(2) Commodity transportation activities, and

(3) Resource supply activities including land, water

and energy (direct and indirect).

Crop Production Activities

The crop production activities simulate annual growing

and harvesting conditions in Hawaii. These differ from

practices on the U.S. mailand where a crop may be grown

seasonally and the field harvested entirely once the growing

season is over. Crop management systems in Hawaii do not

involve crop rotations, per se, and harvests are dependent

on maturity factors which may involve either a period up

to several months or up to several years. A more unique

feature of Hawaii's principal crops viz. sugarcane and

pineapple are ratoon crop. The yields from a ratooncrop

are generally lower than for the first crop. Because

plantations and fruit orchards dominate Hawaii's crop

sector, it was not possible to develop crop production

alternatives along tillage lines such as involving con

ventional, reduced or no-till operations.

The alternatives in crop production in this study

have been based on three packages of energy conservation

measures detailed in Appendix E that are applicable to

field crops, orchard crops and vegetable crops. Since

these apply to irrigated as well as dryland crops, combining



the energy conservation measures to dryland and irrigated

crop production alternatives results in a maximum of four

different ways to define a crop activity. These are

Dryland-Conventional, Irrigated-Conventional, Dryland

(energy) Conservation and Irrigated- (energy) Conservation

practices.

The derivation of energy use coefficients and other

crop activity coefficients is detailed in Appendix A.

Commodity Transportation

Transportation routes are defined either between

ports or air terminals for a pair of market regions. Some

routes are not direct. For example, no direct barge

transportation route exists between Nawiliwili or Port

Allen Harbor on Kauai and Kaunakakai Harbor on Molokai.

Such movement is necessarily through Honolulu Harbor on

Oahu though in the study it has been defined as a direct

transportation route. The cost and energy coefficients

associated with such transportation routes, however, do

take account of the indirect linkage. There are 35

transportation routes defined, of which 11 are air routes

and 24 are water routes. In the case of perishable

commodities such as papayas and flowers and foliage, a

proportion restraint has been introduced based on 1979

estimates to determine quantities to be shipped by the

air and barge modes of transportation [39]. Over each

route, two activities are defined for each commodity to
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represent shipments in either direction. The commodity

transportation activities (54 in all) are defined for the

following commodities viz: pineapples, papayas, guavas,

bananas, flowers and foliage, feed and forage, lettuce,

taro and seed corn.

Transportation Costs

The transportation costs were obtained directly from

the report referred to above investigating transportation

costs of agricultural products in Hawaii or based on average

cents per ton-mile reported in the State Data Book detailing

characteristics for Intra-Hawaii Certificated Route Airline

[62].

Energy for Transportation

The energy requirement for transportation varies

widely, depending on the transportation mode. For the

purpose of this study, it was assumed that all commodities

moved by barge transportation utilized .2318 Btu/lb/mile

(.08 KCAL/kg/km) and 19.2140 Btu/lb/mile (6.63 KCAL/kg/km)

for movement by air transportation [126].

Resource Supply Activities

The water-buy activities are bounded by the maximum

sustainable yield in each water supply region (Table 8)

less water needed for municipal, industrial, livestock

and other exogenous crops [53, 65]. Water prices in each

region have been developed by using applicable agricultural

water use rates in force in each county, together with
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TABLE 8

RECOVERABLE WATER SUPPLY WITH PRESENT TECHNOLOGY
(MILLION GALLONS/DAY)

Developed Supply

State 1,796.0

Hawaii 176.0

Maui 569.0

Molokai 12.0

Lanai 3.0

Oahu 587.0

Kauai 449.0

Balance Recoverable

Avg. Year Dry Year*

4,228.0 3,311.0

2,764.0 2,488.0

590.0 414.0

103.0 82.0

2.0 2.0

209.0 138.0

560.0 187.0

Sustainable Yield

6,040.0

2,940.0

1,144.0

115.0

5.0

793.0

1,043.0

Source: Hawaii Water Resources Regional Study, Hawaii Water Resource Plan,
Honolulu, Hawaii, Jan. 1979; Department of Land and Natural Resources, Water Resources
Development Plan (draft), Oct. 1979 based on U.S. Geological Survey 1975 Water Use
Survey.

*A year in which streamflow is 60 percent of normal.

-..J
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rates for withdrawing water from State Irrigation systems

or rates implicit in contracts of leased lands and then

by weighing these prices with the gallonage requirements

of specific crops to obtain a unique set of prices for

each water region.

Commercially produced nitrogen-buy activities are

not restrained. The nitrogen fertilizer buying activities

supply nitrogen but do not cover natural gas and electricity

used in their manufacture, since fertilizers used in the

State of Hawaii are imported from the West Coast market,

i.e., California, Oregon, Idaho and Canada [161]. Con

sumption of fertilizers in Hawaii for the period of 1975

1979 is provided in Table 9. The West Coast is expected

to be an attractive market for fertilizers. With prices

being generally stable, spot "shortages" of ammonia could

occur but they are likely to be of short duration and

during the peak of the season [119, 122]. The price of

the nitrogen nutrients reflects price charged in 1979 for

urea in the State of Hawaii.

Seven energy buy activities have been defined in

each market region. These activities control the regional

supply of electricity (in KWH), gasoline (in gallons),

diesel (in gallons), liquid petroleum gas (in gallons),

fuel oil (in gallons), aviation fuel (in gallons) and a

total energy supply (in 1000 KCAL). These activities

transfer energy from the State energy market to the regional
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TABLE 9

FERTILIZER: CONSUMPTION BY KIND AND PRIMARY NUTRIENTS
STATE OF HAWAII (IN TONS)

Direct Application
Materials Primary

Year Mixture Primary Secondary Total N Nutrients K20
Nutrients and Micro- Available

Nutrients P205

1975 106,713 70,984 3,007 180,704 25,916 20,060 23,307

1976 114,116 56,952 5,667 176,735 25,161 18,092 25,029

1977 118,821 65,718 6,483 191,022 25,720 23,327 23,989

1978 133,792 57,705 2,248 193,745 28,785 29,952 23,324

1979 119,866 103,800 2,456 226,122 57,289 25,789 28,224

Source: State of Hawaii, Department of Agriculture, Statistics of Hawaiian
Agriculture 1979, Honolulu, Hawaii 1980.
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energy market rows. Seven additional activities allow

for the control of the total amount of energy consumed

in agricultural production including energy for fertilizers

and pesticides within the State. The 1979 regional energy

prices are provided in Appendix F. The energy consumption

forecasts for the State of Hawaii by counties for 1990

are provided in Table 10.

Land Base

There are many competing end uses for land in Hawaii.

Thus land could be a significant factor in agricultural

production. The total cropland acreage available in each

producing area for cultivation has been determined from

several sources [7, 54, 1211. Adjustments have been made

for projected changes in exogenous land uses as well as

for extension of irrigated acreage by 1990.

Commodity Demands

The demands for all commodities in the study have

been determined exogenously. Final commodity demand levels

(Table 12) include considerations of the population level,

per capita demand, out-of-state exports, and livestock

demands. The projected target levels used in this study

are fair approximations based on historical trends and

various other assumption made. These have been used in

the model with the limited intent of being able to provide

valuable input to decision makers and planners in formu

lating policy. A more sophisticated approach in making
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TABLE 10

ENERGY CONSUMPTION FORECASTS FOR THE STATE OF HAWAII
BY COUNTIES 1990

Energy Source State Hawaii Maui Honolulu Kauai

Gas Utilities 34,710.0 2,340.0 610.0 31,700.0 60.0
(1000 therms)
Electricity 7,327,683.0 547,330.0 963,447.0 5,572,805.0 244,103.0
(1000 KWH)
Residential 1,648,462.0 164,633.0 207,623.0 1,210,369.0 65,836.0
Others 5,679,221.0 382,696.0 755,823.0 4,362,435.0 178,267.0

Gasoline 164,223.0 21,114.0 22,439.0 112,153.0 8,517.0
(1000 gallons)
Aviation Fuel 739,181.0 28,700.0 11,989.0 697,335.0 1,157.0
(1000 gallons)
Residual Fuel 3,575.0 383.0 289.0 2,729.0 173.0
(1000 barrels)
Diesel Fuel 103,920.0 15,595.0 33,760.0 50,442.0 4,123.0
(1000 gallons)
LPG 30,191.0 4,770.0 6,519.0 15,824.0 3,078.0
(1000 gallons)

Source: State of Hawaii, Department of Planning and Economic Development. Hawaii
Integrated Energy Assessment, By the Department of Planning and Economic Development,
State of Hawaii, et ale Honolulu, Department of Planning and Economic Development,
State of Hawaii, 1980-1981. Vol. III June 1981.

Note: This forecast utilizes Series II-F population projection figures, assumes
DOE Hight Series C Oil Price Measures and a successful energy conservation program due
to improved appliance efficiencies and better automobile gasoline mileage. Baseline
with saving case was chosen for this study as the assumptions made under this scenario
best match the assumptions of this study. ...:J
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TABLE 11

AGRICULTURAL LANDS OF IMPORTANCE TO THE STATE OF HAWAII
(IN ACRES)

Producing Areas

State
Hawaiia

Maui

Molokaib

Lanai

Oahuc

Kauaid

1978 1990

Irrigated Dryland Irrigated Dryland

179,997.0 798,177.0 223,587.0 754,587.0
19,588.0 549,776.0 43,588.0 525,776.0

51,506.0 97,558.0 51,506.0 97,558.0
,

3,880.0 34,212.0 17,470.0 20,622.0

16,969.0 8,149.0 16,969.0 8,149.0

51,238.0 43,321.0 54,738.0 39,821.0

36,816.0 55,161.0 38,816.0 53,161.0

Total

978,174.0
569,364.0
159,064.0

38,092.0

25,118.0

94,559.0

91,977.0

Souces: State of Hawaii Department of Agriculture, State Agriculture Plan,
Honolulu, 1980; Baker, H. L., Agricultural Lands of Importance to the State of Hawaii,
Circular 496, CES, College of Tropical Agriculture and Human Resources, University of
Hawaii at Manoa, Honolulu, July 1979.

Note: The above estimates are based on conversations with Mr. Harry Means,
U.S. Soil Conservation Service, Honolulu, May 28, 1982.

a)21,500 acres of sugarland hitherto unirrigated plus an additional 2500 irri
gated acres for Macadamia nuts and other diversified crops.

b)Molokai Irrigation System originally designed to irrigate 16,400 acres of
pineapples and 1060 acres of diversified crops.

c)Extended irrigation to 3500 acres of hitherto unirrigated sugar lands.
d)Extended irrigation to 2000 acres of hitherto unirrigated sugar lands.

00
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TABLE 12

PRODUCTION TARGETS FOR THE ENDOGENOUS CROPS
UNDER NORMAL AND HIGH EXPORT

SCENARIOS 1990

Crop Normala Highb

Sugarcane 8,869,500.0 8,869,500.0
(in tons)
Pineapple 602,129.0 751,660.0
(in tons)
Coffee 1,086.2 1,086.2
(in '000 pounds)
Macadamia Nuts--in shell 23,090.1 33,321.2
(in '000 pounds)
Taro 8,835.0 8,835.0
(in '000 pounds)
Flowers & Nursery 6,345.0 17,960.0
(in ton equivalent)
Bananas 7,128.8 7,128.8
(in '000 pounds)

.Papayas 54,029.9 165,870.0
(in '000 pounds)
Guavas 2,465.0 6,197.5
(in '000 pounds)
Lettuce 8,221.2 8,221.0
(in '000 pounds)
Seed Corn 340.0 340.0
(in '000 pounds)
Feed & Forage 71,900.0 71,900.0
(in tons)

81

Sources: State of Hawaii, Department of Planning and
Economic Development, The Hawaii State Plan: The Economy,
Honolulu, Hawaii 1977; State of Hawaii, Department of
Agriculture, State Agriculture Plan, Honolulu, Hawaii, 1980.

aBased on producti~ity figures for 1974 crop year
using sales projection figure cited for the medium growth
scenar~o in The Hawaii State Plan: The Economy, OPED, 1977.

Based on productivity figures for 1978 crop year
utilizing estimated ten-year statewide acreage requirements
listed for specific crops in the State Agriculture Plan,
Department of Agriculture, State of Hawaii, 1980.
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projections would involve consideration of other important

factors such as acreage in bearing, age of tree, maturity

of stand, etc. especially in the case of orchard crops,

which is beyond the scope of this study. This study assumes

a State of Hawaii projected population of 1,091,500 by

1990 with population distributed according to Series II-F

projections (Table 13). The percentage distribution of

the population of Maui County is assumed to remain unchanged

during the decade.

Alternatives Evaluated and Their Assumptions

Five different scenarios or model are evaluated in

this study. These are: The base run model (Model A), energy

minimization model (Model B), energy cut model (Model C),

high energy prices model (Model D), and high exports model

(Model E).

The base run, minimum cost model (Model A) is the

control alternative and is used for comparison with other

alternatives. Model A represents the long run adjustment

process of Hawaiian agriculture under conditions of adequate

energy supplies and with prices of various energy sources

remaining at the 1979 price levels.

In contrast, the energy minimization model (Model

B) contrasts the behaviour of Hawaii agriculture under

an energy minimizing criteria. The Model is subject to

identical demands and other restraints used in Model A.

Thus one could view this scenario as maximum realizable



TABLE 13

DEMOGRAPHIC STATISTICS OF THE STATE OF HAWAII

Islands Resident Population
(April 1, 1980)

Projected Population
1990

State of Hawaii 963,617 1,091,500

Oahu 760,957 845,000

Hawaii 92,206 105,100

Kauai 39,117 46,500

Maui County* 71,337 94,900

Lanai 2,125 2,827

Maui 63,136 83,990

Molokai 6,076 8,083

Source: State of Hawaii, Department of Planning and Economic Development, The
State of Hawaii Data Book, 1980, Honolulu, Hawaii 1981; State of Hawaii, Department
of Planning and Economic Development, Long-Range Population and Economic Simulations
and Projections for the State of Hawaii, Series II-F, Honolulu, Hawaii, March 1, 1978.

*Distribution of population of Maui County in 1990 assumed to remain unchanged
during the 180 l s decade.
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energy savings in agricultural production regardless of

cost considerations.

The energy cut model (Model C) restricts energy

availability to agricultural production to 90 percent of

the base run. Thus this scenario deals with "rationing"

of energy to the agricultural sector.

The effect of high energy prices are analyzed through

Model D. Model C and D are each subject to identical demand

and resource restraints as in the base model, with energy

availabilities, however, restricted under Model C. In

the base run (Model A), the 1979 cost of 1000 KCAL is 2.8153

cents per 1000 KCAL. Thus under higher energy prices

(Model D) energy cost is assumed to be 5.6306 cents per

1000 KCAL. This would be equivalent to $1.2518 per gallon

of diesel fuel or 18.753 cents per KWH of electricity.

The high exports scenario (Model E) retains the high

energy prices in Model D but assumes that export levels

of pineapple (fresh), macadamia nuts, papayas, guavas and

flower and foliage will increase substantially by 1990.

The export levels of Hawaii's other crops such as sugarcane,

coffee and seed~orn remain unchanged. (See Table 12)

These five alternatives are then used as benchmarks

to assess the impact of the "energy crisis" on Hawaii's

agricultural production and to examine and evaluate criti

cally various energy policy options such as energy conser

vation, energy pricing, energy rationing and energy (food)



production that may be relevant to Hawaii's agriculture

sector.
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CHAPTER III

COMMODITY COSTS, FARM INCOME

AND THE ENERGY CRISIS

Energy in Hawaii's agricultural production accounted

for 7.9 percent of the total production expenses in 1979

[51]. A comparable figure for the entire United States

during the same year was 5.7 percent [172]. The cost of

indirect energy (i.e., fertilizers and lime) in Hawaii

amounted to $33.8 million or an additional 11 percent of

the total. Thus purchases of direct and indirect energy

on Hawaii farms amounted to 18.9 percent of total pro

duction expenses compared with 17 percent nationally.

These figures represent a modest share in crop production

costs and may be only a small share in the final food costs

of commodities. Energy price increases could, however,

be expected to impact on food costs significantly.

Since 1972, the index for food prices has risen 2.3

percent faster than the all items Consumer Price Index

(CPI) and recent figures indicate this gap has widened

[172]. Half of the 1979 increase in U.S. grocery store

food prices has come from an 11 percent increase in the

marketing spread. The marketing spread is a measure of

charges for handling, processing and distributing foods
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after they leave the farm. The rise in the marketing

spread may be partly attributable to higher prices for

energy. Energy is consumed in all of the activities

mentioned above. A study of Hawaii's Sugar industry, for

example, revealed the following break-up for direct energy

use above [45]: field production (10.7%), irrigation

(39.3%), raw sugar processing (41.4%), refined sugar

processing (0.2%) and retail and wholesale distribution

(8.4%). These figures serve to emphasize the relative

importance of the energy input in various phases of pro

duction, processing and distribution activities. A serious

drawback in the above example is the fact that merely 3

percent of raw sugar production on the islands is refined

locally. Also processing of raw sugar from cane uses

electricity derived from the incineration of bagasse at

the various plantation factories. It, then, becomes clear

that in the case of other agricultural commodities grown

in the State, the energy use in off-farm activities related

to the commodity handling, processing and distribution,

may be higher than in the example cited. Under such con

ditions, higher energy prices in the future, could be

expected to increase domestic food costs somewhat. Their

impact on production methods or output levels while expected

to be minimal, may not however, be as readily predictable.

Substantial increases in energy prices may lead farmers

to reexamine their input combinations with a view to seeking
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possibilities for interfuel substitution or to replace

energy with some other resource input.

Another interesting feature of the energy crisis

has been an energy shortage. If the market could adjust

immediately to fluctuation in supply, then in a short

period, at the new equilibrium price, no shortage would

exist. Markets can be expected to do reasonably well in

making small adjustments over extended periods of time.

Such syllogisms do not apply well to the energy market.

A characteristic of the energy problem has been to require

the market to make very great adjustments over brief

periods of time, a function that it does not do very well

[136]. Compounding this problem, have been till recently,

governmental regulations that controlled prices, below

market rates, of two thirds of the domestic oil [80].

Energy scarcity has therefore been a recurring experience

in the decade of the seventies. Though it was most acutely

felt during the Arab oil embargo in 1973, the latest of

this experience has been as recent as in 1979 when spot

shortages of gasoline hit the U.S. market [113, 135, 147].

In the following sections the dual nature of the

energy crisis, i.e., energy shortage and high energy prices

is further examined and their impact on Hawaii's agricultur

al production assessed. The intent in this chapter is

to evaluate the impact of energy shortage and high energy

prices, as well as increased exports of Hawaii's
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agricultural commodities on commodity costs and farm income

in the State. In the base run model (Model A) no energy

shortage is assumed to exist, energy prices remain at their

1979 levels, and agricultural exports remain 'normal.'

The impact of an energy shortage is evaluated under the

10 percent energy cut model (Model C), high energy prices

are evaluated in Model D and the impact of high agricultural

exports accompanied by high energy prices in Model E. All

of the evaluations for Models C, D and E are then compared

with the base run model (Model A).

Impacts on Commodity Costs

Commodity costs would rise under both conditions

of an energy shortage as well as high energy prices. The

extent to which farm commodity costs increase would depend

on the acuteness of energy shortage and the steepness of

energy price increases. The impact of fuel shortages is

not expected on agricultural output, though initially it

may have a minor impact in curtailing commodity production

levels. Since the model incorporates prespecified levels

of demand (thereby assuming inelastic demand for the

commodities), the impact of reduced energy supplies is

evidenced in higher prices for the agricultural commodities.

Food, being a necessity, is considered to have a highly

inelastic demand. The price elasticities for most agri

cultural commodities considered in the study have been

determined to be low both at the retail level and the farm
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level [142]. Thus the assumption of inelastic demand in

the analysis is justified. The percentage decrease in

demand for Hawaii's agricultural products (except perhaps

its flower and foliage products, a luxury good) is expected

to be considerably less than the percentage increase in

commodity prices. The elasticity of U.S. mainland demand

with respect to prices of Hawaii grown tropical specialities

could be expected to be relatively more elastic. This

is so because substitutes exist on the U.S. mainland for

most of Hawaii's exported agricultural products. These

include sugar from sugar beets and corn syrup for raw sugar

derived from cane; Florida and California grown citrus

fruits for the islands' pineapples; almonds, walnuts, pecan

and peanuts for macadamia nuts; Brazilian and Jamaican

Coffee for Kona coffee; various melons and other fruits

for Hawaiian papayas; and temperate climate flowers for

Hawaii's floral products. Thus producers of these substi

tutes on the U.S. mainland could capture an increasing

share of the market when the cost of Hawaii's agricultural

products is on the increase. The possibility that Hawaii

would lose its export market due to increased energy prices,

however, is very small since the various States, where

the above substitutes are grown, would also face an energy

situation similar to the one faced by the State of Hawaii.

It may be noted that Hawaii's export and import markets

for agricultural commodities on the U.s. mainland involve



commodity movements over long distances either by shipping

or transporting by air. The transportation industry is

particularly vulnerable to high fuel prices and fuel

shortages [178]. So long as fuel costs represent only a

small share in shipping costs or air freight, it is not

likely to cause significant changes in Hawaii's production

patterns. It may however be reflected in yet higher

prices for agricultural commodities both exported and

imported.

The impact of the 10 percent energy reduction is

clearly more severe than doubling of the energy prices.

(Table 14). Our results indicate that, on the average,

whereas raw commodity prices increase 21.33 percent due to

doubling energy prices, a 10 percent energy shortage leads

to a 60.78 percent jump in raw commodity prices. This

result corroborates Dvoskin's findings in the national

study despite several important differences in assumptions.

The commodity prices being discussed are not market prices

(i.e., retail prices). Therefore it cannot be assumed

that the increase in commodity prices would be transferred

to the consumer. The prices obtained from the analysis

are shadow prices that reflect the structural impacts of

trends on agricultural production and the marginal cost

attributable to the production of an additional unit of

that commodity.

Increases in retail food costs cannot be directly
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TABLE 14

ENDOGENOUS COMMODITY PRICES AND CHANGES FROM
THE BASE RUN IN 1990

Min. Cost Energy Min. Energy Cut High Energy High ExportsCommodity Unit (Model A) (Model B) (Model C) Prices (Model E)(Model D)

Sugarcane ton 24.68 NA 35.07 30.25 30.25

Pineapple ton 33.69 NA 138.28 41.96 44.17

Macadamia Nut lb. 0.26 NA 0.33 0.28 0.28

Coffee lb. 0.00 NA 0.00 0.00 0.00

Papayas lb. 0.03 NA 0.04 0.03 0.12

Guavas lb. 0.01 NA 0.01 0.01 0.05
Bananas lb. 0.12 NA 0.17 0.14 0.14

Flower & Foliage lb eq. 0.99 NA 1.12 1.02 1. 32

Feed & Forage ton 31.68 NA 43.36 39.64 39.64

Lettuce lb. 0.04 NA 0.06 0.04 0.04

Taro lb. 0.14 NA 0.17 0.16 0.16

Seedcorn lb. 1.18 NA 2.15 1.58 1.58

Total Crop Cost Mill. 265.40 NA 426.70 322.00 388.10

tn
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TABLE 14-Continued

ENDOGENOUS COMMODITY PRICES AND CHANGES FROM
THE BASE RUN IN 1990

Min. Cost Energy Min. Energy Cut High Energy High ExportsCommodity Unit (Model A) (Model B) (Model C) Prices (Model E)(Model D)

Changes from Model A

Sugarcane A=100 100.00 NA 142.10 122.57 122.57

Pineapple A=100 100.00 NA 410.45 124.55 131.11

Macadamia Nut A=100 100.00 NA 126.92 107.69 107.69

Coffe A=100 100.00 NA 100.00 100.00 100.00

Papaya A=lOO 100.00 NA 133.33 100.00 400.00

Guava A=100 100.00 NA 100.00 100.00 500.00

Bananas A=100 100.00 NA 141.67 116.67 116.67

Flower & Foliage A=100 100.00 NA 113.13 103.03 133.33

Feed & Forage A=100 100.00 NA 136.87 125.13 125.13

Lettuce A=100 100.00 NA 150.00 100.00 100.00

Taro A=100 100.00 NA 121. 43 114.29 114.29

Seedcorn A=100 100.00 NA 182.20 133.90 133.90

Total Crop Cost 100.00 NA 160.78 121.33 146.23

CD
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imputed from the reported commodity prices in the analysis.

As mentioned earlier, the marketing processes for Hawaii's

agricultural crops involve such activities as transpor

tation, drying, roasting, canning, freezing, chilling,

chemical pretreatment, etc. which are more energy intensive

than on-farm activities. Thus so long as fuel costs account

for a large share of the total costs of these activities,

retail food prices in Hawaii would be expected to increase

much more rapidly than increases in raw commodity prices.

Hawaii's agriculture is the fourth most energy

intensive operation in the entire United States [171].

This is because production processes in plantation agri

culture and tropical pomoculture and olericulture are more

energy intensive than for grain production since they

require more intensive management and irrigation. Lettuce

prices and prices of bananas and papayas, for example,

rise under an energy crisis, more rapidly than for some

of the other commodities such as macadamia nuts, coffee,

guavas, flowers and foliage and taro since these commodities

are grown in Kula and Hana areas in Maui, Kamuela in Hawaii

and Moloaa in Kauai where irrigation is generally an energy

intensive process. Water for irrigating taro (a heavy

consumer), however is obtained from natural streams and

springs through a system of native water rights called

'kuleana rights.' These rights establish a zero price

for water [118]. The sharp or jerky increase in the prices
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of sugarcane, pineapples, seedcorn, papayas and guavas

under the various alternatives can be attributed to lack

of sufficient factor or commodity substitution possibili

ties. A zero endogenous price is reported for coffee under

all of the alternatives. This is because less than 70

percent of the 1979 coffee average is sufficient to produce

the anticipated 1990 demand for Hawaii grown coffee due

to the declining trend in the industry. Thus no opportunity

cost exists for growing coffee, in terms of assumptions

made. It should be noted that coffee growing in Hawaii

continues to exist due to the fact that coffee growers

retain a cheap form of housing by maintaining their agri

cultural leases (primarily with the Bishop Estate) and

due to the fact that the whole crop is marketed through

one major outlet, which not only provides a premium price

but also has proved effective in establishing a definite

premium for Kona grown coffee [59]. Thus, the profit

motive is questionable in the case of Kona coffee growers.

Energy shortages or high energy prices also change

the relative prices of agricultural commodities (Table

15). For example, while the average change is 61 percent

under an energy shortage, the price of pineapple changes

at almost 4.3 times that rate. Clearly an energy crisis

does not increase prices of all commodities uniformly.

The relative price changes for pineapples and seedcorn

can be attributed to the higher energy intensiveness for



TABLE 15

RELATIVE COMMODITY PRICE CHANGES UNDER
DIFFERENT ALTERNATIVES 1990

Min. Cost Energy Min. Energy Cut High Energy High ExportsCommodity
(Model A) (Model B) (Model C) Prices (Model E)(Model D)

Sugarcane 100.00 NA 91.77 109.13 70.56

Pineapple 100.00 NA 265.08 110.89 75.47

Mac. Nut 100.00 NA 81.97 95.88 61.99

Coffee 100.00 NA 64.58 89.03 57.56

Papayas 100.00 NA 86.11 89.03 230.26

Guavas 100.00 NA 64.58 89.03 287.82

Bananas 100.00 NA 91.49 103.87 67.16

Flower & Foliage 100.00 NA 73.06 91.73 76.75

Feed & Forage 100.00 NA 88.39 111.40 72.03

Lettuce 100.00 NA 96.87 89.03 57.56

'faro 100.00 NA 78.42 101.75 65.79

Seedcorn 100.00 NA 117.67 119.21 77.08

Total 100.00 NA 100.00 100.00 100.00

(0
00
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growing these crops compared to the rest of the commodities.

Where irrigated crops are shifted to dryland conditions

such as in the case of sugarcane, bananas, papayas and

feed and forage crops, modest declines in relative prices

result under conditions of an energy shortage. Normally,

the change in relative prices would lead producers to alter

the output mix of agricultural products. Thus, composition

of farm output would shift away from energy intensive crops.

However, factors limiting the choice of farmers in Hawaii

are narrow commodity substitution possibilities for their

lands, risks associated with various crop activities and

limited markets for their products.

The impact of energy reduction on commodity costs

has important implications for energy conservation policy

in agriculture. Trade-offs occur between increased com

modity costs and lessened energy use on farms. Energy

savings on farms is effected only through human and capital

investments in energy saving schemes and equipment. Thus

energy savings are not free. Energy waste, of course,

has to be avoided, but many Hawaii producers, sensitive

to increased energy prices in recent years, have adopted

many conservation measures to preclude the possibility

of energy waste. Judicious choice is being exercised in

production technology and energy conservation programs

are being implemented in the fields, plantation, processing

mills, canneries, management offices, transportation
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systems and in maintenance work. These are likely to

decrease energy consumption per unit of product output

over the long run. In general, energy conservation in

agriculture will require farmers to alter their production

methods, to substitute non-energy inputs for energy, to

reallocate production and to make modest changes in the

composition of their output mix.

If the results dictated under the unlimited energy

situation (Model A) were to be considered optimal, then

the effect of energy crisis either as a result of high

energy prices or energy scarcity would indicate a buildup

of farm commodity costs over the situation prevailing in

the analysis of Model A. The increases in commodity costs

cannot be used to justify exempting agriculture under an

energy rationing scheme especially since Hawaii's crops

are cash crops rather than basic food crops. Instead,

these results could be used while developing an energy

rationing or allocation policy that would affect the agri

culture sector.

A study of energy and the agriculture sector should

take into consideration the impact on food or farm commodity

costs. Energy studies while valuable in exposing the

dependence of the food system on depletable energy sources

and in evaluating energy/food conversion are unlikely to

have any influence on the adoption of energy efficient

agricultural production methods since producers respond
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primarily to economic and power pressures and not to those

dictated by resources [29]. Thus a reversion of agricultur

al production to old land based methods or labor intensive

methods is unlikely given the age distribution of technology

capital, immobility of labour resources, established tenure

systems, fixity of land supplies and the high wages for

agricultural labour [22]. Hired labour alone in 1979

accounted for 43.1 percent of total agricultural production

expenses in Hawaii. Any method or technology that increases

the cost of production will not be adopted by the farmer

even if it were to be progressively energy efficient. The

farm operates under a competitive market structure where

his ability to pass on increases in costs of production

to consumers is limited. Food processors and agribusiness

firms may have more leeway in this regard. Farmers, in

general, will respond to economic incentives for conserving

energy.

The State should adopt those energy policies that

would cause least sacrifices to be made by people residing

in the State and alleviate their hardships most. An energy

shortage will cause people to spend a greater share of

their disposable income on food necessities due to increase

in food costs thereby sacrificing their consumption of

other goods and services. An efficient energy allocation

method could be derived in the following three ways: First

by assigning allocation priorities to the agricultural



sub-sectors in reverse order of their increasing output

costs, i.e., if a 10 percent energy cut were to cause a

10, 20 and 30 percent increase in prices of three agri

cultural commodities then the allocation priorities should

be numbered 3, 2 and 1 for the three sub-sectors considered

respectively [29]. A second criterion would involve cate

gorizing the commodities as either necessities or luxury

agricultural items. Luxury agricultural items would refer

to those commodities that do not have significant food

or fiber value for humans. And finally, a third criterion,

on the basis of social economics, could take into consider

ation the absolute magnitude of revenue earnings or po

tential for savings due to commodity import substitution

from the specific crop activity for the State. It is then

clear that a uniform energy cut for all the subsectors

in the agricultural sector or all the producing regions

in the State would not only be difficult to administer

but added to this, it would be economically inefficient.

Farm Income and the Energy Crisis

The impact of the energy crisis on agricultural

income and the distribution of income is expected to be

significant. In the pre 1972 era of relative energy

abundance, there were relatively low costs for capital,

energy, and fertilizers [178]. As a result, in Hawaii,

an agricultural production structure viz. plantation

agriculture based on intensiveness of capital, energy,

102
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land and fertilizers evolved over time [104]. The demand

for Hawaii's agricultural output increased steadily due

to increasing population, income and demand for exports.

The new production technology, as elsewhere on the U.S.

mainland, brought increasing returns to size resulting

in lower costs per unit of output for the large producers,

i.e., the large corporate farmers.

The generally stable demand for Hawaii's export

oriented crops and productivity increase due to evolving

technology had the effect of reducing the number of farms

either by mergers or cessation of activities, while planted

acreage remained stable and farm incomes rose.

Increases in energy prices appear to have strengthened

the position of large corporate farms in Hawaii agri

culture since the energy cost per unit of output for

corporate farms is low. The corporate farms are able to

absorb input price changes through input substitution or

product transformation. Smaller farms less capable of

switching outputs are not likely to survive. In recent

years, corporate farms in Hawaii have reallocated acreage

to aquacultural production of Malaysian prawns and other

diversified agricultural crops such as guavas, papayas

and macadamia nuts. They have also invested in larger

boilers in the factories that are capable of greater

consumption of bagasse so as to provide more electricity

[127]. The energy conservation methods being effected
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on the field and the shift of enterprise mix to less energy

intensive operations is likely to reduce the impact of

energy price increases on the State's agricultural output

and income.

Large energy price increases relative to the price

of agricultural output will, of course, result in smaller

net farm income. This suggests larger and fewer farms

with increased off-farm employment. Whether Hawaii's

farmers would actually be better off under conditions of

either an energy shortage or high energy prices would

depend on how export levels for commodities such as sugar,

pineapples, coffee, macadamia nut, flowers, papayas, guavas

and seedcorn would be affected by changing demands as well

as how production expenses are affected by increased input

prices for lime, chemicals, pesticides, fertilizers and

other direct fuels. It is expected that due to the in

elastic demand characterizing most agricultural commodities,

higher commodity prices would increase gross farm income.

On the other hand, if commodity prices did not

increase substantially to cover increases both in costs

of direct and indirect energy inputs and the farmer was

unable to pass the cost increases to the consumer then

the farmer may receive lesser income under an energy crisis.

While the cost squeeze seems possible, it seems improbable

considering the performance of Hawaii's agriculture sector

during the decade of the seventies. Since the period of
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the initial energy crisis in 1973 and throughout the entire

period of the seventies characterized by rising energy

prices, the total number of acres cultivated declined

graduall~ to 290,800 acres in 1979, a decline of 6.1 percent

from the pre-energy crisis level in 1972. During the same

period, gross farm income increased 8.1 percent and net

income after inventory adjustment increased 30.4 percent

while measured in constant 1972 dollars [51].

Thus the experience of the energy crisis in Hawaii

during the seventies suggests that energy shortages or

higher energy prices would probably cause cutbacks in

production for the two principal crops, and result in

higher incomes and higher rate of returns per cultivated

acre for the farmers. This appears to be consistent with

Dvoskin's findings as well as findings of this study that

higher energy prices would reduce irrigated acres and cut

down nitrogen applications which in turn would lead to

reduced agricultural output. In Hawaii, the specifics

of the response to the energy crisis has been slightly

different. The producers of the two principal crops in

the State, sugar and pineapple, facing stiff competition

from both domestic and international sources have withdrawn

marginal lands from cultivation, increased the number of

acres under sprinkler irrigation (an irrigation system

that is energy efficient) and affected other energy conser

vation programs on and off the fields. The U.S. mainland
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demand for Hawaii's agricultural products may be higher

under an energy crisis. This is because the production

of sugarcane while requiring more Btus per acre compared

to sugar beets or corn also has a substantially higher

yield per acre than its competitors which makes the unit

cost of sugar cheaper when produced from cane in Hawaii

than on the mainland [171]. Likewise pineapples grown

in Hawaii that use fewer Btus per acre compared to citrus

fruits grown in Arizona, California, Florida and Texas

may also have a higher demand on the U.S. mainland during

an energy crisis [171]. It could be expected that U.S.

mainland's production of agricultural commodities that

either substitute or otherwise compete with Hawaii's export

crops would be more severely curtailed due to reductions

of energy and fertilizers during an energy crisis than

would be the case in Hawaii. This is because farmers and

producers on the U.S. mainland have relatively mo~e flexi

bility under the crop rotation system to change or alter

their enterprise mix in response to an energy crisis, than

do Hawaii farmers. There is a lack of serious viable

alternatives to established monocultural plantings in

Hawaii while viewed from the perspectives of suitability

of land use and available markets. Thus, it is justifiable

to conclude that Hawaii's farm income will increase under

periods of energy shortage as well as high energy prices.

since the major price changes are associated with pineapple,
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papayas and guavas, farm income increases are substantial

in producing areas where these commodities are grown. Thus

the distribution of farm income increases is not uniform.

In this study farm income is defined as total returns

to land, labor and water resources evaluated at their

opportunity costs (shadow or supply prices) as in the

national study done earlier. Since in Hawaii substantial

proportion of agricultural lands are leased, labor hired

and water bought, it is clear that farmers do not retain

all of the returns accruing to these productive resource

inputs. Therefore, the definition adopted above is useful

in the context of a State agricultural policy model that

provides information on total returns to the owners of

the land, labor and water resource inputs. The inelastic

commodity demand assumption underlying the analysis of

situations under Models A, B, C and D cause total farm

income changes (Table 16) to be related to commodity price

changes (Table 14).

Changes in farm incomes for the various producing

areas reflect basically the changing relative advantages

of maintaining specific endogenous crop activities in these

areas. The long run changes imply changes also in the

relative income positions of the counties in the State.

Under the 10 percent energy cut alternative, farm income

increases in all of the producing areas but almost doubles

in the case of Maui County. Income increases significantly
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TABLE 16

REGIONAL FARM INCOMEa UNDER DIFFERENT ALTERNATIVES
IN 1990 (1000 DOLLARS)

Base Run Energy Min. Energy Cut High Energy High Exports
(Model A) (Model B) (Model C) Prices (Model E)

(Model D)

Kauai County 47,680.9 NA 48,570.7 42,929.9 45,715.7
Honolulu County 86,644.8 NA 103,311. 9 107,461. 5 123,726.6
Maui County 77,894.8 NA 150,907.5 96,074.0 104,497.1

Molokai 3,923.6 NA 9,925.3 4,607..3 4,753.1
Lanai 9,736.4 NA 28,689.8 11,264.5 11,659.8
Maui 64,234.6 NA 112,292.4 80,202.2 88,084.2

Hawaii County 112,214.8 NA 175,344.0 118,779.8 156,671.1
State of Hawaii 324,435.1 NA 478,134.1 365,245.2 430,610.5

Changes from Model A

Kauai County 100.00 NA 101.87 90.04 95.88
Honolulu County 100.00 NA 119.24 124.03 142.80
Maui County 100.00 NA 193.73 123.34 134.15

Molokai 100.00 NA 252.96 117.43 121.14
Lanai 100.00 NA 294.67 115.69 119.75
Maui 100.00 NA 174.82 124.86 137.13

Hawaii County 100.00 NA 156.26 105.85 139.62
State of Hawaii 100.00 NA 147.37 112.58 132.73

a Far m income is defined as the total return to land, water and labor.
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also in Hawaii County. Under both the high energy prices

and high export scenarios, income declines in Kauai County

but increases in all other producing areas. Thus the energy

crisis benefits those producing areas which can either

accommodate increased dry land farming or those that grow

crops oriented to exports.

The study does not attempt to deal directly with

the impact of the energy crisis on the rural people or

the agribusiness sector in the State. Rural community

income, however, is closely related to farm income since

most of the people in the rural community have jobs in

the agricultural sector or in related support activities.

Therefore, the increase in farm income due to an energy

crisis means higher income for the rural community. These

impacts could be different under varying export levels.

If corporate growers faced low agricultural exports along

with an energy shortage, rural communities especially in

the neighbouring islands, would face hardships due to

lessened incomes and possible unemployment.

The impact of the energy crisis on the agribusiness

sector is likely to be different depending on the type

of agricultural input being supplied or type of service

provided by the firm. If farmers were to respond to the

energy crisis by reducing fertilizer application then

fertilizer dealers in the State would experience slack

sales and lowered incomes. Sellers of irrigation equipment



would also face a similar predicament, if the producers

do not sense the profitability in irrigating their crops

under an energy crisis situation. Irrigation equipment

suppliers may, however, expect an increase in demand for

irrigation sets that are either relatively more energy

efficient or have higher irrigation efficiencies. Trade-

offs occur between improved irrigation efficiency and the

energy use of irrigation equipment. The plantation crops

are already considered to have minimum tillage since the

ratoon crops do not involve till operations. Besides,

the corporate farms also fabricate much of their own

machinery and equipment. Dealers of farm machinery

therefore may also face a limited market for their goods.

It is clear then that a high level of exports of Hawaii's

agricultural commodities would imply higher incomes for

rural commodities that are dependent on the agriculture

sector and also improve general business conditions for

the agribusiness sector in the State.

Agricultural Exports and
the Energy Crisis

Hawaii's economy would benefit from exporting its

excess agricultural output since Hawaii is virtually

constrained to the use of expensive imported oil at the

present time. High agricultural exports would then enable

the State to pay for the expensive energy imports and

improve its balance of payments situation. The analysis
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of high export alternative accompanied by high energy

prices (Model E) simulates such a situation. The high

exports in the analysis are however for Hawaii's traditional

products destined for the U.S. mainland market. Hawaii's

sugar exports, in 1990, are based on the assumptions of

a smaller but stable Hawaiian sugar industry with some

loss of sugar sales to high fructose corn sugar (HFCS)

and/or sugar imports. In the future, Hawaii may face

increased competition from mainland beet and sugar growers

due to higher cost of production. High exports of Hawaiian

pineapples is expected as a general consequence of U.S.

population increase, increased per capita consumption of

the fruit and increased share in the U.S. fresh pineapple

market. It is unlikely that any of Hawaii's truck crops

will be exported since most of Hawaii's vegetables and

melons do not appear to have a comparative advantage. The

export prospects for Hawaii's tropical fruits are however

excellent since only a small portion (the west coast) of

the total U.S. mainland market has been penetrated at the

current time and the low per capita consumption indicates

a potential for export growth. Higher levels of exports

for macadamia nuts and Hawaii's tropical flowers and foliage

are expected as a continuation of the current trend.

Coffee exports are expected to decline slightly over

yesteryear levels whereas the production of corn seed is

to remain stable.



In the past, the agricultural sector played a major

role in the State's balance of payments situation since

the entire costs of food and fuel imports were covered

by agricultural exports (See Table 17). In recent years,

however, agricultural exports covered less than 10 percent

of overall imports. The relative contributions of various

crop commodities to overall agricultural export levels

during an 11-year period (1969 to 1979) are listed in Table

19.
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In our analysis of the high export alternative (Model

E), the 1979 market prices reported by the Hawaii Agri

cultural Reporting Service as well as endogenous crop price

changes reported earlier in this chapter have been used.

The value of agricultural exports increases by 217 percent

(Table 20) from the base run (Model A). However, energy

consumption in agricultural production increases merely

by 14.6 percent. Even if all of the additional energy

(direct and indirect) used, were to be imported at twice

the 1979 price levels, Model E would necessitate only an

additional annual spending of $23.7 million. This is way

below $330.9 million, the additional value of agricultural

exports. Thus higher agricultural exports, even while

accompanied by high energy prices, would offset considerably

the cost of food and/or fuel imports into the State.

The high levels of agricultural exports assumed in

the study necessitates increased energy use by increasing



TABLE 17

OVERALL AGRICULTURAL EXPORTS, FOOD, FUEL AND
OVERALL IMPORTS : STATE OF HWAII (1969-1978)

Year Agr. Exports Food Imports Fuel Imports Overall Imports

1969 290,182 166,618 106,663 1,526,930

1970 320,775 204,983 113,600 1,980,914

1971 389,890 199,343 108,616 1,841,152

1972 326,627 232,246 113,461 2,138,704
1973 438,433 321,481 227,341 2,678,974
1974 813,686 389,452 517,083 3,455,394
1975 515,174 405,550 719,502 3,921,696

1976 365,702 436,445 686,952 4,338,881

1977 340,635 531,144 744,657 4,797,777

1978 447,917 597,785 747,657 5,283,644

Source: State of Hawaii, Department of Planning and Economic Development,
Hawaii's Income and Expenditure Accounts: 1958-1980, Honolulu, Hawaii March 1982.
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TABLE 18

AGRICULTURAL EXPORTS EXPRESSED AS PERCENTAGE OF
FOOD, FUEL, FOOD & FUEL OVERALL IMPORTS,

STATE OF HAWAII, 1969-1978 (1000 dollars)

Year Percentage of
Food Imports

Agricultural Exports As:
Percentage of Percentage of
Fuel Imports Food and Fuel

Imports

Percentage of
Overall Imports

1969

1970

1971

1972

1973

1974

1975

1976

1977

1978

174.2

156.5

195.6

140.6

136.4

208.9

127.0

83.8

64.1

74.9

272.1

282.4

359.0

287.9

192.9

157.4

71.6

53.2

45.8

59.9

106.2

100.7

126.6

94.5

79.9

89.8

45.8

32.6

26.7

33.3

19.0

16.2

21.2

15.3

16.4

23.6

13.1

8.4

7.1

8.5

Source: Computed from information in Table 17.
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TABLE 19

CONTRIBUTION OF VARIOUS CROP SUBSECTORS TO OVERALL
AGRICULTURAL EXPORTS, STATE OF HAWAII 1969-1979

(IN '000 CURRENT DOLLARS)

Year Sugar Pineapple Flowers Papayas Macadamia Coffee Other Total
Nuts Agriculture

1969 178,722 105,400 2,127 1,149 925 1,197 662 290,182

1970 188,293 125,700 2,498 1,558 1,330 655 741 320,775

1971 203,515 177,000 2,719 1,825 1,822 1,380 1,629 389,890

1972 184,855 132,800 3,074 2,196 1,512 1,010 1,180 326,627

1973 222,810 204,300 3,678 2,801 1,623 1,886 1,335 438,433

1974 676,286 124,700 4,359 3,650 2,312 963 1,416 813,686

1975 366,785 134,200 5,392 4,400 2,019 699 1,679 515,174

1976 235,591 112,321 6,450 4,536 4,400 91 2,313 365,702

1977 194,718 123,743 7,152 5,894 5,400 239 3,489 340,635

1978 266,927 146,064 10,390 6,205 7,600 2,034 8,697 447,917

1979 323,000 177,000 12,400 7,100 10,400 2,000 9,700 541,600

Source: State of Hawaii, Department of Planning and Economic Development,
Hawaii's Income and Expenditure Accounts: 1958-1980, Honolulu, Hawaii March 1982.

........
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TABLE 20

HAWAII'S AGRICULTURAL EXPORTS (OUT-OF-STATE SHIPMENTS & FOREIGN DESTINATIONS)
UNDER DIFFERENT ALTERNATIVES IN 1990 (IN 'ODD DOLLARS)

Base Run Energy Min. Energy Cut High Energy High ExportsConunodity (Model A) (Model B) (Model C) Prices (Model E)*(Model D)

Sugarcane 194,437.2 NA 276,255.7 238,314.6 238,314.6
Pineapple 50,459.0 NA 207,108.4 62,847.3 130,975.2
Macadamia Nuts 7,261.8 NA 9,213.0 7,816.0 14,742.4
Coffee 1,399.9 NA 1,399.9 1,399.9 1,399.9
Papayas 12,888.8 NA 15,345.8 12,888.8 150,270.0
Guava 97.3 NA 97.3 97.3 1,792.7
Flowers & Foliage 13,572.0 NA 17,166.5 13,957.7 72,712.4
Seedcorn 2,461.6 NA 4,484.6 3,294.6 3,294.6

Hawaii Total 282,577.6 NA 531,071.2 340,616.2 613,501. 8

Changes from Model A

Sugarcane 100.00 NA 142.08 122.57 122.57
Pineapple 100.00 NA 410.45 124.55 259.57
Macadamia Nuts 100.00 NA 126.87 107.63 203.01
Coffee 100.00 NA 100.00 100.00 100.00
Papayas 100.00 NA 119.06 100.00 1,165.90
Guava 100.00 NA 100.00 100.00 1,842.45
Flowers & Foliage 100.00 NA 126.48 102.84 535.75
Seedcorn 100.00 NA 182.18 133.84 133.84

Hawaii Total 100.00 NA 187.94 120.54 217.11

Note: The above table is based on the following percentages of crop outputs
I-'
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TABLE 20-Continued

HAWAII'S AGRICULTURAL EXPORTS (OUT-OF-STATE SHIPMENTS & FOREIGN DESTINATIONS)
UNDER DIFFERENT ALTERNATIVES IN 1990 (IN 'DOD DOLLARS)

destined for out-of-state shipment. (1) 97 percent for sugar (Source: Gopalakrishanan,
C. &P. Kasturi, Energy Requirements of the Hawaiian Sugar Industry, A Sectoral Analy
sis, Honolulu: HITAHR Research Report, forthcoming). (2) For Pineapples, disposition
of the crop is 14 percent for fresh market and 86 percent for processed market. Of
these percentages, out of state shipments constitute 74 percent of the fresh market
and 99.7 percent of the processed market (Source: Personal communication, Mr. John
Tolan President, Pineapple Growers Association, Oct. 1982 and State of Hawaii, Dept.
of Agriculture, Statistics of Hawaiian Agriculture, 1979, prep. by Hawaiian Agri
cultural Reporting Service, Honolulu, Hawaii June 1980). (3) For Macadamia nuts,
exports assumed at 50 percent (in shell). This does not include amounts purchased
locally and taken out of state. (Source: Personal communication, Mr. Lloyd P. Garrett,
Statistician in Charge, Hawaii Agricultural Reporting Service, Department of Agri
culture, State of Hawaii, Honolulu, Hawaii, Oct. 1982). (4) 67 percent of Coffee crop
(in parchment). (Source: U.S. Army Corps of Engineers. Waterborne Commerce of the
United States, Sect. IV. 1979). (5) 72.1 percent of the papaya crop (Source: 16th
Annual Hawaii Papaya Industry Association Conference Proceedings. HITAHR Research
Extension Series 006, May, 1981). (6) 42.1 percent of guava production (in fresh
fruit equivalent) (Source: State of Hawaii, DPED, Hawaii's Guava Industry, Honolulu,
Hawaii Jan. 1981. (7) Estimated at 60 percent of flower and foliage production.
(Source: Garrod, P. V. et al. Transportation Costs of Agricultural Products in Hawaii:
1980., HITARH, University of Hawaii. Information Text Series 003, April 1981. (8)
100 percent of seedcorn production. (Source: State of 'Hawaii, Department of Agri
culture, Statistics of Hawaiian Agriculture 1979, prep. by Hawaii Agricultural Re
porting Service, Honolulu, Hawaii, June 1980.

*AII additional production under high exports scenario (Model E) assumed for
out-of-state shipments.
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applications of both direct and indirect energy inputs.

The costs incurred on these energy inputs are compensated

by the additional value of agricultural exports. If energy

prices do not double (twice that of 1979 levels) as assumed

under the high export alternative (Model E) then the ratio

of agricultural exports to energy imports will further

increase. Increased agricultural exports thus improves

the State's balance of payments as well as improves farm

income. An energy shortage will make the demand for

Hawaii's products relatively inelastic in the U.S. mainland

market. Thus an energy shortage would increase the level

of Hawaii's exports to the U.S. mainland market.

Summary and Implications

It has been ex~ined that the primary impact of an

energy crisis is to increase farm commodity costs. The

condition of an energy shortage increases farm commodity

costs more sharply than the incidence of higher energy

prices. High energy prices as well as energy shortages

are likely to bring about adjustments in production

techniques, lead to substitution of energy by non-energy

resource inputs and change the composition of crop output

mix towards lesser energy intensive crops. The increase

in retail food prices would further be compounded due to

energy consuming activities in the marketing and processing

of raw commodities once they leave farm. Since energy

costs account for a significant share in the total cost
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of these activities, the energy crisis also has the effect

of changing the relative commodity prices. It increases

most rapidly for pineapples, papayas and guavas under the

alternatives examined.

It has been brought out in the discussion that energy

saving is not free. Tradeoffs exist between lessening

energy intensity of production and commodity costs. Energy

savings can be effected by changing production methods,

improving the efficacy of farm machinery and equipment

by way of tune-up and elimination of other energy waste.

The potential for such savings is however limited. Studies

that would merely stress the relative energy efficiency

of alternate crop enterprises ignore important economic

considerations such as impact on farm commodity costs.

The concept of utility of time, taste, space and form

should be integral in all such studies.

The energy crisis does reallocate acreages in the

producing areas of the State. Farmers in dryland areas

with adequate rainfall derive better incomes relative to

farmers who irrigate their crop. Given the inelastic

demand for most agricultural commodities, an energy

shortage increases income for farmers by reducing agri

cultural output. Hawaii appears to have an edge in

supplying the U.S. mainland market during an energy crisis.

This implies a rise in agricultural exports during a period

of prolonged energy shortage.
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Since Hawaii imports all of its oil requirements,

high levels of agricultural exports enables the State to

improve its balance of payments. Increased agricultural

exports also guarantees higher levels of income for Hawaii's

farmers and producers.



CHAPTER IV

IMPACT OF ENERGY SHORTAGES AND HIGHER ENERGY

PRICES ON RESOURCE USE IN HAWAII's

AGRICULTURAL SECTOR

This chapter analyzes the long run impact of the

energy crisis on resource use and resource substitution

in Hawaii's agricultural sector. It addresses most of

the important adjustments already underway in Hawaii's

farm sector. Nevertheless, the analysis is somewhat

restricted due to its assumption of only currently known

technology available in 1990. Undoubtedly, some of the

emerging technologies in agriculture (in the areas of

enhancement of photosynthetic efficiency, water and

fertilizer management, crop pest control strategies,

controlled environment or greenhouse agriculture, multiple

and intensive cropping systems, reduced tillage, bio

regulators, new crops, bioprocessing, antitranspirants,

development of plants to withstand drought and salinity

and twinning) will prove to be beneficial to Hawaii's

agriculture. These developments are likely to boost farm

productivity and contribute to resource conservation goals

within the sector. Of these 12 technological breakthroughs

identified by scientists as having the greatest potential
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impact on agricultural productivity by the year 2000, only

three are considered to have an unprecedented potential.

These three technologies, n~ely photosynthesis enhancement,

bioregulators in crop production and twinning in beef cattle

production, will not, however, be available for commercial

adoption until the 1990's [92]. The long run impact of

these technologies on agricultural productivity has been

estimated to be an average annual growth rate of 1.3 percent

beyond the year 2000 and 1.5 percent when projected to

year 2025 [92]. The energy requirements of these techno

logies are less precisely known. However, what is known

is that the probability of a limit to growth in agricultural

productivity brought by the energy crisis has been lessened

due to the emergence of Science Power.

Energy Resources in Agricultural Production

Hawaii's sophisticated agriculture in recent years

has yielded less than 5 calories of digestible energy per

total calorie of cultural energy [21J. The human muscle

contributes less than 1 percent of the total energy input.

During the period of technological transformation, starting

from the late nineteenth century to-date, one form of

energy has been continuously substituted for another

resulting in some overall loss of total energy efficiency.

Even so, such power source and fuel substitution have

helped Hawaii's agriculture to become enormously more

efficient in an economic sense. Hawaii's agriculture,



which relies on expensive imported oil and other materials

(embodied energy forms such as fertilizers and chemicals),

is now at the crossroads. Since the salutary effects of

cheap and abundant energy no longer exist, Hawaii's farm

sector must investigate new ways to use energy of all

kinds, including ones indigenous to the sector. The

solution to the energy crisis is unlikely to be a return

to primitive human-muscle agriculture.

Energy use and energy prices have been evaluated

under five different alternatives: the base run (Model

A), energy minimization (Model B), 10 percent energy cut

(Model C), high energy prices (Model D) and high exports

accompanied by high energy prices (Model E). Under the

base run scenario, by 1990, production of the endogenous

crops and related inter-island commodity transportation

will require 237.7 million KWH of electricity, 10.4

million gallons of gasoline, 6.3 million gallons of diesel

fuel, 140.5 thousand gallons of LPG. 1.4 million gallons

of fuel oil and 285.1 thousand gallons of aviation fuel.

Together with the embodied energy consumed in the form

of fertilizers and pesticides, these add up to 2.887 x

1012 KCAL. By comparison, the State of Hawaii's total

energy consumption in 1979 was 68.368 x 1012 KCAL [63].

Therefore, under the base run, energy consumption in

agricultural production in 1990 is approximately 4.2

percent of the total State of Hawaii energy consumption
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in 1979. In terms of specific energy sources, crop

production and commodity transportation would account for

3.2 percent of the State's electricity demand, approxi

mately 6 percent of the gasoline and diesel fuel demands,

1 percent of the demand for fuel oil, 0.5 percent of the

LPG requirement and .04 percent of aviation fuel. In 1980,

Hawaii's sugar industry generated internally 629.17 million

KWH of electrical energy through the incineration of

bagasse (residual cane fiber), producing steam, 64.1

million KWH through hydro generators and approximately

0.34 million KWH using diesel fuel. Of these amounts,

it sold to the State's utility grid, 247.55 million KWH

of electricity. It also purchased 72.49 million KWH of

electricity during the same year [108]. Electrical energy

is used for irrigating sugarcane fields and also for the

processing of cane in sugar factories. Electricity

accounts for approximately 50 percent of all direct fuels

consumed in Hawaii's agricultural production. It is thus

evident that approximately half of all direct energy

consumed in Hawaii's agricultural production is from an

energy source indigenous to the sector, viz. bagasse, an

agricultural waste.

These findings support the assumption that energy

conservation practices in Hawaii agriculture and sectoral

transportation will have minimal effect on the total

energy consumption in the State. Energy reduction to
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agriculture such as a 10 percent cut (Model C scenario)

would only cause a severe impact on commodity costs (up

60.78 percent), but would achieve little reduction in

the total State energy consumption, since the 10 percent

energy rationing amounts to merely 0.4 percent of the

State's energy consumption in 1979.

Maximum energy consumption in agriculture occurs

under the high exports scenario (Model E). The total

energy used amounts to 3.309 x 1012 KCAL, which is

approximately 4.8 percent of the total State energy

consumption in 1979. Increased air transportation of

commodities such as papayas, flowers and foliage products

and seedcorn results in an increase in the share of

aviation fuel used for commodity transportation among

markets.

The regional variations of energy consumed in

agricultural production (Table 21) occur largely as a

result of change in irrigated acres in the various

producing regions. It is evident that Kauai and Honolulu

Counties show the largest reduction in energy use under

an energy shortage. The same results are also apparent

under an energy rationing scheme, e.g., 10 percent cut.

Kauai County is undoubtedly most sensitive to conditions

of energy shortage as well as high energy prices. Under

high exports (Model E), Honolulu,Maui and Hawaii Counties

all experience increase in their energy needs. This is
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because almost all of the additional production needed

for increased exports will come from the producing areas

within these counties.

The results summarized in Table 21 have important

implications for any energy rationing scheme that might

be developed by the government to effect energy conser

vation in agriculture. Under the 10 percent energy cut

(Model C) scenario, the least cost optimal solution results

in an allocation of scarce energy that brings about unequal

reductions in regional energy use. Under the rationing

scenario, energy reduction is effected most on Kauai

County (55.79 percent), followed by Honolulu County (22.80

percent) and Maui County (a mere 0.26 percent). Hawaii

County will actually use more energy (120.51 percent)

during an energy shortage than during plentiful times.

Thus a least cost of production approach to determine

optimal regional location provides one way of effecting

energy conservation in the agricultural sector.

An equal energy reduction policy specifying or

limiting energy consumption to a common percentage point

below some base year level for all counties seems inap

propriate to a least cost solution. This is because the

potential for energy savings in agriculture either achieved

through switching farming methods (Dryland vs. Irrigated)

or by changing the crop mix is unequal among different

producing areas. When the effects of a Statewide energy
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TABLE 21

REGIONAL ENERGY USE AND CHANGES FROM THE BASE RUN
(MODEL A) IN 1990

Base Run Energy Min. Energy Cut High Energy High ExportsHegion Model A Model B Model C Prices Model EModel D

109 KCAL

Kauai County 292.7 129.7 129.4 130.6 131.7
Honolulu County 993.6 629.8 767.1 1,015.9 1,358.5
Maui County 1,094.8 1,104.2 1,091.9 1,121.3 1,135.4

Molokai 121.5 132.5 121.5 121.5 121.5
Lanai 397.3 394.1 394.1 394.1 394.1
Maui 576.0 577.6 576.3 605.7 619.8

Hawaii County 506.5 499.0 610.4 506.5 683.5

State Total 2,887.6 2,362.7 2,598.8 2,774.3 3,309.1

Changes from Model A

Kauai County 100.0 44.31 44.21 44.62 44.99
Honolulu County 100.0 62.39 77.20 102.24 236.73
Maui County 100.0 100.86 99.74 102.42 103.71

Molokai 100.0 109.05 100.00 100.00 100.00
Lanai 100.0 99.19 99.19 99.19 99.19
Maui 100.0 100.28 100.05 105.16 107.60

Hawaii County 100.0 98.52 120.51 100.00 134.95

State Total 100.0 81.82 90.00 96.08 114.60
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restraint allowing energy input mobility were compared

with the effects of a more rigid regional allocation policy

in California, the results indicated higher prices for

virtually all crops included in the study [1]. However,

despite the possible adverse impact on food costs resulting

from an equal energy cut, a Statewide rationing plan that

results in unequal energy cuts among the various regions

could prove to be a politically sensitive issue since it

tends to effect farm incomes and County revenues.

Kauai and Honolulu Counties, while contributing the

most towards energy savings, nevertheless gain the least

in farm incomes (Table 16), whereas Maui County, while

contributing minimally towards energy savings, almost

doubles its farm income. Increased energy use as well

as a hefty increase in farm income is indicated for Hawaii

County. Although an optimal regional energy use pattern

results from the least cost approach, it does have the

effect of altering radically the distribution of farm

incomes. It must be noted, however, that in no county

or producing area does farm income actually decrease when

a 10 percent rationing is in effect. What energes from

the above analysis is that a regional energy rationing

plan has no clear economic merit over a Statewide rationing

scheme that results in unequal regional energy reductions.

The long run solution to an energy shortage, of course,

is to avoid political pitfalls and allow energy prices
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to rise in order to reflect their new scarcity. This would

help foster energy conservation programs, promote interfuel

substitutions and encourage agriculture to develop indige

nous sources of energy.

The analysis of energy prices (Table 22) is based

on the relationship between three sets of energy prices,

1979 energy prices (Appendix H), energy shadow prices and

high energy prices. The 1979 energy prices applied to

the base run (Model A) result in an average energy price

of 2.8153¢ per 1000 KCAL. The energy shadow prices (oppor

tunity prices), derived under the 10 percent energy cut

(Model C), results in an average energy price of 6.0340¢

per 1000 KCAL. Under both the high energy price scenario

as well as the high exports scenario, the assumption of

doubling of energy prices over the 1979 price levels

results in an average price of 5.6306¢ per 1000 KCAL.

Expressed in terms of price per barrel of oil equivalents

(one barrel of oil = 1,461,600 KCAL) , these result in

average prices of $41.15, $88.19 and $82.30 per barrel under the 1979

energy prices, energy shadow prices and high energy prices

respectively. The high energy shadow price of 6.0340¢

per 1000 KCAL obtained under the 10 percent energy cut

(Model C) suggests that this is the value of an additional

unit of energy used in Hawaii's agricultural production

and transport of commodities. Another interpretation of

this shadow price would suggest that during an energy
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TABLE 22

STATE OF HAWAII ENERGY PRICES~ND PROPORTION OF EACH ENERGY SOURCE
CONSUMED IN AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION IN 1990

Base Run . Energy Min. Energy Cut High Energy .
Ener gy Source Unit Prices H1gh Exports

Model A Model B Model C Model D Model E

$ per Unit

Electricity KWH .09225 NA 0.20933 0.18753 0.19553
Gasoline Gal. .8092 NA 1.8362 1.6450 1.7151
Diesel GaL .6158 NA 1.3974 1.2518 1.3052
LPG Gal. .2778 NA 0.6304 0.5647 0.5888
Fuel Oil Gal. .3975 NA 0.9020 0.8081 0.8425
Aviation Fuel Gal. .6941 NA 1.5751 1.4110 1.4712

Total 1000 KCAL .028153 NA .060340 .056306 .056306

Energy Distribution

Electricity Percent 50.85 25.44 41.82 48.18 40.72
Gasoline Percent 26.07 29.61 27.24 26.60 25.26
Diesel Percent 17.88 33.56 23.29 19.30 18.14
LPG Percent 0.27 0.59 0.38 0.31 0.32
Fuel Oil Percent 4.15 9.06 5.95 4.73 4.98
Aviation Fuel Percent 0.78 1.74 1.14 0.88 10.58

Total Percent 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00

aEnergy prices are based on 1979 prices in the State.
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shortage, an additional barrel of oil used in agricultural

production could reduce crop production and transfer cost

by approximately $88.19. Thus, under an energy shortage,

if a uniform 10 percent energy cut is required of all

sectors of the economy and the shadow prices obtained for

these other sectors result in shadow prices of less than

6.0340¢ per 1000 KCAL, then it pays to let the farmers

have more energy for their needs.

The conversion of energy price from 1000 KCAL to

different energy source prices (see Table 22) is somewhat

ambiguous. The underlying assumption requires energy

prices to increase by the same proportion. This is not

very likely since prices of various forms of energy are

inextricably linked to specific institutional settings

[179]. Extraction technology, storability of products,

environmental externalities, end uses and other equity

issues all impact differently within each setting. During

1982, for instance, energy prices as a whole fell 0.1

percent despite an increase of 20.7 percent in natural

gas prices. Gasoline prices were lower by 8.6 percent

nationally while the price of heating oil (fuel oil)

remained unchanged from December 1981 levels [149].

In 1979, electricity for industrial users in the

State cost 9.225¢ per KWH on the average or 3.47¢ per 1000

KCAL. During the same period, the cost of 1000 KCAL was

2.59¢ when obtained from gasoline, 1.75¢ when supplied
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from diesel, 1.17~, 1.05~ and 2.04~ when procured from

LPG, fuel oil and aviation fuel sources respectively.

Electrical energy, the highest cost fuel accounts for

approximately 50 percent of the direct fuel application

(mostly for irrigation) in agricultural production in

Hawaii. In this discussion it is important to bear in

mind that although the price quoted for electricity above

is the market value of the fuel, most of the plantations

in Hawaii rely on internally generated power for irrigation

and processing. The potential exists for incineration

and conversion of agricultural crop residues to generate

more power for agricultural use as well as to augment

supply to the utility grid [46, 47, 73]. Electricity,

however, is a less efficient source of farm power than

direct use of other fossil fuels since there is a great

deal of conversion and transmission losses (enthalpic)

related to its use. This could be the reason for the low

energy efficiency of crop production in Hawaii.

The disproportionate increase in energy source

prices under high energy prices (Model D) and high exports

accompanied by high energy prices (Model E) results from

the changing pattern of energy use in agricultural pro

duction under these two scenarios. A sharp increase in

the use of aviation fuel (up 10 percent) under high exports

(Model E) reveals the increase in air shipment of Hawaii's

exotic and perishable products for exports. In 1976, the
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State of Hawaii obtained 24.5 percent of its energy needs

from electricity, another 6.1 percent of nonelectrical

energy from residual fuels, 18.0 percent from gasoline,

10.1 percent from distillate fuels, 36.2 percent from jet

fuel, 4.9 percent from LPG and 3 percent from other non

conventional sources [57]. Based on the above information,

Table 22 indicates that agricultural production in Hawaii

uses relatively more electricity and automobile fuels and

less LPG than the rest of the State's economy.

The many forms of energy consumed in Hawaii's agri

culture and their relative importance are presented in

Table 23. Approximately 43 percent of the energy consumed

in agricultural production is used as fuels for tractors,

harvesters, irrigation equipment, crop driers, and for

farm vehicle transport. The rest (57 percent) is consumed

in embodied energy forms such as nitrogenous and nonnitroge

nous fertilizers, pesticides, liming materials, ripener

chemicals, etc. This finding is corroborated by yet

another national study that suggests that "of the energy

used by production agriculture in the U.S., less than one

half is consumed directly on farms by tractors, pumps,

crop dryers, etc., and the remainder is consumed indirectly

in producing and delivering to farms the production inputs

such as fertilizers, chemicals, and machinery" [181].

In Hawaii, fuel consumption for field operations,

can be reduced by taking all fields under sugar and



TABLE 23

ENERGY USE IN CROP PRODUCTION AND PERCENT DISTRIBUTION
FOR DIFFERENT ALTERNATIVES IN 1990

Base Run Energy Min. Energy Cut High Energy H" h E t
Inputs P " 19 xpor s

(Model A) (Model B) (Model C) rlces
(Model D) (Model E)

10 9 KCAL
Fuel for Machinery &
Farm Vehicles 536.7 357.6 438.6 498.9 560.3
Nitrogen Fertilizers 432.0 398.4 413.9 425.4 473.3
Non-nitrogen Fertilizers 5.8 12.6 9.6 7.7 10.3
Pesticides 531.8 611.2 575.9 549.5 657.4
Other Chemicals 673.9 767.3 725.9 695.1 866.7
Crop Drying 53.1 53.3 53.3 53.3 140.0
Irrigation 642.4 150.0 369.4 532.5 534.2
Interisland 12.0 12.3 12.2 11.9 66.9
Transportation
Total 2,887.6 2,362.7 2,592.8 2,774.3 3,309.1

Percent Distribution
Fuel for Machinery &
Farm Vehicles 18.59 15.14 16.88 17.50 16.93
Nitrogen Fertilizers 14.96 16.86 15.93 16.33 14.30
Non-nitrogen Fertilizers 0.20 0.53 0.37 0.28 0.31
Pesticides 18.42 25.87 22.16 19.81 19.87
Other Chemicals 23.33 32.49 27.93 25.05 26.19
Crop Drying 1.84 2.26 2.05 1.92 4.23
Irrigation 22.25 6.53 14.21 19.19 16.14
Interisland 0.41 0.52 0.47 0.43 2.03
Transportation
Total 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00

....
c.v
(}l
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pineapples through additional ratoons and using a Schmeiser

cultipacker for clod busting [33, 98]. The cultipacker

requires only a small tractor to pull it. Localized tillage

for pineapple spacing in the 3-foot spacing and shallow

ripping (5 inches maximum) in ratoon field preparation

of sugarlands could hasten the advent of minimum tillage

technology in Hawaii.

Energy used for irrigation (mainly electrical energy)

registers a sharp decline both under the energy minimization

scenario (Model B) as well as the 10 percent energy cut

scenario (Model C) and drops by about 17 percent when energy

prices have been doubled. A recent study employing an

econometric modeling technique estimated the price elas

ticities and the pattern of interfuel substitution for

the irrigation use of electricity [94]. Data was obtained

from the Rural Electric Cooperatives. Conclusions of that

study were (a) the cost of electricity would be a factor

determining the amount of irrigation, and (b) farmers would

conserve electricity should energy prices continue to

increase.

Irrigated sugarcane acreages that make up the bulk

of the irrigated acreage in the State use electricity

generated from the burning of bagasse, an indigenous fuel

source. But whether a zero cost could be attached to its

use is questionable since transmission lines from the

sugar factories are linked to the utility grid. A recent
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federal legislation requires the utilities buy all excess

power generated from non conventional sources at fuel

replacement costs. Thus under conditions of energy scarci

ty or high energy prices, electricity generated from bagasse

has a high opportunity cost relative to its use for crop

irrigation. Thus even if the price elasticity were to

be low in the short run, due to the historical dominance

of electricity in the sugar industry, larger elasticities

in the long run could be expected due to the plantations

being able to switch to gravity flow method of irrigation

and due to their increased ability to make choices about

the quantity of water pumped, i.e., growing crops in areas

requiring only supplemental irrigation. Thus the con

clusions of the study above appear to be quite valid in

the case of Hawaii.

Maximum reduction in fuel use (18.18 percent) is

obtained under the energy minimization scenario (Model

B). The main reasons for this reduction are the increase

in land use (up by 11.8 percent) and also due to the

extensive adoption of energy conservation measures.

Pesticide use in Hawaii remains above base run (Model A)

level in all of the scenarios examined. Hawaii uses 10

times more pesticides per capita than the national average

and three times more than California, the second highest

pesticide user in the country [182]. This high use is

due to sustained monocultural planting on large tracts
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of lands and due to the prevalence of tropical weather

that is conducive to the survival of endemic pests. Thus,

increased energy use for pesticides seems to offset some

of the energy savings achieved by a switch to dryland

farming under the energy minimization model.

Sharp increases in energy used for crop drying as

well as transportation occur under the high exports scenario

(Model E). This is because export oriented crops such

as seedcorn, macadamia nuts and pineapples require some

drying, and perishable products such as papayas, flowers

and foliage products must be flown from Kauai, Maui, Molokai

and Hawaii into the major export point, Honolulu, for quick

dispatch to the mainland and other out-of-state desti

nations. It has been suggested that the impact on transpor

tation costs and the regional location of agricultural

production of increasing energy prices could result in

seasonal variability, in both price and availability of

agricultural commodities [19]. Transportation related

characteristics of a product affecting its ability to

absorb higher transportation costs include (a) perishability,

(b) high value relative to weight, (c) technological

flexibility in adapting to various modes of transportation,

(d) enroute processing and (e) elasticity of demand. Based

on a consideration of these factors, Hawaii's export crops

show potential amenability to anticipated increases in

freight rates associated with air and barge transportation
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under conditions of high energy prices.

Energy used in transportation to effect inter-state

or international agricultural trade was not specifically

investigated by the model used in this study. The economic

impacts of increased oil prices on Western agricultural

trade, however, have been examined under four categories

viz. balance of payments, currency valuation, inflation

and economic growth in a California study [188]. The impact

of high energy prices on exports of Hawaiian raw sugar

is likely to weaken its competitive position in world trade.

This is because oil-importing countries will, in the absence

of effective quotas, try to increase their trade revenues

by exporting more sugar to the U.S. in order to improve

their balance of payments situation. In 1979, 5.1 million

tons of sugar were imported into the U.S. from 38 countries

[64]. This was approximately 47 percent of the U.S. sugar

demand. Increased petrochemical costs will also decrease

the competitiveness of Hawaii's cane sugar with High

Fructose Corn Syrup (HFCS) produced from corn and beet

sugar on the U.S. mainland. Thus Hawaii's export of raw

sugar may be adversely impacted under high energy prices.

Table 23 also suggests that energy savings achieved in

agricultural production could be offset in some measure

by increased energy consumption in another sector viz.

the transportation sector under the high exports scenario.

This points to the importance of a comprehensive approach
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rather than a piecemeal approach to achieving energy

conservation.

Land and Water Use

Hawaii was the first State to adopt a comprehensive

land zoning legislation in 1961. The impetus for the law

was protection of Hawaii's agriculture [109]. A web of

protection was woven through strands of zoning, dedication

of farmlands and tax benefits. These amalgamated efforts

to preserve prime agricultural lands seem to have been

moderately successful. Nevertheless speculation in land

as a consequence of the declining importance of agriculture

and population boom in the State has meant huge profits

for the few and a vanishing resource for many. The land

use boundary changes between 1974-77 (a three year period)

suggest that boundary changes from agriculture to urban

is at a much higher rate (approximately 8.7 times) than

boundary changes from urban to agriculture. A significant

acreage was also withdrawn from conservation zoning during

the same period [7].

The analysis of land and water use in Hawaii's

agricultural production in 1990 shows that these natural

resources will help mitigate the effects of an energy

crisis in the State. It is obvious from Table 24 and

Figure 11 that the increased use of cropland is one reason

for Hawaii being able to maintain the level of agricultural

output and exports under the various energy crisis situation



TABLE 24

TOTAL REGIONAL ENDOGENOUS CROPLAND USE UNDER
DIFFERENT ALTERNATIVES IN 1990

Base Run Energy Min. Energy Cut High Energy HO h E t
Region ° 19 xpor s

Model A Model B Model C Pr1ces M d 1 E
Model Doe

1000 acres

Kauai County 33.249 33.289 33.111 33.249 33.307
Honolulu County 67.459 40.426 54.925 70.171 79.985
Maui County 60.575 61.028 60.582 63.988 65.038

Molokai 6.396 6.717 6.397 6.397 6.401
Lanai 11.130 11.130 11.130 11.130 11.130
Maui 43.049 43.181 46.461 46.461 47.507

Hawaii County 81.215 136.373 81.215 81.215 90.052

State Total 242,498 271.116 248.653 248.653 268.382

Changes from Model A
Kauai County 100.00 100.12 100.00 100.00 100.17
Honolulu County 100.00 59.93 104.02 104.02 118.57
Maui County 100.00 100.75 105.63 105.63 107.37

Molokai 100.00 105.02 100.02 100.02 100.08
Lanai 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00
Maui 100.00 100.31 107.93 107.93 110.36

Hawaii County 100.00 167.92 100.00 100.00 110.88

State Total 100.00 111. 80 102.54 102.54 110.67

....
~....
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examined. The energy cropland substitution curve (Figure

11) is derived from levels of land and energy use under

the base run scenario (Model A), energy minimization

scenario (Model B), energy cut scenario (Model C), and

high energy prices scenario (Model D).

In the following discussion on regional land use

changes, it is important to note that no attempt was made

to define 'real suitability' of available agricultural

lands for each crop endogenous to the model in any unique

manner. This stems from the limitations of the objectives

of this study which was to ascertain the response of Hawaii

agriculture, as a whole, to energy shortages and high energy

prices in order to draw meaningful implications for policy.

Whether or not a given tract of land is suitable, of course,

depends on whether it is ecologically acceptable for

establishing a specific crop. Ecological acceptability

could involve considerations of climate, soil and topo

graphy among others. However, given the large number of

crop growing activities in the model and the number of

land classes in each producing area, it was not considered

practical to define 'real suitability' through a map overlay

procedure, employed manually. Thus an inventory of the

percentage of available agricultural land in a producing

area which is ecologically suitable for different crop

systems may be much finer than the aggregate figures listed

in Table 11 and used in this study. This has an important



bearing on the results presented in the ensuing section.

Thus the use of the results in a context other than the

one covered by this study faces inherent limitations.

Regional land use changes (Table 24) occur most

strikingly in Honolulu County and Hawaii County. Expansion

of dryland acreage in Hawaii County compensates for the

reduction in irrigated acreage in Honolulu County during

an energy shortage. For example, total cropland in Hawaii

County increases 34.91 percent under the 10 percent energy

cut, as irrigated farming declined precipitously by 42.69

percent from the base run. Under high exports accompanied

by high prices, irrigated regions with the exception of

Kauai, benefit greatly as much of the additional production

is shared between irrigated areas and drylands. The

'drylands' alluded to in this discussion are synonymous

with the term 'unirrigated' as presented in the Land Study

Bureau Classification [79]. Unirrigated lands used for

cultivation are further assumed to have adequate moisture

to support growth of the crop.

The impact of the energy crisis on irrigated farming

in Hawaii can be gauged from Table 25. Under an energy

shortage, drastic changes occur in irrigated farming on

Kauai and Oahu. Even under the energy minimization

scenario, the producing regions of Maui and Molokai

maintain their base run irrigation acreage. Sugarcane

fields in Maui are located in regions of 30 inches or less
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TABLE 25

IRRIGATED ENDOGENOUS CROPLAND USE UNDER DIFFERENT
ALTERNATIVES IN 1990

Region Base Run Energy Min. Energy Cut High.Energy High Exports
Model A Model B Model C Pr1ces M d 1 E

Model Doe

1000 acres

Kauai County 33.102 0.628 0.904 1.042 1.100
Honolulu County 53.917 1.202 15.687 53.917 53.917
Maui County 39.142 37.578 37.377 40.789 41.800

Molokai 0.241 0.247 0.241 0.241 0.245
Lanai 4.868 3.103 3.103 3.103 3.103
Maui 34.033 34.228 34.033 37.445 38.452

Hawaii County 42.935 1.277 42.935 43.935 42.935

State Total 169.096 40.685 96.903 138.683 139.752

Changes from Model A
Kauai County 100.00 1.90 2.73 3.15 3.32
Honolulu County 100.00 2.23 29.09 100.00 100.00
Maui County 100.00 96.00 95.49 104.21 106.79

Molokai 100.00 102.49 100.00 100.00 101.66
Lanai 100.00 63.74 63.74 63.74 63.74
Maui 100.00 100.57 100.00 110.03 112.98

Hawaii County 100.00 2.97 100.00 100.00 100.00

State Total 100.00 24.06 57.31 82.01 82.65

....
w::..
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annual rainfall, whereas the windward side of East Maui,

where water is abundant for water resources development,

has an annual rainfall of more than 150 inches [35]. These

variations of rainfall distribution, as a result of steep

rainfall gradients, make irrigation necessary for sugarcane

plantations in Central Maui. Up to 9 percent loss in sugar

production has been recorded for sugarcane grown along

the lower slopes of Haleakala when faced with irrigation

water shortage [35]. Irrigation water from the northern

part of East Maui is transported to sugarcane fields in

Central Maui through the Hamakua, Haiku Spreckels, Center,

Manual Luis, Lowrie, Koolau and Wailoa ditches. In the

past, summer droughts have also caused severe damages to

the agricultural communities of Kula, Olinda, Makawao,

Pukalani, Peahi and Ulupalakua that specialize in truck

farming. Thus availability of irrigation water is a

critical factor for farming operations in Maui. The impact

of high energy prices on irrigated acreages in the State

is undoubtedly much smaller than the 10 percent energy

cut. Under an energy cut scenario, irrigated acreage

declines overall by 42.69 percent, whereas high energy

prices leads to a mere 17.99 percent reduction. Since

the mountains are smaller and lower on both Oahu and Kauai,

some leeward agricultural areas also receive rain unlike

on Maui and Hawaii where high mountains (Haleakala in Maui

at 10,023'; in Hawaii, Mauna Kea at 13,796', Mauna Loa
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at 13,677' and Hualalai at 8,271') split the tradewinds

and rainfall occurs on the windward side at 2000 to 3000

feet elevation. On these two islands, the upper slopes

are semi-arid and the leeward coasts are frequently dry.

This explains why irrigation is relatively more important

in Maui and Hawaii Counties [65]. Kauai County seems to

be worse off than any of the other counties both under

an energy shortage as well as in a situation of high energy

prices. Kauai obtains 85 percent of its irrigation water

from surface water sources, mainly perennial streams that

originate in heavy rainfall belts [65]. The ground surface

is essentially impervious and many small reservoirs are

in use primarily for temporary storage. Such diversion

and use of stream water is geared largely to dry weather

flows. "Surplus" surface water under Hawaiian case law

is that exceeding private appurtenant and prescriptive

water rights. In a landmark decision, commonly referred

to as the Hanapepe Decision, the Hawaii Supreme Court in

1973 ruled the State as the owner of all "surplus" water,

subject to and in trust for riparian users, in a case

involving water rights on Kauai [65]. It is expected that

ultimately the U.S. Supreme Court would review this case.

If the constitutionality of the Hanapepe Decision is upheld,

the legal ramifications will have a far reaching effect

upon the use of surface water by sugar plantations and

in all probability increase the cost of irrigation water



on Kauai.

Almost all the energy consumed in irrigation is

electricity, the State's most expensive energy source.

This electricity is supplied on plantations from burning

bagasse as well as through purchase of electricity from

fossil fueled power plants. However, a cheaper source

of electricity for irrigation exists on Kauai, Molokai,

Maui and Hawaii where 1981 breakeven costs for hydro

electric power range from 2.9 to 8.6~ per KWH [69]. Seven

sugar plantations own and operate hydroelectric power

plants in Haina on Hawaii, Kauaula, Paia and Kaheka on

Maui and Waiawa, Waimea, Waineha, Kaumakani, the Alexander

Reservoir, lower Lihue, and upper Lihue sites on Kauai.

During the earlier years of consolidation, the sugar

companies did not find it economical to continue operations

of the hydro plants. But with the onset of the scarce

and expensive energy era, a number of sugar companies have

shown interest in developing new hydro power resources

or upgrading existing sites. It is for this reason, that

energy used for irrigation in future years in Hawaii will

reflect the conversion of all energy inputs (agricultural

wastes, fossil fuel, hydro electricity and possibly

geothermal power) to electricity.

The amount of water used for the endogenous crops

(Table 26) closely parallels the impact of an energy crisis

on irrigated agriculture in Hawaii. A 10 percent energy
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TABLE 26

REGIONAL WATER CONSUMPTION BY ENDOGENOUS CROPS UNDER
DIFFERENT ALTERNATIVE IN 1990

Region Base Run Energy Min. Energy Cut High.Energy High Exports
Model A Model B Model C Prlces M dIE

Model Doe

Million Gallons

Kauai County 59,607.70 3,248.90 4,595.30 4,725.80 4,780.30
Honolulu County 89,147.10 3,200.10 27,234.70 92,678.80 92,753.30
Maui County 61,698.50 64,356.60 61,698.60 66,930.90 69,324.40

Mololtai 473.80 587.60 473.90 473.90 473.90
Lanai 1,679.00 1,070.30 1,679.00 1,070.30 1,679.00
Maui 59,545.70 62,698.70 59,545.70 65,386.70 67,167.10

Hawaii County 77,156.40 3,181.10 77,156.40 77,156.40 77,494.00

State Total 287,609.70 73,985.00 170,685.00 241,491.90 244,352.00
(MGD) (787.97) (202.70) (467.63) (661.62) (669.46)

Changes from Model A

Kauai County 100.00 5.45 7.71 7.93 8.02
Honolulu County 100.00 3.59 30.55 103.96 104.05
Maui County 100.00 104.31 100.00 108.48 112.36

MoLokai 100.00 124.02 100.02 100.02 100.95
Lanai 100.00 63.75 100.00 63.75 100.00
Maui 100.00 105.30 100.00 109.81 112.80

Hawaii County 100.00 4.12 100.00 100.00 100.44

State Total 100.00 25.72 59.35 83.97 84.96

I-'
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cut induces 41.65 percent reduction in water use and a

doubling of energy prices leads to 16.03 percent decline

in water consumption. Even though lesser use of irrigation

water contributes significantly to energy saving in agri

culture, it would be erroneous to ascribe energy reductions

obtained in the various scenarios solely to corresponding

levels of water use. This is because energy use is not

uniquely related to water use. Energy savings are realized

as a net result of adjustment of resources, regional

shifts in production and improved efficiency of farm

vehicles. The effect of energy reduction on percentage

reduction in water use is presented in Figure 12. The

figure illustrates the complementarity of the energy and

water inputs in Hawaii agriculture, unlike the substitution

effect that characterizes the relationship between energy

and land inputs (Figure 11). Increased application of

surface water for irrigation, using gravity flow for

transmission, might cut the energy dependence of water

use in agriculture.

The State operates three irrigation systems, one

each at Lalamilo in Hawaii, Hoolehua in Molokai and

Waimanalo on Oahu. Further irrigation development is

expected in the vicinity of agricultural parks [143].

Whether it is in the State's best interest to promote

further irrigation development in light of future energy

shortages and at a time when export sales of Hawaii's
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agricultural products are sagging is a complex issue to

determine. Even if equity issues in regional irrigation

programs were ignored, the occurrence of periodic droughts

that stymie agricultural production and the optimistic

future predicted for Hawaii's diversified agriculture

clearly indicate that some importance be accorded to

irrigation development in the State. It has been observed

that under high exports, commodity prices increased 46.23

percent and farm incomes by 32.73 percent. Irrigation

water is indispensable to the production of some of the

export oriented crops such as flowers and foliage products

and seedcorn. Thus, if an alternate market for Hawaii's

sugarcane (such as ethanol from molasses used to blend

gasoline to produce gasohol) were to emerge alongwith an

increase in the export levels of other crops, the competi-

tiveness of irrigated farming vis-a-vis dryland farming

may be enhanced. In the shorturn, irrigation development

in Hawaii can take the form of improving application

methods and lining or piping water ditches for reducing

seepage. Also in water short areas, furrow and ridge

irrigation could be phased out and replaced with efficient

sprinkler or drip irrigation systems.
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Nitrogen Fertilizers Use and
the Energy Crisis

Farm mechanization has resulted in a phenomenal growth

in agricultural productivity since the turn of the century.



Genetic, chemical and mechanical engineering research

conducted by the Hawaii Sugar Planter's Association, the

Pineapple Research Institute and the Hawaii Agricultural

Experiment Station, over the last 75 years, has led to

the development of many new technologies. The extensive

use of inorganic fertilizers, pesticides, lime and other

chemicals has made it possible for the complementary

potential of such technologies to be realized. Increased

fertilizer application results in increased yields with

the yield increases becoming less at high fertilization

rates. Beyond the point of maximum yield, additional

fertilizer application results in declining yields [34].

The demand for fertilizers is growing worldwide.

In Hawaii, the fertilizer demand is a function of acreage

planted, food self-sufficiency goals and other economic

factors such as prices and markets for Hawaii's exportable

farm commodities. Based on these considerations, the

fertilizer industry in Hawaii expects a 3 to 7 percent

growth rate in fertilizer consumption over the 1981 year

level by 1990 [119, 122].

All fertilizers used in Hawaii's agricultural pro

duction are imported from the mainland. The supply of

nitrogenous fertilizers would be most affected by an energy

crisis. Nitrogen is the most consumed nutrient in Hawaii's

agriculture and is often applied in the form of ammonia.

Natural gas is the most important feedstock in ammonia
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production. Other feedstock materials include coal, coke

oven gas, refinery off-gas and electrolytic hydrogen. A

small quantity of nitrogen manufacture utilizes Naphta

or fuel oil feedstocks [131].

With the deregulation of the industry, the price

of natural gas has continued to rise. Increased gas cost

in the current market environment means that domestic

production of ammonia is becoming increasingly cost in

effective. Countries such as Mexico, Trinidad and the

Soviet Union with vast and abundant gas supplies are

expected to supply more nitrogen to the world market. Oxy

and Occidental, the petroleum industry luminaries, have

fertilizer trade agreements with the Soviets to buy their

ammonia, urea and potash [131].

Nitrogen use in Hawaii's agriculture declines less

than 8 percent from the base run under Model B, Model C,

and Model D scenarios. However, under the high exports

scenario (Model E) commercial nitrogen use increases by

about 9.57 percent from the base run (Model A). This

increase could be attributed to the necessity of ferti

lizing marginal lands on Oahu (up 30.09 percent) and on

Hawaii (up 8.95 percent) which are brought into cultivation

to meet increased export demands. Commercial nitrogen

use declines only slightly as overall energy use declines.

The 10 percent energy cut (Model C) results in a 4.18

percent reduction and the doubling of energy prices (Model
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D) results in only 1.53 percent decline in nitrogenous

fertilizer use. The over-30 percent reduction in ferti

lizer use on Kauai under all of the energy scenarios

results basically from a switch to dryland cultivation

methods. Significant reductions in nitrogenous fertilizer

use on Oahu occur under the energy minimization (Model

B) and the 10 percent energy cut (Model C) alternatives.

The potential for reduction in commercial fertilizer

use in Hawaii is not very large. This is because Hawaii's

plantation crops have a monocultural planting design that

precludes nitrogen contribution of legumes to Hawaii's

agriculture through a system of crop rotation. The ef

fective use of the legume's symbiotic capacity for nitrogen

fixation holds promise, however, for Hawaii's rangelands

and grower of other diversified crops [180]. The NifTAL

(Nitrogen Fixation by Tropical Agricultural Legumes)

project of the University of Hawaii involves work with

the Rhizobium bacteria and with tropical leguminous plants

to achieve maximum benefit from their synergistic associ

ation.

Another source of nitrogen and other important plant

nutrients is organic solid wastes that could be biochemi

cally decomposed in open windrows or within confined tanks

to produce a humus like substance called compost. This

compost could then be used in agricultural fields. Large

scale composting of municipal refuse is not considered
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TABLE 27

COMMERCIAL NITROGEN PURCHASED BY CROPS UNDER
DIFFERENT ALTERNATIVES IN 1990

Base Run Energy Min. Energy Cut High Energy H' h E t
Region Prices 19 xpor s

Model A Model B Model C Model D Model E

in tons

Kauai County 3,013.73 2,042.94 2,045.00 2,050.38 2,054.93
Honolulu County 8,058.01 4,899.15 6,250.11 8,326.06 10,482.31
Maui County 8,159.61 8,250.92 8,163.56 8,472.71 8,571.23

Mololtai 810.26 880.37 810.26 810.26 810.64
Lanai 2,455.87 2,459.49 2,459.49 2,459.49 2,459.49
Maui 4,893.48 4,991.06 4,893.81 5,202.96 5,301.10

Hawaii County 5,961.65 8,049.00 7,681.16 5,961.65 6,495.42
State Total 25,193.00 23,242.01 24,139.83 24,810.80 27,603.89

Changes from Model A

Kauai County 100.00 67.79 67.86 68.03 68.19
Honolulu County 100.00 60.80 77.56 103.33 130.09
Maui County 100.00 101.12 100.05 103.84 105.04

Mololtai 100.00 108.65 100.00 100.00 100.05
Lanai 100.00 100.15 100.15 100.15 100.15
Maui 100.00 100.36 100.01 106.32 108.33

Hawaii County 100.00 135.01 128.84 100.00 108.95
State Total 100.00 92.26 95.82 98.48 109.57
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economically viable in Hawaii since large sugar and

pineapple plantations that make up the bulk of agri

cultural operations show no interest in its utilization

[10]. A probable reason for this reluctance could be

traced to State Public Health Regulations discouraging

such use to avoid bacterial and viral contamination of

fruits and other farm commodities grown on the islands.

Hawaii has a sizeable livestock industry. Manure

from farm animals constitutes an important source of

nutrients for growing crops in many parts of the world.

However, nutritional differences in manure as a reflection

of species differences (e.g., cows, pigs, chickens, etc.),

regional and spatial distribution characteristics of

animal manure and the high degree of ammonia volatilization

after defecation all have implications for potential

pollution of water and efficiency of utilization of

nitrogen in soil-plant systems [82]. Manure utilization

in Hawaii has therefore been quite limited. Its future

use as a replacement of inorganic fertilizers will have

to await solutions to a number of technical problems

mentioned above.

Summary and Implications

The impact of an 'energy crisis' on agricultural

production can be somewhat mitigated by effective resources

substitution within the sector. Unused croplands in Hawaii

can contribute to higher agricultural production as well
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as substitute for energy under conditions of energy

shortage. An important finding of this study is to

confirm the complementary relationship existing between

water and energy inputs. This suggests that water use

for irrigation in agriculture will decline along with

reduction in energy use unless the dependence of water

use in agriculture on energy is eliminated.

It has been noted that energy conservation practices

when adapted extensively by the agricultural sector, will

contribute only insignificantly toward energy savings in

the economy, i.e., approximately 0.4 percent of the State's

total energy use. An energy reduction, however, will have

considerable bearing on the location of agriculture and

greatly increase farm commodity costs.

A Statewide energy rationing plan allowing for the

mobility of energy inputs has important economic merits

over a rigid regional energy rationing plan, drawn along

county lines. This is because of the differing potentials

for energy savings in the various producing areas of the

State, while maintaining a consistent level of output.

Adoption of a Statewide rationing plan that calls for

unequal reductions in regional energy use is likely to

have a political fallout as it affects farm incomes and

revenues. A long run option would be to rely on the

market system allowing for prices to rise and reflect the

new scarcity value of energy inputs.
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Yet another finding of this study confirms the

division between direct and indirect forms of energy use

in Hawaii's agriculture along lines of national U.S.

agriculture determined by the Task Force of the Council

for Agricultural Science and Technology, despite differ

ences in agronomic practices and crop management systems.

Irrigation uses approximately half of all direct energy

consumed in agricultural production. Fuel used for farm

machinery and transport vehicles also accounts for a

significant portion of total direct energy use. The need

for developing a comprehensive energy conservation package

for agriculture to effect overall energy savings is

highlighted by the fact that a piecemeal approach would

have limited results. Energy reductions achieved in field

preparation and fertilizer application could be moderated

by increased energy use in crop drying, pesticide appli

cations, and transportation.

Energy shortages lead to interregional shifts in

agricultural production and to a switch in farming methods

(Irrigated to Dryland cultivation). Doubling of energy

prices adversely impacts on the relative competitiveness

of irrigated farming. Cheaper fuel sources such as hydro

electric and geothermal power now being developed might

ease some of the pressure on irrigated farming. Irrigation

in Kauai County is most sensitive to crisis conditions

of energy shortages as well;as rising energy prices. The
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legal ramification of a ruling on "surplus" waters now

being appealed will have a considerable influence on the

extent and use of irrigation water by Hawaii's major

plantations. An adverse decision is likely to exacerbate

the impacts of an energy crisis.

Hawaii's agriculture relies heavily on commercial

inorganic chemical fertilizers. Unlike the results shown

in Dvoskin's national study, the use of commercial nitroge

nous fertilizers does not decline sharply in response to

an energy crisis. Only a small decrease in nitrogenous

fertilizer consumption results from a change in farming

methods and conservation practices adopted in the fields.

Substitution possibilities for replacing a fraction of

the inorganic fertilizer used with nutrients drawn from

a number of organic sources such as leguminous crops,

municipal solid wastes and animal manure are inhibited

by a number of agronomic, economic, institutional and

other technical considerations.
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CHAPTER V

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

This study examines and analyzes the behavior of

Hawaii agriculture under differing scenarios of energy

availabilities and prices. The five scenarios specifically

dealth with in this study are (a) the base run scenario

(Model A)--the control alternative, (b) the energy mini

mization scenario (Model B), (c) the 10 percent energy

cut (Model C), (d) the high energy prices scenario (Model

D), and (e) the high exports accompanied by high energy

prices scenario (Model E). The analysis also yield infor

mation on the efficacy of certain policy measures, e.g.,

statewide rationing vis-a-vis market approach in coping

with the energy crisis situation.

Hawaii Agriculture is at the crossroads. This study

through the various alternatives examined, has covered

some of the fundamental issues that may have a bearing

on the evolution and growth of Hawaii agriculture in the

foreseeable future. The analysis investigates food and

commodity costs, regional location of crops and cropping

patterns, resouce use and costs, energy conservation

practices and farming methods and associated environmental

impacts.
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The Model

An inter-regional linear programming model was used

in the study. The model was a modified version of the

CARD-NSF Energy Model used by Dvoskin (1976) to study

national energy use in agricultural production. The

analysis of the study is made for 1990. It is expected

that by then Hawaii's farmers would have adjusted to the

changing energy situation through increased adaptation

of energy conservation measures. The bulk of these

conservation measures are outlined in joint publications

of the U.S.D.A. and FEA. There are 532 variables and 316

restraints (rows) in the model.

The activities in the model simulate annual crop

production and harvest, irrigation and water use, intra-

and inter-island commodity transportation and nitrogen

and energy supplies. There are 216 activities in the

model. Endogenous crop activities include sugarcane,

pineapple, macadamia nuts, coffee, papayas, guavas, bananas,

flowers and foliage, feed and forage, lettuce, taro and

seedcorn. These crop activities account for 98 percent

of the acreage under production and approximately 95

percent of the crop revenues received on farms in 1979.

The production levels of all remaining crops and their

resource requirements were determined and assessed ex

ogenously. The alternatives evaluated in the study were

base run (Model A), energy minimization (Model B), 10



percent energy cut (Model C), high energy prices (Model

D) and high exports accompanied by high energy prices

(Model E).

All alternatives assume a State of Hawaii population

of 1,091,500 by 1990 (Series II-F projections). All

results pertain to 1990. Model A, B, C, and D assume

agricultural export levels that are 'normal' while Model

E assumes 'high export' levels corresponding to a higher

demand for Hawaiian pineapples, macadamia nuts, papayas,

guavas, flowers and foliage products. Production levels

in the first four models are identical due to the common

nature of minimizing criteria as well as the steadfast

assumption of 'normal' exports. The production levels

for the high export alternative differ, however. All cost

coefficients are in terms of 1979 prices and energy coef

ficients reflect actual 1979 use.

Both primary and secondary data were utilized in

the study. A number of government and scientific publi

cations were also examined. The islands of Kauai, Oahu,

Molokai, Lanai, Maui and Hawaii each constituted the six

producing areas, the six water supply regions and the six

market regions delineated in the study.

The base run (Model A) is the control alternative.

It is used as a benchmark to compare results from other

alternatives. The base run scenario typifies the long

term adjustment in agricultural production assuming
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'normal' exports of crop commodities. These adjustemnts

are predicted on the basis of free market availability

of energy inputs used in agriculture and energy prices

not exceeding 1979 levels. Energy minimization (Model

B) represents the maximum possible achievement of energy

savings from energy conserving practices in agriculture

defined in the study. It minimizes the total energy (KCAL)

required for field operations, irrigation, fertilizers,

pesticides, drying, and farm and inter-island transpor

tation regardless of cost considerations. An energy

rationing plan, but one that would minimize the costs of

crop production and transport is examined under the 10

percent cut (Model C). Under this scenario, total energy

(measured in KCAL) used in agricultural production is

restricted to 90 percent of the base run. High energy

prices (Model D) assumes a doubling of energy prices from

the base run scenario. The results of this model help

to compare alternate energy rationing schemes, i.e.,

restricting physical quantities vis-a-vis rationing through

the market mechanism. The high export alternative (Model

E) retains the high energy prices in Model D and also

assumes a high level of exports. The results of this

model indicate to what extent increased agricultural

exports could offset the bill for high priced energy

imports.

Assumptions made in this study have an important
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bearing on the results derived. The fixed energy and cost

coefficients used in the model require that the energy

required to produce a given unit of output and the associ

ated cost could be changed only in line with conventional

and conservational farm production methods discussed and

incorporated in this study. This requirement therefore,

implies zero energy waste in agricultural production. It

also implies that there can be no improvement in energy

efficiency in agriculture save what could be exclusively

attributed to energy conservation practices explained in

the text and in the appendix. Undoubtedly the emergence

of Science Power and the elimination of resource waste

would counter the impact of the energy crisis on agri

cultural production in the State.

Other recent developments in the State that may have

a bearing on the results of this study include the planned

phasing of pineapple operations on Molokai and the es

tablishment of direct air links between the island of Maui

and the West Coast. Whereas the first development would

affect the regional location of crop activity, the second

development would result in lesser energy being used for

inter-island transportation, this effect being the greatest

under the Model E alternative. However, these developments

do not in anyway change or modify the conclusions of this

study.
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The Energy Crisis, Commodity Prices
and Food Costs

The results of the study bring into focus the effects

of an energy reduction policy and a high energy price policy.

Rationing energy to agriculture under the 10 percent

cut (Model C) results in a sharp increase in commodity

prices (up 60.78 percent). By comparison, high energy

prices lead to a considerably smaller (21.33 percent)

increase in farm commodity prices. Doubling energy prices,

however, reduces overall energy use by a mere 3.92 percent.

Thus a very low demand elasticity for energy is manifest

in Hawaii's crop production sector. The derived energy

demand curve becomes relatively more inelastic as energy

use declines. Thus, further energy reductions are ac-

compan.i.ed by even higher commodity prices (Appendix J).

The figure indicates that the first five percent energy

reduction (from 100 to 95) raises commodity prices by about

28 percent. The next five percent energy reduction (from

95 to 90) results in an additional 32.78 percent increase

in commodity prices. Subsequent reductions in energy use

would raise commodity prices to levels that may be con-

sidered unlikely to occur even under the most stringent

energy shortage.

The results also indicate that equal energy reductions

to all of the agricultural subsectors would not constitute

an efficient allocation method under an energy rationing



scheme. The agricultural sector, and the State as a whole,

would be better served if energy reductions are effected

by (a) studying the cost of such reductions in each specific

sub-sector and (b) by requiring greater energy savings

to come from those sub-sectors that can absorb energy

reductions at least (private and social) costs.

The possible increases in retail food costs cannot

be directly inferred from the above results. Retailing

farm commodities in Hawaii involves a variety of marketing

processes such as transportation, juice extraction, fruit

processing, canning, chilling, freezing, packaging, etc.

that are relatively more energy intensive than farm pro

duction practices. Thus, an energy crisis could very well

lead to increases in food costs that are as large as the

ones discussed above if there is no energy wastage in the

retailing sector. It must be noted that the practice of

considering the cost of fuel as a percentage of sales

rather than as a proportion of value added at each stage

minimizes the significance of the change in cost as a

product moves through the system. This factor, together

with the possible neglect of noting differences in markup

practices, could indicate food cost increases that are

still relatively low.

Resource Use in Agricultural Production

Energy prices and energy supplies have significant

impacts on resource use in Hawaii's plantation agriculture.
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Conservation of energy in the model occurs primarily as

a result of curtailment of irrigated farming in the State.

Rationing energy to agriculture results in a 43 percent

decline in irrigated acreage. Even when faced with high

export demand for commodities such as sugar ,pineapple ,

macadamia nuts, coffee, papayas, flowers and foliage

products and seedcorn, irrigated acreage in the State

remains at approximately 83 percent of the base level when

energy prices have been doubled (Appendix K).

Commercial nitrogen application in the State varies

only slightly under the various alternatives examined.

Under the high exports scenario (Model E), commercial

nitrogen use increases by about 9.5 percent from the base

run (Model A). This increase could be attributed to the

necessity of fertilizing marginal lands brought into
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cultivation to meet increased export demands. The potential

for reductions in commercial fertilizer use in Hawaii is

not very large. This is because Hawaii's plantation crops

have a monocultural planting design that precludes nitrogen

contribution of legumes to Hawaii's agriculture through

a system of crop rotation. Composting of municipal refuse

for field application is not considered economically viable

in Hawaii since large sugarcane and pineapple plantations,

that make up the bulk of agricultural operations show no

interest in its utilization. A probable reason for this

reluctance could be traced to State Public Health
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Regulations discouraging such use to avoid bacterial and

viral contamination of fruits and other farm commodities

grown on the islands. The use of animal manure in Hawaii

is inhibited by its regional and spatial distribution

characteristics, the high degree of ammonia volatilization

that occurs after defecation and due to the potential for

water pollution.

Consistent yield levels are maintained by substituting

land for direct and indirect forms of energy in all of

the alternatives examined. Under the energy minimization

model (Model B), an energy reduction of 18.18 percent from

the base run level results in a 11.8 percent increase in

land used for farming.

Resource utilization in Hawaii agriculture seem to

bear correspondence to their shadow prices (resource supply

prices). Land rents increase under the 10 percent energy

cut (Model C) but decrease both under the high energy

prices (Model D) and high exports (Model E) scenarios.

Water prices are fairly consistent and the sharp increase

in nitrogen price under the 10 percent energy reduction

could be attributed to increases in direct energy cost.

It should, however, be noted that Hawaii's supply of

fertilizers is actually imported from the West Coast

market, Idaho, Alaska and Canada.

Energy shadow prices have been computed as part of

this study (Appendix L). These have been obtained on the
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assumption of equal proportional increases in fuel prices.

The price of 1000 KCAL moves from 2.8153¢ under the base

run (Model A) to 6.0340¢ under the 10 percent energy cut

(Model C). The value of a barrel of oil under Model C

scenario is thus $88.19. This is the value by which crop

production and transfer cost could be lowered by using

an additional barrel of oil in agricultural production.

An energy shortage under high exports would cause energy

shadow prices to be much higher since the high exports

(Model D) scenario uses approximately 15 percent more

energy than the base run (Model A).

The assumption of equal proportional increases in

fuel prices is not supported by recent events, though.

During 1982, for instance, energy prices as a whole fell

0.1 percent despite an increase of 20.7 percent in natural

gas prices. Gasoline prices were lower by 8.6 percent

nationally, while the price of heating oil (fuel oil)

remained unchanged from December 1981 levels. In 1979,

electricity for industrial users cost 9.225¢ per KWH or

3.467¢ per 1000 KCAL, the highest priced fuel. Electricity,

which accounts for approximately 50 percent of the direct

fuel consumption in the agricultural sector in Hawaii,

is generated internally by the sugar industry through the

incineration of bagasse (residual cane fiber) producing

steam. Thus, an energy source indigenous to the agri

cu~tural sector viz. bagasse, an agricultural waste,



provides approximately 50 percent of all direct fuel

consumption in crop production. Electricity is used for

crop irrigation.

The distribution of energy use in agricultural

production in Hawaii shows that approximately 43 percent

of the energy consumed in agricultural production is used

as fuels for tractors, harvesters, irrigation equipment,

crop drier and for farm vehicle transport. The rest (57

percent) is consumed in embodied forms such as nitrogenous

and non-nitrogenous fertilizers, pesticides, liming

materials, ripener chemicals, etc.

Pesticide use in Hawaii remains above base run

(Model A) level in all of the scenarios examined. Hawaii

uses 10 times more pesticides per capita than the national

average and three times more than California, the second

highest per capita pesticide user in the country. This

high use is necessary due to sustained monocultural

plantings and due to the prevalence of tropical weather

that is conducive to the survival of endemic pests.

Irrigation contributes to 69.83 percent, 70.14

percent and 71.18 percent of the total energy reduction

achieved under the energy minimization (Model B), 10

percent reduction (Model C) and high energy prices (Model

D) alternatives, respectively. The corresponding figures

for reductions attributable to fuels for machinery and

farm vehicles are 25.40 percent, 25.21 percent and 24.48
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percent. Commercial nitrogenous fertilizer is responsible

for 4.77 percent, 4.65 percent and 4.27 percent of the

total energy reductions and the rest of the inputs cause

very small reductions in energy use. Energy use for

pesticides and non-nitrogenous fertilizers actually

increases over the tase run (Model A) level.

It is thus e~~uent that a least cost approach to

energy savings results in some input categories actually

consuming more energy in order to effect overall energy

conservation. Energy savings realized as a result of a

switch from irrigated to dryland farming is offset slightly

by increased energy use of pesticides, non-nitrogenous

fertilizers and in inter-island transportation.

Thus a comprehensive approach to energy conservation

in agriculture is needed instead of disjointed efforts

that result in piecemeal and often dubious energy savings.

The results thus clearly indicate the substitution

relationship existing between crop-land and energy in

Hawaii agriculture. They also demonstrate the comple

mentarity of water and other embodied energy inputs such

as fertilizers. The extensive use of inorganic fertilizers,

pesticides, limes and other chemicals has made it possible

for the complementary potential of Hawaii's agricultural

technology to be realized. The analysis of land and water

use in Hawaii's agricultural production in 1990 also shows

that these natural reSGurces will help mitigate the effects



of an energy crisis in the State.

Crop Acreages

Various energy and export policies examined in the

study have a great impact on crop acreages in the State.

The energy crisis situation necessitates an increase in

dryland acreage and a decrease in irrigated acreage. The

10 percent energy reduction (Model C) severely curtails

production from irrigated acres in the State. Under this

scenario, irrigated acres under sugarcane declined by 43.08

percent, under pineapples by 58.36 percent, under bananas

by 76.67 percent and in lettuce by 5.25 percent. (Appexdix

M).

Even under the high exports accompanied by doubling

of energy prices scenario (Model E), irrigated acres of

sugarcane and pineapple are smaller than in the base run

(Model A). There is, however, a 14.74 percent increase

in irrigated papayas due to high levels of exports. Larger

exports calling for additional production of papayas are

accommodated by increasing both the dryland acres as well

as irrigated acres under the crop.
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Farming Methods

Energy shortages as well as high energy prices have

a significant impact on farming method. The most noticeable

impact is the switch from irrigated to dryland farming

(Appendix N). However, the 100 percent adoption of energy



conservation practices in all of the scenarios examined

also contributes heavily to the adjustment process.

Adoption of energy conservation practices result in: (1)

lowered variable costs for the fuel, fertilizer, pesticides

and water inputs, (2) increased yields of crops, (3) better

management, (4) economic use of resources currently wasted

and, (5) improved environmental quality.

Farmers also reduce nitrogen fertilizer application

rates under an energy crisis situation. A substantial

reduction in the fertilizer application rate occurs under

the energy minimization alternative (Model B). Reductions

in fertilizer application rate are also evident under all

other scenarios viz. Model C, Model D and Model E, though

total fertilizer use under the high exports alternative

is at a maximum. Smaller fertilizer application rates

reduce crop yields. For example, the estimated yield of

sugarcane on a total crop cycle basis would have declined

from 104.9 tons under base run (Model A) to about 90.6

tons under the energy minimization scenario (Model B).

In general, the derived demand for imported nitrogenous

fertilizers in Hawaii remains a function of production

levels and exports.

Crop drying activities can also lend to energy

savings in Hawaii agriculture. It was assumed that all

of the pineapples, macadamia nuts and seed corn grown in

the State are exposed to some form of drying (Appendix
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N). Natural air drying in field conditions or after

harvest could reduce energy consumption, but they could

also lead to yield losses and therefore become economically

unattractive. Energy used in crop drying under high

exports (Model E) is more than twice the energy consumed

for the same activity in all of the other alternatives.

Regional and State Impacts

The energy situations examined by the model cause

changes in the regional distribution of crop production.

Major changes are discerned in the size and location of

irrigated farming in the State (Appendix 0). Changes in

the size of dryland farming are equally pronounced. Under

the energy minimization scenario (Model B), the 10 percent

cut scenario (Model C) and the high energy prices scenario

(Model D), drastic decreases in irrigated acres on Kauai

and Oahu are accompanied by dry land acreage increases on

Kauai, Oahu and Hawaii. The increased use of drylands

in the aggregate is much greater than the decrease in

irrigated lands. This is because more than one acre of

dryland is needed to replace an acre of irrigated land

in order to maintain production levels. Honolulu County,

Maui County and Hawaii County all benefit from the high

exports situation in Model E. This is because increased

dryland cultivation in these areas is accompanied by

increases also in the number of irrigated acres.

The total number of irrigated acres in Maui County
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decreases only slightly during an energy shortage and is

increased when energy prices have been doubled. Irrigation

operations in Leeward areas of Maui and Hawaii are rela

tively more important due to the presence of high mountains

on these islands that split the tradewinds and cause the

upper slopes to be semi-arid and the leeward coasts to be

dry.

The changes from irrigated to dryland farming due

to an energy cut or high energy prices are especially large

for sugarcane, pineapples and bananas. For example, irri

gated sugarcane declines by about 43.08 percent under the

10 percent energy cut (Model C) and by about 16.59 percent

under high energy prices (Model D). This is accompanied

by a 466.78 percent increase in dryland acres under the

10 percent cut (Model C) and a 241.28 percent increase

under the high energy prices (Model D) in the State. The

net result therefore is increased land use. Under the

high exports alternative (Model E) irrigated acres and

dryland acres used for papaya cultivation both increase

by 114.74 percent and by 268.04 percent respectively.

Electricity, the highest priced fuel is used for

crop irrigation in Hawaii. This is probably the reason

for the lessened competitiveness of irrigated crops in

the State. It must be noted, however, that much of the

electricity used for crop irrigation in all of the producing

areas is from an indigenous source viz. bagasse, an



agricultural waste.
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Regional and State Farm Income

Hawaii's Farm Income defined as the total return

to land, water and labor increases by about 47.37 percent

under the 10 percent cut scenario (Model C), 12.58 percent

under the high energy prices scenario (Model D) and by

32.73 percent under the high exports scenario (Model E).

Whether Hawaii farmers are actually better off under an

energy crisis situation depends upon the cost of farm

inputs and the farmer's ability to pass cost increases

to the consumer.

Farm income changes in the various producing areas

reflect changing relative advantages fo maintaining specific

endogenous crop activities in these areas. The distri

bution of farm income increases is not uniform. Kauai

County loses in relative income share under conditions

of high energy prices (Model D and E). Maui County gains

the most during an energy shortage. However, no county

loses income relative to base run levels (Model A) when

rationing is in effect. The high export alternative

(Model E) increases relative income shares of Honolulu,

Maui and Hawaii Counties. The regional income distribution

is clearly related to the proportion of irrigated acres

vis-a-vis dry land acres in each of the producing regions

as well as to crops grown within the region destined for

exports.



Environmental Impacts

The energy crisis helps avert some of the negative

environmental impacts from Hawaii agriculture. Reduced

fertilizer application rate minimizes the potential for

contaminating water supplies through leaching of nitrates

and other plant nutrients (Appendix P). Energy conserving

tillage practices prevent soil erosion and soil compaction.

Recycling agricultural and animal wastes helps offset the

costs of air pollution abatement (Appendices Q, R & S).

Sight and odor problems are also avoided. Pesticide use

under the energy crisis, however, has adverse environmental

impact (Appendix T). Judged overall, the energy crisis

arrests the rate of entropy increase in Hawaii's agri

cultural and rural environments. The benefit from a

marginal entropy decrease is a better balanced environment.

Conclusions and Implications

Energy shortages as well as high energy prices have

a severe long run impact on irrigation in the State.

Electricity, the most expensive fuel, is used for crop

irrigation. Much of the electricity used in crop irri

gation is generated from an energy source indigenous to

the crop production sector viz. bagasse, an agricultural

waste. Recent federal regulations requiring utilities

to buy power generated from non-conventional sources at

oil replacement costs place a high opportunity cost on
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the use of electricity for crop irrigation when energy

prices have either been doubled or when a physical energy

shortage exists.

Hawaii can clearly meet higher export levels for

crops by cultivating them on drylands without having to

rely on irrigated farming. Thus, effecting improvements

in irrigation efficiencies of systems currently utilized

that result in reduced water application could be one way

of helping irrigated farming in the State. Another method

would be to increase the application of surface water for

irrigation using gravity flow for transmission. This

would cut the dependence of water use in agriculture on

energy.

Foreign and U.S. mainland buyers of Hawaii's farm

products can expect higher commodity prices under an energy

reduction as well as high energy prices. Food costs

increase exponentially when energy is reduced. This study

assumed that there was no energy waste in agricultural

production. It also assumed that improvements in energy

efficiency in agricultural production would come exclusively

from the energy conservation practices defined in the study.

Energy reduction of greater than 15 percent could be

sustained by Hawaii's agriculture while maintaining output

levels but this would result in tremendous increases of

farm commodity costs.

An energy crisis does not, on balance, result in
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negative environmental impacts. On the contrary, overall

energy reductions to agriculture due to energy crisis

conditions prove to be beneficial to the environment.

Since the energy crisis results in reduced per acre ferti

lizer application rates, it minimizes the potential for

adverse impact on water quality due to leaching of nitrates

and other plant nutrients. Pesticide use is higher under

conditions of an energy crisis. This poses a potential

problem to the environment and also has serious health

and safety implications. High exports while helping to

defray the expensive importation of oil also increase the

risk of agricultural pollution due to increased pesticide

use. Thus, the question of promoting exports while being

tied in with the role of Hawaii agriculture contributing

to the State's balance of payments situation, is also tied

in with the issue of entropy in Hawaii's rural environments.
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APPENDIX A

DERIVATION OF ENERGY USE FOR

CROP PRODUCTION

The derivation of energy use coefficients for the

endogenous crops is discussed in the ensuing section.

This appendix describes the derivation of energy use for

field operations and crop drying. The derivation of

energy use for irrigation, pesticides and fertilizers is

described in the following appendices.

Energy Use for Field Operation

In the Fall of 1979, a field survey was conducted

in order to derive the energy use coefficients for field

operations, crop drying, irrigation, fertilizers and

pesticides for each of the endogenous crops. The survey

covered 107,650.50 acres of the roughly 286,358.00 acres

that were in endogenous crops that year (98.47 percent

of all acreage in crop). Thus the survey covered 37.02

percent of the total acreage or 37.59 percent of the

coverage under endogenous crops. A total of 120 farms

were contacted, of which 67 responded.

The extension agents in each of the producing areas

were contacted and requested to provide names of farmers

who cultivated the various endogenous crops in their



TABLE 28

ENERGY SURVEY CHARACTERISTICS

Crop

Sugarcane

Pineapple

Coffee

Macadamia Nut

Papayas

Guavas
Bananas

Feed & Forage

Flowers & Nursery

Lettuce

Taro

Seed Corn

Total

No. of
Farm

400

15

700

466

194

105

148

NA

580

NA

121

5

NA

No. of
Response

11

3

4

5

7

6

8

5

5

6

5

2

67

Total Acreage
under Crop

218.800.00

44,000.00

1,900.00

11,400.00

2,210.00

905.00

690.00

3,516.00

1,312.00

650.00

405.00

470.00

286,358.00

Acreage Surveyed

93,389.17

5,010.00

41.50

4,042.00

977.00

265.00

43.50

3,245.10

14.00

224.00

46.82

352.41

107,650.50

Acreage Surveyed
as a Percentage
of Total Acreage

42.68

11. 39

2.18

35.46

44.21

29.28

6.30

92.30

1.07

34.46

11.56

61.83

37.59

Note: Total crop acreage in 1979 was 290,800 acreas. Endogenous crops covered
98.47 percent of all acreage under crop. Acreage surveyed amounted to 37.02 percent
of all acreage in crop.
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TABLE 29

ENERGY SURVEY CHARACTERISTICS (TYPE OF FARM ORGANIZATION)

Crop Corporate Acreage Cooperative Acreage Owner/Tenant AcreageFarm Farm Farm

Sugarcane 8 93,055.40 - - 3 333.77

Pineapple 1 4,804.00 - - 2 206.00

Coffee - - - - 4 41.50
Macadamia Nut 1 3,997.00 - - 4 45.00
Papayas 1 887.00 3 52.00 3 38.00

Guavas 1 230.00 - - 5 35.00

Bananas - - 3 21.00 5 22.50

Feed & Forage 4 3,100.00 - - 1 145.10

Flowers & Nursery - - - - 5 14.00

Lettuce - - - - 6 224.00

Taro - - - - 5 46.82
Seed Corn 2 352.41

Total 18 106,425.81 9 73.00 43 1,151.69

Percent of Total 26.84 98.86 8.96 0.07 64.18 1.07

I-'
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respective counties. Following this, each of the farms

was visited and a survey questionnaire designed along the

lines of the specialized ICensus of Agriculture I question

naire for Hawaii was then presented with detailed in

structions. The questionnaire sought information on the

characteristics of land, tillage practices, annual pro

duction costs, energy and water use and distance to local

markets and modes of transportation utilized.

The per acre KCAL energy requirement for the endo

genous crops, including on and off farm transportation

activities, was then obtained by converting reported diesel

and gasoline fuel consumption figures into 1000 KCAL of

energy (please see Appendix G).

Weighted averages had to be used in the case of

endogenous crops whose acreages were dominated by corporate

farms. Thus the number of acres was used as a weight to

obtain better estimates.
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Energy Use for Crop Drying

Crop drying activities were reported for three

endogenous crops. These were pineapples, macadamia nuts

and seed corn. There currently exist four different

systems which produce optimal drying energy (air temperature

and air flow) [164]. These major systems, ranked from

high to low supplemental energy inputs are, (1) high

temperature-high air flow dryers, (2) medium temperature

air flow in-storage bin drying, (3) low temperature in-



bin drying, and (4) natural air drying. The length of

growing seasons, weather conditions, crop yields and

moisture content of the product are some of the factors

that determine the energy requirements for crop drying.

An assumption regarding normal weather conditions

was made for the purpose of this study. Pineapple drying

involved use of fuel oil, LPG was used for drying macadamia

nuts and drying of seed corn involved both diesel and LPG.

The average per acre KCAL energy requirement for drying

was then obtained by converting diesel fuel, bunker fuel

and LPG into 1000 KCAL of energy (see Appendix G for

conversion rate).
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APPENDIX B

ENERGY USE FOR IRRIGATION

The State of Hawaii ranked first among the 50 states

in terms of Btu's used per irrigated acre in 1974 [171].

The energy required for irrigation was not found to be

dissimilar on the various islands in the State. The energy

needs were found to be functionally related to the type

of fuel used (mostly electricity), water source and the

irrigation method used. The two primary sources of water

used for irrigation in Hawaii are surface water (streams

and ditches) and ground water as obtained from wells.

The average feet of lift required for pumping is

700' for ground water (highest in the nation) and 10' for

surface water [138]. A few small reservoirs provide

temporary storage for surface water and achieve trans

mission through gravity flow. Irrigation has been the

most dominant water use in the State and this has been

accomplished through an elaborate and extensive network

of tunnels and ditches on most plantations in the State.

In general, irrigation appeared to be important for growing

most crops included in this study, especially in areas

of low rainfall.



Energy and Irrigation Relationship

Section IV of the questionnaire elucidated infor

mation on the number of acreages irrigated, irrigation

types, quantity of water pumped, water source, pumping

depth, height of lift, efficiency rating of water pumps

and power units, hours of operation, fuel consumption,

head pressure requirements, level of water buying and the

price of water of each farm unit surveyed. Where the

information regarding energy used for irrigation was not

readily available, the following method developed by Slogett

was used to estimate the energy required to pump and

distribute the water for the farm unit from other collected

data [138].

The quantity of water pumped for specific crop in

the farm unit surveyed was determined as follows:
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AF = (AI) (AFA) (1)

where AF = acre-feet of water used from groundwater (pumped

surface water) sources

AI = acreage of crop irrigated from groundwater

(pumped surface water)

AFA = average annual acre-feet applied to the specific

crop by the farm unit.

The work required to pump the water to ground level

is measured in psi (pounds per square inch). The psi is

determined by dividing the feet fo lift by 2.31. The total

work required (acre-feet psi) to get the groundwater used



for irrigation of specific crop to the surface was de-

termined by:
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TPW = (AF) ( PW ) (2 )

where TPW = total work required to get water to ground

level for specific crop

AF = equation (1) and

PW = psi required to get water to ground level for

the feet of lift (State average was used when

this information was unavailable) for specific

crop on the farm unit.

The work required to distribute groundwater (pumped

surface water) for specific crop on farm unit surveyed

was estimated as follows:

TPD
8

= AF E (DP.) (PD. )
j=l J J

(3)

where j = 1, •.• , 8 types of irrigation systems

TPD = total work required to distribute groundwater

(pumped surface water) for specific crop

AF = equation (1)

DPj = percentage of acres irrigated of specific crop

by jth irrigation system

PD. = pressure required to operate jth irrigation
J

system.

The sum of equation (2) plus equation (3) is the

total work (acre-feet psi) requirement to irrigate with

groundwater (pumped surface water) the specific crop.



The amount of energy consumed to pump and distribute the

irrigation water by each energy source was estimated as

follows:
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= (4)

where ERj = energy required to irrigate specific crop by

the jth power unit

TPW+TPD = equations (2) and (3)

ET. = percentage of acres irrigated of specific crop
J

with jth power unit

ETR.= amount of fuel required to pump one acre foot
J

of water at one (1) psi with jth power unit.

Distribution Systems and Power Units

The major water distribution systems in Hawaii

include various sprinkler and flooding methods used to

apply irrigation water. The power units were found to

be mostly electric. A few gasoline units are used on

pineapple and macadamia nut plantations. Information on

the number of distribution systems and types of power

units were obtained primarily through the survey question-

naire and then supplemented with information gleaned in

discussions with professional and knowledgeable people.

Pumping Unit Efficiencies

This measure of efficiency relates to the ratio of

energy input to water output. It declines as wear occurs.

The response to the survey questionnaire indicated



TABLE 30

FUEL ENERGY REQUIREMNETS FOR PUMPING 1 ACRE-FOOT OF WATER
AT 1 POUND PER SQUARE INCH (PSI)

Source: Delbert Schwab, agricultural engineer, Oklahoma State University,
Stillwater, Oklahoma as cited in Energy and U.S. Agriculture: Irrigation Pumping,
1974-77, U.S.D.A., 1979.

apSi equals pounds per square inch

bMCF equals 1,000 cubic feet.
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System Type

Solid Set

Drip

Boomspray

Hand Hove

Center Pivot

Side Roll

Surface

Overhead

TABLE 31

DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM BY CROP ACTIVITY AND ASSOCIATED
PRESSURE REQUIREMENTS

Crops Irrigated

Sugar, Bananas, Lettuce

Sugar, Macadamia Nuts, Pineapples,

Papayas, Guavas and Flowers

Pineapples

Bananas, Lettuce

Corn

Feed and Forage (alfa-alfa)

Taro

Lettuce

psi

45

25*

25

35

110

65

10

45

Source: Personal communication: Harris M. Gitlin, agricultural engineer,
Department of Agricultural Engineering, University of Hawaii, Honolulu, Hawaii 1980.

*psi requirement for drip irrigation for leafy ornaments is 50.

....
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efficiency levels higher than normally found in irrigation

literature. Accordingly, the efficiency estimates were

revised downwards and energy needed for irrigation calcu

lated on the basis of a 65 percent pumping efficiency

rating unless information obtained indicated a lower rating.

Table 30 provides the coefficients used in the study for

fuel energy consumption associated with three levels of

pump efficiency ratings.

Distribution System Pressure Requirements

The pressure requirements for the various irrigation

distribution systems were obtained both through primary

and secondary sources. Table 31 provides information on

the types of irrigation systems used for specific crops

included in this study together with the system pressure

requirements. These estimates include the pressure

required to overcome friction loss in lines from the pump

through the distribution system and to apply water to the

land. The pressure required to operate the system is in

addition to the pressure needed to pump the water to the

ground level.



APPENDIX C

ENERGY FOR FERTILIZERS AND PESTICIDES

Fertilizers are embodied forms of energy. Natural

gas and electricity are the two principal sources used

in their manufacture. Information on fertilizer and

chemical usage for all 12 crop commodities was obtained

from the survey questionnaires. The nitrogen content in

different inorganic nitrogen carrier is provided in Table

32. The phosphorus content in phosphatic fertilizer

materials is provided in Table 33 and the potassic content

in potash fertilizer materials in Table 34. Having esti

mated the N, P, K used per acre, the energy requirements

for fertilizer nutrients N, P and K were obtained by

multiplying with relevant figures from Table 35.

Hawaii's agriculture consumes an inordinately large

amount of chemicals (pesticides, herbicides and fungicides).

For the purpose of this study, it has been assumed that

the manufacture of one pound of pesticide, on the average

is 33,OOOKCAL [29]. The energy inputs for the basic pro

duction of various pesticides is provided in Table 36.

The energy inputs (Production, Formulation, Packaging,

and Transport) needed for various pesticides is given in

Table 37. The energy consumption for liming materials



TABLE 32

INORGANIC NITROGEN CARRIERS
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Fertilizer Chanical Fonn Source
Approximate
Percentage
Nitrogen

l. Sodiun nitrate NaN03 Chile Saltpeter 16
and synthetic

2. Anm:>niun sulfate (NH4 )2&>4 By-product from 21
coke and gas, and
also synthetic

3. AmIDniun nitratea NH4N03 Synthetic 33

4. "cal-nitro" and NHt~ & " 20
and "A.N.L." do te

5. Ureab
ro(~)2 " 42-45

6. calcium cyanamidc carn2 " 22

7. Anhydrous amromad Liquid NH:3 " 82

8. AmIDnia liqu::>r Dilute NH
4
0H " 20-25

9. Nitrogen solutions NH4NO in NH OH " 27-53
or Ur~a in ~40H

10. AmID-phose NH4~~ and other " 11(48% P205)
amID 1. salts

11. Diannnniun phosphate (NH4 )2m:04 " 21(53% P205)

Source: Buckman, H. 0. & Nyle C. Brady, The Nature and Properties
of SJils, New York: The Macmillan Company, 1969. Table 19.1, p , 527,
7th Edition.

a Deliquesence controlled by surface coating materials or by
mixing with dolomite, as in the case of "Cal-nitro" and "A.N.L." (trade
namea) ,

b The comrercaa.I compound is treated with a finely ground drier
to control deliquesence.

c Th;s fertilizer corrtams over 25% ca(OH)2 and about 13% carton
besides other ingredients such as Ca£X)3' CaS, etc. The total anmmt of
calcium expressed as Cao is approximately 53%.

d The cheapest form of nitrogen for fertilizer use now available.
e Manufactured by treating anm:>nia with phosphoric acid.

NH:3 + ~4 -+ NH4~ro4·



TABLE 33

PIDSPIDRUS CARRIERS
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Approximate
Fertilizer Chemical Fbnn Percentage

of avail.P205

SUperphosphates Ca(~ro4)2 and Ca.Hro4 16-50

Anm::>niated NH4~ro4' cearo4' 16-18
superphosphate

C~(ro4)2' (NH4 )2004
(3-4%N)

Anm:>-poos NH4~ro4 IIDstly 48(UioN)

.AlIm:>nitm (NH4 )4P207 and others 58-60
polyphospbates (12-15%N)

DiamJDniun (NH4 )2HR)4 46-53
phosphate (21%N)

Basic Slaga (CaO)5P205Si02 15-25

Steaned bone IlEalb Ca3(ro4)2
23-3)

Rock phosphate Flmr- and 25-30
chlor-apatites

;:~~~:sphatec
Ca(ro3)2 62-63

Phosphoric acid ~4 54

Superphospmric acid H:f04 and H4P207 76

%p

7-22

7-8

21

20-23

7-11

10-13

11-13

27-28

24

33

Source: Buckman, H. 0. & Nyle C. Brady, The Nature and Properties
of Soils, New York: The Macmillan Company, 1969. Table 19.3, p. 533,
7th Edition.

a The formula of this fertilizer is very uncertatn, Basic slag
is intensely alkaline because of the presence of large anounts of the
hydroxide and carbonate of line.

b The steaned bone neal is cooked under pressure and the fat and
oil renoved. The bone is left open and porous.

c Synthesized from rock phosphate or limestone and P205Ca(ro4)2
+ 2P20S . . 3Ca(003)2 + impm-ities or CaC03 + P20S C3.(P03)2
002 lrrJPurltles.
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TABLE 34

rorssa FERl'ILIZER MATERIAlS

Approxinate
Fertilizer Chemical Form Percentage

K;.0 avail.

Potassiun chloridea. KCI 48-60

Potassiun sulfate K;.OO4 48-50

Sulfate ~fbPotash- Double salt of K and Mg 25-30
magnes~a

Mantn'e salts KCllIDstly 20-30

Kainit KCl IIDstly 12-16

Potassiun nitrate 1003 44
(13i'oN)

%K

40-50

40-42

19-25

17-25

10-13

JI

Sotn'ce: Buckman, H. O. & Nyle C. Brady, The Nature and Properties
of Soils. New York: The Macmillan Canpany, 1969. Table 19.5, p. 538,
7th Edition.

aAlI of these fertilizers contain other potash salts than those
listed.

bCont ains 25 percent of MgS04 and some chlorine.

TABLE 35

ENERGY REQUIREMENTS :FOR PBODUCTION OF ONE roUND OF
FERI'ILIZER NUl'RIENT N, P, AND K

Fertilizer Natural Gas Electricity
Nutrient cubic feet KWH

N 30.6743 .119974

P 1.0300 .060000

K 1.2750 .087700

8,573.7193

436,7475

576.3680

Sotn'ce: Dvoskin, D., A National M:>del of Energy Use in Agricultur
al Production, Ph.D. dissertation, Department; of Economics, Iowa State
University, ArIEs, Iowa 1976.

a The KCAL figures are the surmation of the natural gas and elec
tricity converted to KCAL units.



TABLE 36

ENERGY INPUTS FOR THE BASIC PRODUCTION OF VARIOUS PESTICIDES

Pesticides KCAL for Production
(1 lb. active ingredient) Pesticides KCAL for Production

(1 lb. active ingredient)

Herbicides

MCPA
Diuron
Atrazi.ne
Trifluralin
Paraquat
2, 4-D
2, 4, 5-T
Chloramben
Dinoseb
Propanil
Propachlor
Dicamba
Glyphosate
Diquat

Insecticides

13,787 DDT 19,780
28,647 Toxaphene 16,971
20,151 Methyl parathion 6,151
15,666 Carbofuran 48,151
48,784 Carbaryl 16,227
12,100 Fumigants25,256
31,804 Methyl Bromide 7,105
8,499 Fungicides23,269

30,757 Ferbam 6,793
31,237 Maneb 10,499
48,151 Captan 12,196
42,423 Sulfur 11,857

Pesticide Average 21,835

Source: Pimental, David, "Energy Inputs for the Production, Formulation, Packag
ing, and Transport of Various Pesticides," in Handbook of Energy Utilization in Agri
culture (ed.) D. Pimental, CRC Press, Inc. Boca Raton, Florida 1980.

The percentage of oil, natural gas, and coal involved in the production of pesti
cides has been calculated as 42% oil, 38% natural gas, and 20% coal.

....
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TABLE 37

ENERGY INPUTS (PRODUCTION, FORMULATION, PACKAGING, TRANSPORT)
FOR VARIOUS PESTICIDES

Production Formulation Oil Gas Coal
Pesticide KCAL Packaging Transport Total

Act. Ingred. Input /Lb , %of Energy Types

Herbicide
.

Miscible' Oil 25,390 14,699 3,786 494 44,503 60 23 17
Wettable fuwder 25,390 1,114 1,158 298 27,960 43 37 20
Granules 25,390 1,604 8,909 2,993 38,575 42 37 21
Insecticide

Miscible Oil 19,599 14,699 3,786 494 38,713 61 23 16
Wettable fuwder 19,599 1,114 1,158 298 27,381 43 37 20
Granules 19,599 1,604 8,909 2,993 33,096 42 37 21
Dust 19,599 1,604 8,909 2,993 33,096 42 37 21

Ftmgicide

Miscible Oil 9,800 14,833 3,786 494 28,913 70 15 15
Wettable fuwder 9,800 1,114 1,158 298 12,370 42 37 21
Granules 9,800 1,604 8,909 2,993 22,984 41 37 22
Dust 9,800 1,604 8,909 2,993 22,984 41 37 22

Source: Pimentel, David, "Energy Inputs for the Production, Formulation, Packag
ing, and Transport of Various Pesticides," in Handbook of Energy Utilization in Agri
culture (ed.) David Pimentel, CRC Press, Inc., Boca Raton, Florida 1980.

Figures may not add up to total due to conversion of data.
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TABLE 38

ENERGY CONSUMPTION FOR LIMING MATERIALS (KCAL/LB.)

Type Mining . Transportation
Manufactur1ng of Raw Materials

Transportation
and Distribution
of Final Product

Crushed and ground 6.88 0 0 134.00Limestone

Burned Lime 6.88 843 89 134.00

Hydrated Lime 6.88 843 89 134.00

Marl and Refuse from 6.88 0Industrial Processes

Source: Elinor C. Terhune, "Energy Used in the United States for Agricultural
Liming Materials," in Handbook of Energy Utilization in Agriculture (ed.) David
Pimentel, CRC Press, Inc., Boca Raton, Florida 1980.

Note: This table does not include energy for application on the farm.
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is provided in Table 38. Information provided in Table

36, 37, & 38 have been recomputed from original to provide

information on a per pound basis.
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APPENDIX D

WATER USE RATES FOR THE ENDOGENOUS CROPS

TABLE 39

AMOUNT OF WATER ACTUALLY APPLIED TO CROPS
IN THE STATE OF HAWAII

Crop
Conventionala

Use
Inches/season

Conventionalb

Use Gallons/
acre/day

Conservation
Use Gallons/

acre/day

Sugarcane 90.0 6700.0 4690.0

Pineapple 18.0 1350.0 945.0

Coffeec 50.0

Macadamia Nuts 50.0 3700.0 2590.0

Papayas 50.0 3700.0 2590.0

Gua~asc 50.0

Bananas 50.0 3700.0 2590.0

Flowers & Nursery 100.0 7450.0 5215.0

Tarod 100.0 50,000.0 50,000.0

Seed Corn 90.0 6700.0 4690.0

Feed & Forage 100.0 7400.0 5180.0

Lettuce 90.0 6700.0 4690.0

Source: a) Interagency Task Force on Irrigation Ef
ficiencies, 1978. b) U.S.D.A. Soil Conservation Service,
unpublished data, Mar. 1978.

Note: c) Dryland crops only.
d) Grown under flooded conditions.



APPENDIX E

ENERGY CONSERVATION PRACTICES

IN HAWAII AGRICULTURE

Agricultural practices in Hawaii Agriculture differ

considerably from those evidenced on the U.S. mainland.

The reason are many. These are absence of seasons and

crop rotations, year round growing conditions, sustained

monocultural design of planting, unique system of water

rights and water availability, extremely large pumping

depths, and a skewed pattern of land ownership. Addition-

ally machinery used on large tracts of sugar and pineapple

lands have been specially fabricated to suit local field

conditions. Thus modifications to existing machinery and

equipment are not easily attained. Three sets of energy

conservation practice packages have been drawn for both

irrigated as well as dryland agriculture based on primary

research, survey of field conditions and perusal of

secondary materials. These are as follows.

Package 1. Field Crops (Sugarcane, Feed and Forage and
Seed Corn)

1.A. Reduced Tillage Practices: The practicality

of reduced tillage for feed and forage crops as well as

corn has long been established. This form of tillage
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practice as a practical alternative to ploughing in the

South African Sugar industry has only recently been dis

cussed. The benefits of reduced tillage include erosion

reduction, weed control, increased soil moisture storage,

labor and cost savings, better double cropping opportunities

and conservation of energy. The use of herbicides (25%

increase) for weed control instead of tractor fuel use

can cut tractor fuel use by almost a third since the

tractor passes over the field fewer times. The yields

are better especially under drought conditions (almost

20% more yield). The frequent occurrence of drought

conditions in Hawaii therefore makes this agricultural

practice seem attractive. Currently there appears to be

some controversy regarding the trade-off between the fuel

consumed and the additional energy required to manufacture

the herbicides, but the concensus appear to favor the

opinion that with the proper use of herbicides, there is

a net savings of energy.

l.B Fertilizer Use: Over 40 percent of the energy

input in crop production nationally comes from fertilizers

alone. A large amount of nitrogenous fertilizers are,

however, wasted each year either in the form of band

migration through the soil or as agricultural runoff in

surface waters. At the farm level, one way to achieve

significant energy savings is through reduction of total

fertilizer use by proper selection and use of fertilizers.
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Soil testing can help to determine the most productive

and efficient use of fertilizers. Proper timing and method

of application would also enhance fertilizer use efficiency.

The use of animal manures and crop residues would also

lessen use of manufactured fertilizers. Additionally some

savings in fuel requirements for applying fertilizers can

be achieved by combining fertilizer application with

irrigation (Fertigation).

1.C. Irrigation: Irrigated agriculture can compete

more effectively with dryland cultivation in food production

and in priority of allocation for energy inputs if there

is better knowledge of all irrigation energy inputs, direct

and indirect. Table 40 provides comparison of energy inputs

to various types of irrigation systems.

Irrigation engineers expect that if irrigation

technology is wisely deployed, total energy requirements

could be reduced by 50 percent. Reduction in energy

consumption by about 20 percent in irri.gation is within

current technological capability. The following methods

both general as well as specific to a given method or

climatic zone can help reduce energy costs of irrigation.

(1) By increasing pumping plant efficiency.

(2) By reducing water application.

(3) By reusing irrigation runoff water and,

(4) By improving irrigation system design.

1.D. Crop Drying: There are several options that



TABLE 40

ENERGY INPUTS TO IRRIGATION SYSTEM

Irrigation System Installationa Pumping Labor Total

1,000 kilocalories of energy
Surface (gravity without irri- 103.2 35.2 0.50 139.9gat ion runoff recovery system)
Surface with irrigation 179.9 48.0 0.30 228.2runoff recovery system)
Trickle 530.5 468.0 0.10 998.6
Solid -- set sprinkle 614.1 770.0 0.40 1,384.5
Permanent sprinkle 493.6 770.0 0.10 1,263.7
Hand -- moved sprinkle 159.7 804.0 4.80 968.5
Side -- roll sprinkle 200.3 804.0 2.40 1,006.7
Center -- pivot sprinkle 388.5 864.0 0.10 1,252.6
Traveler sprinkle 288.9 1,569.0 0.40 1,8f?8.3

Source: Batty, J. Clair, Hamad, Safa N., and Keller, Jack, "Enery Inputs to
Irrigation," J. Irrigation and Drainage Division, American Society of Civil Engineers,
Vol. 101, No. IR-4, Dec. 1975.

aIncludes energy used in manufacturing (1) all materials installed (pipes, etc.).
(2) machinery installed, (3) a pro rata share of excavation machinery used, and the
energy required to operate excavation machinery. No energy reqUired to transport an
materials, machinery or labor was included.

bOne kilocalorie = 3.97 Btu.
to
o
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TABLE 41

FUEL COMPARISON FOR COMPLETE AND PARTIAL DRYING
AT HIGH TEMPERATURES

Moisture Reduction Heat Energy Drying Time Gallons of LPGd

pet. wet basis Btu/bu hours per bushel

a 19,200 2.8 .2126 - 15.5
a 8,900 1.2 .1026 - 21.0

Savings of partial 54% -57%over complete drying
b 13,900 10.6 .1526 - 15.2

26 - 21.0b 7,100 5.4 .08
Savings of partial 49% -49%over complete drying

c 12,400 19.0 .1426 - 15.5
c 6,150 9.326 - 21.0 .07

Savings of partial 50% -51%over complete drying

Source: Teter, Norman G., Grain Drying with Less Energy, University of Nebraska,
G73-51.

~column batch or continuous flow dryer with 50 cfm/bu at 180°.
Batch - in - bin, 3 - foot - deep batch, 10 cfm/bu at 180°.
~Batch - in - bin, 3 - foot - deep batch, 10 cfm/bu at 120°.

About 90,000 Btu per gallon of LPG.

~,
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could be followed in reducing crop fuel requirements.

These involve more in-the-field drying, changing the type

of fuel, changing the drying system, better management

of existing system and the use of new technical develop

ments such as solar heat. Energy savings in drying can

be realized by better planning of harvesting schedule and

by resorting to partial drying. Table 41 provides fuel

comparison for complete and partial drying at high temper

atures.

i.E. Forage Production: Forage production is an

energy intensive activity. One of the most energy

intensive activities is harvesting. Over 4600 acres

devoted to forage production were covered by the survey.

The common form of harvest in vogue is baling. Also fuel

requirements are high for alfalfa irrigation systems as

well as application of fertilizers. In recent times,

there has been the advent of large packaging systems,

rolls and stacks, that reduces labor needs and helps

shorten hay harvesting times. It takes more fuel than

conventional baling but yields better economics in hay

harvesting as well as reduces fuel consumption on a per

ton basis. The comparative fuel consumption under

different systems of hay harvesting is provided in Table

42.

1.F. Tractor and Truck Use and Maintenance of

Gasoline and Diesel Engines: Significant economies in



TABLE 42

FUEL CONSUMPTION UNDER DIFFERENT SYSTEMS
OF HAY HARVEST

210

Type of System Gallons of Gasoline per:
Hour Acre Ton

System 1 -- hay baling
Mow 7 1

Rake
Bale pto, standard

Total gallons

System 2 -- hay baling
Mow 7 1

Rake
Bale pto, large roll

Total gallons

System 3 -- hay baling
Swath 14 1 SP
Bale pto, standard

Total gallons

System 4 -- hay baling
Swath 14' SP
Bale pto, large roll

Total gallons

System 5 -- haylage
Swath 14 1 SP
Forage harvester

Total gallons

System 6 -- loose hay
Mow 7 1

Rake
Loose hay stacker -- 3 ton

Total gallons

System 7 -- loose hay
Swath 14 1 SP
Loose hay stacker -- 3 ton

Total gallons

1.38
3.20
4.67
9.27

1.38
3.20
6.00

10.58

3.20
4.67
7.87

3.20
6.00
9.20

3.20
24.00
27.20

1.38
3.20
7.80

12.38

3.20
7.80

11.00

0.46
0.40
0.73
1.59

0.46
0.40
0.80
1.66

0.40
0.73
1.13

0.40
0.80
1.20

0.40
3.00
3.40

0.46
0.40
1.50
2.36

0.40
1.50
1.90

0.368
0.320
0.584
1.272

0.368
0.320
0.640
1.328

0.320
0.584
0.904

0.320
0.640
0.960

0.320
2.400
2.720

0.368
0.320
1.200
1.888

0.320
1.200
1.520

Source: United States Department of Agriculture and
Federal Energy Administration, A Guide to Energy Savings
for the Field Crops Producer, Office of Communication,
Publications Division, Washington, D.C. 20250.

Examples based upon hay cutting li tons per acre.
Hay hauling not included, except haylage.



energy use can be effected if attention is paid to the

maintenance of engines and better management is provided

to handle work routines that involve tractors and trucks.

Fuel saving as a result of reduced operating time also

yield dollar savings in nonfuel costs such as labor,

repairs, oil, grease and tires. These savings could be

larger than savings attained through curbing fuel con

sumption. Some specific measures to reduce fuel con

sumption in farm vehicles are listed below.

(1) By revamping the farm truck bed to haul more

hay or harvest.

(2) By making selective choice of tractor fuels or

blending with biomass based fuels.

(3) By making economical use of a pick-up truck.

It has been estimated that careful planning of work

could probably cut in half the miles a pick-up truck

is used on most farms and ranches. Minimal planning

could result in 10-percent reduced travel.

(4) By reducing tractor idling time.

(5) By matching tractor size to load.

(6) By using the most efficient vehicle for general

farm travel and farm work.

(7) By checking thermostat and engine pressure.

(8) By fixing leaking carburetors, and

(9) By fixing misfiring gasoline tractor engines.
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Package 2. Orchard Crops (Pineapple, Coffee, Macadamia
Nuts, Papayas, Bananas, Guavas and Flowers and Nursery)

2.A. Fertilization: Fertilizing can account up to

25% of the energy used in fruit production. Because of

the increased costs of fertilizers, it becomes essential

to be sensitive to soil needs. An effective method of

gauging soil needs is soil testing. This discloses the

nutrient availability and the pH value of the soil. When

this is followed upon by lead analysis leading to timely

application of some minor elements (nutrients) by ,either

foliar spraying or ground application it enhances the

nutrient values of fertilizers already applied. Energy

consumption for fertilization of orchards could be reduced

through the following.

(1) Extensive soil testing and close adherence to

recommendations received.

(2) Improving machine calibration so that waste in

fertilizer application is avoided.

(3) Application of supplemental nitrogen along with

irrigation water to use less energy.

(4) Combining the fertilizer application operation

with any other compatible operation.

(5) Using controlled release fertilizers.

2.B. Irrigation: Efficient use of water and im-

provement of the efficiency of irrigation equipment can

reduce energy costs as well as water charges. Most common

methods of irrigation in Hawaii are flood, furrow, sprinkler



and drip (trickle) irrigation. Where the water is gravity

fed, in flood, furrow or ditch irrigation, requirements

of water may be high but irrigation is low cost. However,

often times energy is used in irrigation to lift the water

or to ensure proper distribution. The drip or emitter

method discharges water slowly at low pressure through

a small opening directly to the root system of the tree

or plant, thus reducing energy intake as well as avoiding

excess use of water. Energy savings in irrigation can

be achieved in the following ways. These methods could

also result in improved yields per acre, labor savings,

reduced water and fertilizer consumption and lessened

incidence of disease.

(1) By using drip irrigation, this would double the

efficiency of water use, thus reducing pumping

requirements. This results in energy as well as

water savings.

(2) By replacing openheader ditches in sandy soils

with plastic pipes. This could reduce water use

by 50 percent.

(3) By operating irrigation equipment at maximum

efficiency. This would result in both energy as

well as water savings.

(4) By applying water only when necessary to meet

crop needs.

(5) By checking for moisture stress in soils prior
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to application.

2.C. Weed Management: Weeds are generally sprayed

with various selective herbicides in order to maintain

control. When reasonable weed control has been established,

infrequent and spot spraying may be desireable. Infrequent

application of herbicides is the best way to reduce fuel

and energy costs.

2.D. Pest Management: Hawaii has had problems in

recent years with pollution caused by pesticides. Notable

among them, the use of chemical EDB in papayas and Hepta

chlor in pineapples. Pest Management is important to

maintain vigorous and healthy plants and trees. Apart

from material costs, spraying can be very expensive due

to the large volume of water released under high pressure

and thrown high in the air which necessitates high

horsepower. Fuel and energy savings can be achieved

through the following.

(1) By using biological control.

(2) By keeping spraying equipment in proper working

order.

(3) By minimizing spraying frequency.

(4) By using either low-volume or concentrate sprays.

(5) By resorting to aerial application when and where

appropriate. Fuel cost under this method is sub

stantially less than high volume ground spray rig.

(6) By use of permanent overhead sprinklers that
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provide an excellent means of distributing pesticides.

2.E. Greenhouse Energy Conservation: Greenhouses

are designed to produce flowers when outside weather con

ditions are unfavorable. Greenhouses with the least

surface area of covering for a given enclosed ground area

have a built-in efficiency. The energy efficiency of the

structure could be improved by the following.

(1) By closing all possible opening and making it

leak proof.

(2) By using polyethylene or fiberglass on the inside

of gable ends.

(3) By using reflectorized tar paper behind heating

pipes to reflect the heat into the greenhouse.

(4) By using a double layer of polyethylene on plastic

houses where possible.

(5) By using black cloth as a shield at night to

reduce heat loss to the atmosphere.

2.F. High Density Cropping and Mixed Cropping: Small

trees are the most efficient and productive from the

standpoint of economics and technology. The yield per

acre is enhanced and production costs lowered. Small

trees reduce requirements for labor and other expensive

equipment, and increase mechanization opportunities.

Also, mixed systems of annual and perennial crops

such as annuals with Banana-Coffee are grown in Upland

East Africa, or of annuals mixed with cash crop tree



TABLE 43

ESTIMATED HEATING COSTS OF TYPICAL GREENHOUSE
AT VARIOUS EFFICIENCIES

Cost per 100,000 Btu

Fuel Unit Costs 100% Efficiency Clean Efficient 'fypica 1 Gruen houno
(theoretical) Boiler

------------------- C e n t s ------------------
Oil No. 2

32~ /gal140,000 Btu/gal. 22.8 27.4 (80% efr.) 30.8 (65x o f' r , )

Oil No. 6
34~/gal150,000 Btu/gal. 22.6 27.1 (80% eff.) 30.5 (65 r. e r r , )

Gas 1 Therm =
12~/Therm

a
100,000 Btu 12.0 14.4 (80% err.) 15.6 (70% er1'.)

Coal--Hard, Pitts.
anthracite 13,000 Btu/lb$50/ton 19.0 24.7 (70% eff.) 28.5 (50% e 1'1' • )

Coal--Soft, Illinois $30/ton 15.0 19.5 (70% efC)11,400 Btu/lb 22.5 (50/. (~1'J'.)

Propane--large user
30~/gal 35.3 42. 4 (80% e f f. )85,000 Btu/gal. 45.9 (70% ufi'.)

Source: The Florists' Review, Oct. 16, 1975, p. 26. Taken from Grower TalkH,
August 1975, by Paul Slaughter, Slaughter, Schaffer and Associates, Northbrook, Ill.

aCost is per 100,000 Btu. One therm equals 100,000 Btu and also equals 100 cubic
feet of gas. Where gas is sold per 1,000 cubic feet, the 12C per 100 cubic feet rat~

would become $1.20 per 1,000 cubic feet.

I j
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perennials such as Coffee and Macadamia Nuts as evidenced

in Kona would provide the potential for exploiting the

natural resources of the internally variable farming unit

and for conserving these resources. The root systems of

perennials can normally tap deeper lays than those of

annual crops, thus subsoil water and nutrient stores not

available to annual crops can be drawn upon. Extended

canopy formation can also provide for increased and

efficient use of solar insolation.

2.G. Tractor and Truck Use and Maintenance of

Gasoline and Diesel Engines: All of the fuel and energy

saving measures identified under 1.F are applicable also

in the case of orchard crops. Additionally, the use of

radial ply tractor tires may reduce energy use as it is

considered most efficient in converting horsepower to

drawbar pull. Equipping truck drivers with walkie-talkies

for monitoring their movement and for pinpointing the farm

vehicles to field being harvested reduces fuel consumption

on big plantations.

Package 3. Vegetable Crops (Lettuce, Taro)

3.A. Fertilization: All fuel and energy conservation

measures identified under 2.A are also applicable for

vegetable crops.

3.B. Weed Management: Preparation of a seedbed for

vegetable crops is a very involved process. Previous plant

debris are either removed or blended into the soil.
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Continuous cropping under Hawaii's year long growing con

ditions helps control weeds and conserve soil moisture

and nutrients. Energy costs for weed management can be

reduced by keeping equipment in top condition, through

shallow cultivation, by adopting narrow row spacings and

using pre-emergence selective sprays. Direct seeding

practice, dispensing with preplant tillage, herbigation

(use of herbicides and pesticides in irrigation waters)

and crop rotation also reduce fuel and energy costs.

3.C. Insect Pest Management: The best pest control

techniques is to develop an integrated pest control program,

which could lead to fewer chemical applications and greater

crop yields. Careful monitoring of fields and crops could

reduce the number of times a given crop requires treatment

and in this way fuel would be saved and energy costs

minimized.

3.0. Irrigation: All energy conservation measures

discussed in 2.B are also applicable to vegetable crops.

3.E. Harvesting and other Cultural Practices: Some

cultural practices may result in increased yields rather

than reducing energy consumption per acre. Such practices,

however, by producing a high yield on less acreage, lead

to overall fuel savings. Also, when there are several

methods of harvest, each with its own advantages and

disadvantages, the choice of a fuel efficient harvesting

method has to be tempered with considerations of



compatibility with farmer's machinery and equipment and

the resulting effect on the productivity of workers.

3.F. Tractor and Truck Use and Maintenance of

Gasoline and Diesel Engines: All of the energy conservation

measures identified under 1.F and 2.G are also applicable

to vegetable crops.

In addition to the various energy and fuel saving

measures discussed under the three packages discussed,

some energy savings can be expected due to the emergence

of "Science Power." The following emerging agricultural

technologies may hold some potential for energy conser

vation in agriculture. These are as follows: (1) En

hancement of photosynthetic efficiency, (2) Improvement

in water and fertilizer management, (3) Crop pest control

strategies, (4) Controlled environment or greenhouse

agriculture, (5) 'Multiple and intensive cropping, (6)

Reduced tillage, (7) Bioregulators, (8) New Crops, (9)

Bioprocessing, (10) Antitranspirants, (11) Development

of plants to withstand drought and salinity and (12)

Twinning. No attempt has, however, been made to evaluate

the contribution potential of these agricultural techno

logies to energy conservation in Hawaii Agriculture other

than to the extent discussed in the above three energy

conservation packages.
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APPENDIX F TABLE 44

HAWAII AVERAGE PER ACRE ENERGY iss CDEFFICIENI'S BY CHOPS UNDER
THE BASE RUN (AmEL A) IN 1990

Mach. Pest. Fertilizer Crop Drying Irrigation 'lbtal
Crop

Diesel Gas KCAL Elect. Nat.Gas Diesel Bun.Fuel LPG Diesel Gas Elect KCAL
(gal) (gal) (1000) (KWH) (l000ft) (gal) (gal) (gal) (gal) (gal) (KWH) (1000)

Dryland Crops

Sugarcane 22.3 12.8 1377.3 41.0 4.5 4005.2
Pineapple 44.5 18.3 28854.3 99.7 17.9 36.8 3.5 38031.5
Macadamia 12.1 19.2 1386.4 39.9 5.3 1.3 4119.2
Coffee 42.8 1700.2 22.7 2.7 3987.2
Papaya 15.1 32.8 152.1 20.3 3.8 2001.9
Feed &For. 5.7 2.0 45.0 9.4 1.6 807.2
Guavas 29.5 22.7 97.5 6.0 0.6 2041.2
Bananas 61.3 112.9 425.4 34.1 4.3 7479.5

Irrigated Crops

Sugarcane 35.9 60.2 596.4 32.3 6.2 1838.1 10556.5
Pineapple 44.5 18.3 28854.3 99.7 17.9 36.8 3.5 47.0 228.7 402~.6

Macadamia 12.1 19.2 1386.4 39.9 5.3 1.3 77.5 6853.4
Papaya 16.0 16.7 663.3 25.3 3.7 686.3 4738.4
Feed & Fbr. 9.2 9.0 10.5 38.8 5.9 1364.6 6097.2
lettuce 16.5 36.5 1165.0 28.7 3.9 2964.7 12007.5
Taro 14.9 77.0 398.1 55.4 8.2 9555.5
Bananas 55.0 112.5 2415.6 56.4 3.7 20.0 9741.7
Flow. & Nur. 83.5 416.7 2546.0 107.4 8.8 1372.5 25055.8
seed Corn 32.6 39.1 2249.9 70.8 10.7 11.4 25.0 956.1 11519.3

'!btal KCAL may not add up due to rounding errors. See Appendix G for conversion factors.
t"
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APPENDIX F TABLE 45

HAWAII AVERAGE PER ACRE ENERGY USE OOEFFICIENl'S BY CROPS UNDER
OONSERVATION PRAGrICE IN 1900

Mach. Pest. Fertilizer Crop Drying Irrigation 'Ibtal

Crop Diesel Gas KCAL Elect. Nat.Gas Diesel Bun.FUel LPG Diesel Gas Elect KCAL
(gal) (gal) (1000) (KWH) (1000ft) (gal) (gal) (gal) (gal) (gal) (KWH) (1000)

Dryland Crops

Sugarcane 14.7 11.5 1721.6 36.9 3.6 3666.2
Pineapple 42.3 16.5 27411.6 79.8 14.3 35.0 3.2 34789.6
Macadamia 11.5 17.3 1317.1 31.9 4.2 1.2 3506.7
O:>ffee 38.5 1700.7 18.2 2.2 3543.9
Papaya 14.3 29.5 145.0 20.2 3.0 2432.1
Feed &Fbr. 3.8 1.8 56.3 8.5 1.4 645.8
Guavas 28.0 20.4 92.6 4.8 0.5 1865.2
Bananas 58.2 101.6 404.1 30.7 3.9 6763.0

Irrigated Crops

Sugarcane 23.7 54.2 745.5 29.1 5.6 1470.5 8722.1
Pineapple 42.3 16.5 27411.6 79.8 14.3 35.0 3.2 37.6 183.0 36603.9
Macadamia 11.5 17.3 1317.1 31.9 4.2 1.2 62.0 5694.1
Papaya 15.2 15.0 630.1 20.2 3.0 549.0 3956.8
Feed &Fbr. 6.2 8.1 13.1 34.9 5.3 1091.7 4908.6
Lettuce 15.7 32.9 1048.5 25.8 3.5 2371.8 9952.1
Taro 14.2 69.3 358.3 49.9 7.4 1098.0 8070.1
Bananas 52.3 101.3 2294.8 45.1 3.0 16.0 8732.3
Flow. &Nur. 79.3 375.0 2418.7 85.9 7.0 1098.0 21007.9
seed O:>rn 21.5 35.2 2812.4 63.7 9.6 11.2 15.8 764.9 8194.2

'Ibtal KCAL may not add up due to rounding errors. See Appendix G for conversion factors.
eo
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APPENDIX G

TABLE 46

ENERGY mwERSION FACfORS

1 1 1 1 1 Barrel 1
BI'U KCAL Kg - Meter KWH Crude Oil Ft - lb

1 BI'U 1.0 .252 107.514 2,93 x 10-4 1.724 x 10-7 777.65

1 KCAL 3.9863 1 426.649 1.622 x 10-3 3,085.00

1 Kg-Meter 9.28780 x 10-3 2.34048 x 10-3 1 2.74 x 10~ 1.6013 x 10-4 7.2331

1 KWH 3,409.52 859.184 367,098 1 5.878 x 10-4 2,655,220

1 Barrel 5,800,000 1,461,600 6.2358 x 108 1,699.4 1 4.5104 x 109
crude oil

1 Ft.-lb. 1.284 x 10-4 -4 .13825 -7 2.2138 x 10-10 13,241 x 10 3.766 x 10

Source: Dvoskin, Dan, A National M::>del of Energy Use in Agricultural Production, Ph.D.
dissertation, Department of Econooncs, Iowa State University, AIres, Iowa 1976.
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APPENDIX G

TABLE 47

1000 KCAL AND 1000 BTU CONTAINED IN ONE UNIT OF ENERGY SOURCE

Energy Source Unit 1000
KCAL

1000
BTU

Gasoline gallon 31.248 124.000

Diesel Fuel gallon 35.280 140.000

Jet - Fuel gallon 34.020 135.000

Bunker Fuel gallon 37.724 149.700

LP Gas gallon 23.814 94.500

Natural Gas 1000 feet 3 269.010 1,067.500

Electricity KWH 2.661 10.560

Source: Dvoskin, Dan, A National Model of Energy Use in Agricultural Production,
Ph.D. dissertation, Department of Economics, Iowa State University, Ames, Iowa 1976;
Hawaii State Department of Planning and Economic Development, Energy Use in Hawaii,
State Energy Office, Honolulu, Hawaii, November 1977.
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APPENDIX II

TABLE 48

PRICE DATA BY ISLAND, 1979 FOR SPEBIFIC ENERGY OOURCFS

Island
Electricity

$/KWH
Gasoline

$/gal
Diesel
$/gal

LPG
$/gal

Bunker Fuel
$/gal

Aviation Fuel
$/gal

Hawaii .08258 .8059 .6234 .2895 .3982 .7028

Maui .08046 .8059 .6164 .2815 .4008 .6928

Molokai .14103 .8179 .6124 .2735 .4008 .6928

Lanai .09130 .8184 .6119 .2725 .4008 .6008

Oahu .04850 .8009 .6024 .2645 .3827 .6828

Kauai .10962 .8059 .6284 .2855 .4008 .7008

Source: Personal Conmunication with Mr. W. J. Fassler, Marketing Area Manager, Marketing Dept. ,
Chevron U.S.A., Inc; , lbnolulu. Ltr , Dt , Dec. 19, 1979; Personal Conmunication with Mr. John W.
Mullen, District Sales Manager, Union 76 Div., Western Region, Ibnolulu. Ltr. Dt , Dec. 5, 1979;
Personal Conmunication with Mr. Dennis S. Reeves, V.P•.Marketing & Supply, Hawaiin Independent
Refinery, Inc , , A PRI subsidiary, lbnolulu. Ltr. Dt. Dec. 5, 1979; 1979 National Petroleum News
Factbook; The State of Hawaii Data Book 1981, DPED, State of Hawaii, 1981-

Note: Price data obtained fran several sources have been pooled to obtain average price on each
island for each energy source.
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APPENDIX I TABLE 49

TYPICAL 1979 ENERGY AND TOl'AL VARIABLE cosrs PER ACRE PER YEAR
FOR SELFLTED HAWAII CROPS

Enery Costs Variable Energy Costs
Crop

Pesticidesb Fertilizersb Cost Per as a %age of
Fuela 1btal acre/year 1bt.Var.Costs

------------------------- S/acre ------------------------
Dryland Crops
Sugarcane 37.80 21.60 104.00 163.40 1350.00 12.1
Pineapple 83.10 82.30 70.30 235.70 799.00 29.5
Macadamia Nut 21.70 so. SO 125.10 227.60 869.00 26.2
Coffee 45.20 28.80 60.00 134.00 822.00 16.3
Papayas 43.40 99.50 131. 70 274.60 1401.00 19.6
Feed & Fbr. 22.70 3.70 31.00 58.30 73.00 79.9
Guavas 221.40 85.40 109.20 416.00 745.00 56.0
Bananas 177.50 86.50 132.00 300.00 1314.00 30.1

Irrigated Crops
Sugarcane 140.50 34.80 72.20 247.50 1289.00 19.2
Pineapple 106.90 82.20 69.90 259.00 822.00 31.5
Macadamia Nut 77.60 80.40 124.70 282.70 924.00 3>.6
Papayas 00. SO 78.40 245. SO 415.00 1781.00 23.3
Feed & Fbr. 183.30 160.30 319.60 663.20 1122.00 59.1
lettuce 41.60 128.70 164.60 334.00 1892.00 17.7
Taro 139.20 87.70 183.00 409.00 1000.00 37.4
Bananas 342.50 146.30 367.50 856.30 1656.30 51.7
Flow. & Nur. 453.00 673.00 1048.30 2174.30 12942.00 16.8
Seed Corn 40.30 97.00 105. SO 243.10 1260.00 19.3

a. Includes diesel and gasoline fuel used directly in production of crops.
b. Cost reflects prevailing market price 1978-79.
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APPENDIX K TABLE 50

LAND USE, WATER USE, NITROGEN USE, CHANGES FROM THE BASE RUN
(MODEL A) AND RESOURCE PRICE IN 1990

Item Unit Base Run
Model A

Energy Min. Energy Cut Hipgh.Energy High Exports
Model B Model C ~~~~sD Model E

Dryland used
11'1'. land used
Total land used
Slack agr. lands
Water used
Nitrogen used

acres
acres
acres
acres

acre-ft
tons

73.402
169.096
242.498
735.676
883.002
25.193

230.431
40.685

271.116
707.058
227.150

23.242

1000 units

161.281
96.903

258.184
719.990
524.027
24.139

109.970
138.683
248.653
729.521
741.414

24.811

128.630
139.752
268.382
709.792
750.195
27.604

--------------- Changes from Model A ----------------
D1'yland used
11'1'. land used
Total land used
Slack agr. lands
Water used
Nitrogen used

percent
percent
percent
percent
percent
percent

100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00

313.93
24.06

111.80
96.11
25.72
92.26

219.72
57.31

106.47
97.87
59.35
95.82

149.82
82.01

102.54
99.16
83.97
98.48

175.24
82.65

110.67
96.48
84.96

109.57

------------------ Resource prices -------------------
Average land

rent
Average Water

Price
Nitrogen price

$/acre 139.89

$/acre-ft 29.31

~/lb. 24.14

NA

NA

NA

145.28

26.06

54.78

87.83

29.31

49.07

91.16

29.31

51.16
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APPENDIX L TABLE 51

ENERGY SOURCES USE, CHANGES FROM THE BASE RUN (MODEL A) AND
PRICES UNDER DIFFERENT ALTERNATIVES IN 1990

Fuel Source Unit Base Run Energy Min Energy Cut Hi~~i~~:rgy High Exports
Model A Model B Model C Model D Model E

Electricity mil. KWH 237.7 54.8 137.3 198.5 199.2
Gasoline mil. gal. 10.4 5.4 7.7 9.3 10.5
Diesel mil.gal. 6.3 5.5 5.8 6.0 6.7
LPG 1000gal. 140.5 140.9 140.9 140.9 176.5
Fuel Oil mil. gal. 1.4 1.4 1.4 1.4 1.7
Av. Fuel 1000gal. 285.1 294.2 293.5 285.1 4,047.9
'rotal KCAL 101 2 2.887 2.363 2.599 2.774 3.309

-------------- Changes from Model A -----------------
Electricity A=100 100.00 23.05 57.76 83.51 83.80
Gasoline 11 100.00 51.92 74.04 89.42 100.96
Diesel 11 100.00 87.30 92.06 95.24 106.35
LPG II 100.00 100.28 100.28 100.28 125.62
Fuel Oil 11 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 121. 43
Av. Fuel 11 100.00 103.19 102.95 100.00 1,419.82
Total KCAL 11 100.00 81.82 90.00 96.08 114.60

--------------- Energy Pricesa ---------------------
Electricity ¢IKWH 9.2250 NA 20.9330 18.7530 19.5530
Gasoline $ Igal. 0.8092 NA 1.8362 1.6450 1. 7151
Diesel $/gaL 0.6158 NA 1.3974 1.2518 1.3052
LPG $/gal. 0.2778 NA 0.6304 0.5647 0.5888
Fuel Oil $/gal. 0.3975 NA 0.9020 0.8081 0.8425
Av. Fuel $/gal. 0.6941 NA 1.5751 1.4110 1.4712
Total ¢/1000 2.8153 NA 6.0340 5.6306 5.6306

KCAL

aEnergy prices are based on 1979 prices. £\)
£\)
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APPENDIX M TABLE 52

CROP ACREAGES AND CHANGES FROM THE BASE RUN IN 1990

Base Run . High Energy .
Crop E:~~:r :1n. E:~~:r gut :~~~~sD ll1=~d:~p~rtsModel A

Sugarcane Dry 22,692.62 174,836.98 105,925.30 54,752.62 56,514.62
11'1' 157,080.69 33,390.00 89,413.98 131,016.47 129,584.00

Pineapples Dry 30,038.97 34,515.57 34,515.57 34,515.57 44,208.16
Irr 7,451.38 3,103.00 3,103.00 3,103.00 3,103.00

Macadamia Nuts Dry 8,622.16 8,622.16 8,622.16 8,622.16 12,442.56
Coffee Dry 1,610.00 1,610.00 1,610.00 1,610.00 1,610.00
Papayas Dry 1,960.00 2,164.38 1,960.00 1,960.00 5,253.50

Irr 423.32 276.62 423.32 423.32 485.71
Guavas Dry 634.00 634.00 634.00 634.00 755.52
Bananas Dry 722.76 922.82 876.14 722.76 722.76

11'1' 180.00 0.00 42.00 180.00 180.00
Flowers & Fa1. 11'1' 1,350.03 1,350.03 1,350.03 1,350.03 3,790.18
Feed & For. Dry 7,123.36 7,123.36 7,123.36 7,123.36 7,123.36

11'1' 705.62 705.62 705.62 705.62 705.62
Lettuce 11'1' 754.00 710.42 714.38 754.00 754.00
Taro 11'1' 508.37 508.37 508.37 508.37 508.37
Seedcorn 11'1' 641. 51 641.51 641.51 641.51 641.51

tv
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APPENDIX M TABLE 52-Continued

CROP ACREAGES AND CHANGES FROM THE BASE RUN IN 1990

Crop Base Run
Model A

Energy Min. Energy Cut Hi~:i:::rgy High Exports
Mode~ B Model C Model D Model E

Model A ----------------
Sugarcane

Pineapples

Macadamia Nuts
Coffee
Papayas

Guavas
Bananas

Flowers & Fol.
Feed & For.

Lettuce
Taro
Seedcorn

Dry
11'1'
Dry
11'1'
Dry
Dry
Dry
11'1'
Dry
Dry
11'1'
11'1'
Dry
11'1'
11'1'
11'1'
11'1'

-------------- Changes
100.00 770.46
100.00 21.26
100.00 114.90
100.00 41.64
100.00 100.00
100.00 100.00
100.00 110.43
100.00 65.35
100.00 100.00
100.00 127.68
100.00 0.00
100.00 100.00
100.00 100.00
100.00 100.00
100.00 94.22
100.00 100.00
100.00 100.00

from

466.78
56.92

114.90
41.64

100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
121.22

23.33
100.00
100.00
100.00

94.75
100.00
100.00

241.28
83.41

114.90
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00

249.04
82.50

147.17
41.64

144.31
100.00
268.04
114.74
119.17
100.00
100.00
280.75
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00

l\)
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APPENDIX N TABLE 53

LAND USE, (ENERGY) CONSERVATION PRACTICE PROPORTION, NITROGEN
FERTILIZER APPLICATION AND CROP DRYING UNDER

DIFFERENT ALTERNATIVES IN 1990

Item Unit Base Run
Model A

Energy Min. Energy Cut Hi~h.Energy High Exports
Model B Model C M~~~~sD Model E

Irr. Land Use 1000acre

(Energy) Conser-
vation Practice Percent
Proportion

Average Nitrogen pounds
Fert. App. /acre

Crop Drying

Dl'yland Use 1000acre 73.402

169.096

100.00

207.80

230.431

40.685

100.00

171. 40

161.281

96.903

100.00

187.00

109.970

138.683

100.00

199.60

128.630

139.752

100.00

205.70

Pineapples

Macadamia Nuts

Seed Corn

tons

tons

tons

601,098.34 601,098.34 601,098.32 601,098.34 755,598.34

11,545.07 11,545.07 11,545.07 11,545.07 16,660.59

170.00 170.00 170.00 170.00 170.00
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APPENDIX 0 TABLE 54

REGIONAL DISTRIBUTION OF DRY AND IRRIGATED ENDOGENOUS CROPLAND
FOR DIFFERENT ALTERNATIVES IN 1990

Region Base Run
Model A

Energy Min.
Model B

Energy Cut
Model C

High Energy High Exports
Prices Model E
Model D

---------------- Dryland (1000 acres) ------------------
Kauai County 0.147 32.661 32.207 32.207 32.207
Honolulu County 13.542 39.224 39.238 16.254 26.068
Maui County 21. 433 23.450 23.205 23.199 23.238

Molokai 6.155 6.470 6.156 6.156 6.156
Lanai 6.262 8.027 8.027 8.027 8.027
Maui 9.016 8.953 9.022 9.196 9.055

Hawaii County 38.280 135.096 66.631 38.280 47.117

State Total 73.402 230.431 161.281 109.970 128.630

------------ Irrigated Land (1000 acres) --------------
Kauai County 33.102 0.628 0.904 1.042 1.100
Honolulu County 53.917 1.202 15.687 53.917 53.917
Maui County 39.142 37.578 37.377 40.789 41.800

Molokai 0.241 0.247 0.241 0.241 0.245
Lanai 4.868 3.103 3.103 3.103 3.103
Maui 34.033 34.228 34.033 37.445 38.452

Hawaii County 42.935 1,277 42.035 42.935 42.935

State Total 169.096 40.685 96.903 138.683 139.752

I.\J
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APPENDIX P TABLE 55

STATE OF HAWAII AVERAGE NITROGEN FERTILIZER APPLICATION
UNDER DIFFERENT ALTERNATIVES IN 1990

Min. Cost Energy Min. Energy Cut High Energy H' h E t
Crop Prices 19 xpor s

(Model A) (Model B) (Model C) (Model D) (Model E)

--------------- Pounds of Nitrogen per Acre ---------------
Sugarcane 173.8 130.9 148.8 163.7 163.1
Pineapples 442.3 442.7 442.7 442.7 442.8
Macadamia Nuts 131.8 131.8 131.8 131.8 131.8
Coffee 68.6 68.6 68.6 68.6 68.6
Papayas 105.8 101.6 105.8 105.8 99.7
Guavas 53.0 53.0 53.0 53.0 53.0
Bananas 85.0 86.9 86.5 85.0 85.0
Flowers & Foliage 210.4 210.4 210.4 210.4 210.4
Feed & Forage 30.7 30.7 30.7 30.7 30.7
Lettuce 127.6 127.6 127.6 127.6 127.6
Taro 203.8 203.8 203.8 203.8 203.8
Seedcorn 348.6 348.6 348.6 348.6 348.6

Total Hawaii Average 207.8 171.4 187.0 199.6 205. r

t\J
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APPENDIX P TABLE 55-Continued

STATE OF HAWAII AVERAGE NITROGEN FERTILIZER APPLICATION
UNDER DIFFERENT ALTERNATIVES IN 1990

Min. Cost Energy Min. Energy Cut High Energy H· h E t
Crop P . 19 xpor sr1ces(Model A) (Model B) (Model C) (Model D) (Model E)

---------~------ Percent Changes From Model A --------------
Sugarcane 100.00 75.32 85.62 94.19 93.84
Pineapples 100.00 100.09 100.09 100.09 100.11
Macadamia Nuts 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00
Coffee 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 94.23
Papayas 100.00 96.03 100.00 100.00 100.00
Guavas 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00
Bananas 100.00 102.24 101.76 100.00 100.00
Flowers & Foliage 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00
Feed & Forage 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00
Lettuce 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00
'I'aro 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00
Seedcorn 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00

Total Hawaii Average 100.00 82.48 89.99 96.05 98.99

t\)
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APPENDIX Q

TABLE 56

AIR POLLUTION FROM OPEN FIELD BURNING OF
PINEAPPLE TRASH AND STACK

BURNING OF BAGASSE

Air Pollutant

Sulfur Oxides
Organic Sulfur

Particulates
Carbon Monoxide
Hydrocarbons
Nitrogen Oxides

Field Burninga
of Pineapple

Trash
(in tons/acre)

negl.
N.A.

0.093
0.136

0.0487
N.A.

Stack Emissionb
Materials from

Incinerating
Bagasse

(in percent)

0.015

0.010

N.A.

var.

N.A.
N.A.

Source: a) Huang, Wen-Yuan, "A framework for Economic
Analysis of Livestock and Crop By-Products Utilization." in
the American Journal o~ Agricultural Economics, Vol. 61, No
1, February 1979; b) Personal Communication, Mr. R. T.
Webb, Environmental Superintendent, Hilo Coast Processing
Company, Hawaii, Ltr. dated June 4, 1980.



APPENDIX R TABLE 57

ECONOMIC VALUE OF PHOSPHOROUS & POTASSIUM FERTILIZERS CONTAINED
IN ASH FROM BURNING CROP RESIDUES

Ash fromb Market Valuec Market Value Market Value
Fertilizer Bagasse Furnacea per pound of per ton of per ton of AshIncineratedNutrient Ash Pineapple Trash Commercial Bagasse from Incinerated

in (in percent) (in percent) Fertilizer Furnace Ash Pineapple
($/lb) ($/ton) ($/ton)

Phosphoric 3.20 1.15 .3372 21.58 7.76Acid (P205)

Potash 6.21 5.21 .3274 40.66 34.12(K2O)

Total - - - 62.44 41. 88

Source: a) Pan, Y. C., K. L. Eow and S. H. Ling, "The Effect of Bagasse Furnace
Ash on the Growth of Plant Cane," in The Sugar Jounal, VoL 42, No.7, December 1979.
b) Gibson, W., "Value of Ash from Incinerated Pineapple Trash," in the Final Report on
The Molokai Pineapple Biomass Project prepared by John J. Crouch for the County of
Maui, Department of Planning, May 15, 1980. c) Ibid.
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APPENDIX S TABLE 58

WAsrFS GENERATED BY MAJOR FARM ANIMALS, srATE OF HAWAII 1979

Number ofa Daily Wastesb Organic Solids/yearC

Available NutrientsdAnimals lb/animals (Moisture wld A~hfree)

Animals in the
State of Organic Tons/ For all

P205Hawaii, Solid Animals N K201979('000) Solids Animal '000 tons ('000 tons)

Cattle 215 10.25 8.20 1.50 322.5 (13.733- (4.316- (10.594-
(9.5-11.4) (7.6-9.1) (1.39-1.66) (298.9-356.9) 17.265) 4.709) 13.341)

lbgs 54 1.2 0.91 0.166 9.0 (0.414- (0.286- (0.335-
(0.8-1.6) (0.68-1.36)(0.124-Q.248)(6.7-13.4) 0.591) 0.315) 0.611)

* 0.6 0.047 0.0086 11.2 (0.286- (0.238- (0.119-Poultry 1,306 (0.05-0.10)(0.04-0.077)(0.0073-0.0141)(9.5-18.4) 1.359) 1.073) 0.453)

Total 342.7 (14.433- (4.840- (11.048-
(315.1-388.7) 19.215) 6.097) 14.405)

Source: a) State of Hawaii, Department of Agriculture, Statistics of Hawaiian Agriculture, 1979.
b) Anderson, L. L., Energy Fbtential From Organic Wastes: A Review of the Quantities and Sources, U.S.
Department of the Interior. Information Circular 8549, Table 1, Washington, D.C., 1975. c) Ibid. d)
Loehr , Rayrmnd C., "Changing Practices in Agriculture and Their Effect on the Environnent," CRT Crit.
Rev. Env. Cant. 1 1970, pp. 69-91 ~ Table 2.

* Does not include broilers.
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APPENDIX T TABLE 59

ENERGY USE FOR PESTICIDES UNDER DIFFERENT ALTERNATIVES IN 1990

Crop Base Run Energy Min. Energy Cut High.Energy High Exports
Model A Model B Model C Prlces M d 1 E

Model Doe

---------------------- 10 9 KCAL ------------------------
Sugarcane 142.522 220.728 185.305 159.001 159.906
Pineapples 370.345 371.611 371.611 371.611 467.359
Macadamia Nuts 11. 357 11.357 11.357 11.357 16.388
Coffee 0.306 0.306 0.306 0.306 0.306
Papayas 0.551 0.488 0.551 0.551 1.068
Guavas 0.059 0.059 0.059 0.059 0.059
Bananas 0.365 0.373 0.450 0.365 0.705
Flowers & Foliage 3.266 3.266 3.266 3.266 9.167
Feed & Forage 0.411 0.411 0.411 0.411 0.411
Lettuce 0.591 0.603 0.602 0.591 0.591
Taro 0.183 0.183 0.183 0.183 0.183
Seedcorn 1.804 1.804 1.804 1.804 1.804

Total 531.760 611.189 575.905 549.505 657.947
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APPENDIX T TABLE 59-Continued

ENERGY USE FOR PESTICIDES UNDER DIFFERENT ALTERNATIVES IN 1990

Base Run Energy Min. Energy Cut
High Energy High Exports

Crop Model A Model B Model C Prices Model E
Model D

------------------ Changes from Model A ------------------

Sugarcane 100.00 154.87 130.02 111.56 112.20
Pineapples 100.00 100.34 100.34 100.34 126.20
Macadamia Nuts 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 144.30
Coffee 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00
Papayas 100.00 88.57 100.00 100.00 193.83
Guavas 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 118.64
Bananas 100.00 102.19 123.29 100.00 193.15
Flowers & Foliage 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00
Feed & Forage 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00
Lettuce 100.00 102.03 101.86 100.00 100.00
'faro 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00
Seedcorn 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00

'I'ot a I 100.00 114.98 108.30 103.33 123.73

I.\j
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APPENDIX U TABLE 60

STATE OF HAWAII AVERAGE FOSSIL FUEL (1000 KCAL) REQUIRED TO
PRODUCE A UNIT OF OUTPUT BY CROP FOR

DIFFERENT ALTERNATIVES IN 1990

Crop Unit Base Run Energy Min. Energy Cut Hi~h.Energy High Exports
Model A rlces

Model B Model C Model D Model E

Sugarcane ton 163.850 105.104 131.712 151.471 150.791

Pineapples ton 2,192.309 2,186.605 2,186.605 2,186.605 2,185.772

Macadamia Nuts lb 1.309 1.309 1.309 1.309 1.309

Coffee lb 3.441 3.441 3.441 3.441 3.441

Papayas lb 0.084 0.082 0.084 0.084 0.089

Guavas lb 0.227 0.227 0.227 0.227 0.227

Bananas lb 0.906 0.875 0.883 0.906 0.906

Flowers & Foliage lb eq 2.308 2.308 2.308 2.308 2.308

Feed & Forage ton 112.154 112.154 112.154 112.154 112.154

Lettuce lb 0.645 0.647 0.647 0.647 0.647

Taro lb 0.464 0.464 0.464 0.464 0.464

Seedcorn lb 15.461 15.461 15.461 15.461 15.461

l\.)
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APPENDIX V

TABLE 61

IRRIGATED CROP ENERGY INTENSITIES COMPARED
WITH DRYLAND CROPS UNDER CONVENTIONAL

AND CONSERVATION PRACTICES IN 1990

Dryland Crops Under
Energy Conservation Practice = 100

Crop

Sugarcane

Pineapple

Macadamia Nut

Papayas

Bananas

Feed & Forage

Conventional Energy
Tillage Conservation

Practice Practice

287.94 237.91

115.82 105.22

195.44 162.38

194.83 162.69

144.04 129.12

944.13 760.08



APPENDIX W

TABLE 62

IRRIGATED AGRICULTURAL LAND. SfATE OF HAWAI I. 1978 (IN ACRES)

Crop State Hawaii Maui Oahu Kauai Furrow Sprinkler Drip Ac. Feet
per year

Total 179.997 19.588 72.355 51.238 36.816 73.867 54.120 52.010 1.099.310
Sugar 122.447 6.988 48.205 31.438 35.816 73.367 3.620 39.460 918,352

Pineapple 37 .000 - 21.000 16.000 - - 36.600 400 55.000

Vegetable 3.600 1.100 1.100 1.300 100 - 1.800 1.800 27.000

Orchards 9.800 8.000 800 500 500 - 200 9.600 40.833

Field Crops 2.350 500 750 1.000 100 - 2.350 - 17.625

Forage Crops 2.800 2.000 200 500 100 - 2.800 - 23,333

Other 2.000 1.000 300 500 200 500 750 750 16.667
Average Efficiency

50% 65% 85%of Irri. System

Source: Personal Comnundcation , U.S. Departnent of Agriculture. Soil O:mservation Service, Un
published Data. Ibnolulu. 1978.
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